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Executive
Gift Giving
by John Elkins
Some people are cynical about
executive gift giving."It is almost
always about 'what's in it for
them,"' commented Ed KJewer, director of the Center for Promotional Development at California Polytechnic Univer ity in Pomona.
''There are so many people out
there with their hands out. We receive gifts because we do some-
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Write in style with Quill gold-filled pens and pencils to brighten any business person's holidays; Maple Ridge Fanns'
luxurious gourmet baskets will delight the "foodies" on your list; a sharp Port Authority shirt available at Geiger adds
comfort to his leisure hours; a leather PDA case from Brookstone will keep the recipient organized; a Wenger watch will
keep him or her on time, andfor traveling: the Milano Totefolio or any item in the Logo collection available in the Leeds
catalog would be ''just the ticket." All items may be ordered through the Geiger representative, except for Brookstone
products, available at Brookstone stores in the Brea and Montclair malls.
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Rancho Cucamonga
Public Library Initiates
HouseCalls Program

Experts Discuss
Realities of Medical
Group Bankruptcies,
Rising HMO Rates
and the Inter Valley
Problem

HouseCall s is a new program
sponsored by the Rancho Cucamonga Public Library. This program promotes the use of library
materials and services to homebound patrons through free home
delivery. The new program is for
patrons who are not able to visit the
library, due to age, chronic illness
or disability, and live within the city
of Rancho Cucamonga. Library
volunteers will deliver books directly to their homes. For an application for HouseCalls service, or
for more information, call the li-

Rising health costs in the Inland Empire have forced some
medical groups into bankruptcy
and others have had to reorganize,
dumping patienL~ who have to now
eek alternate health plans.
In one case related to the health
i sues, observers have criticized an
official who holds two positions:
chief executive officer of a
Pomona-based health plan and
chief financial officer of Pomona
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Leading Your Employees
in Times of Crisis
Management consultant Greg
Smith says the way you "Take
Charge" ofyour employees in these
difficult times could shape the future of your company.
In the days and weeks since the
terrorist attack., the American workforce has been on an emotional
roller coaster. People have fallen to
terrible lows of fear, grief and depression, risen to mountain top experiences of national patriotism, and
fallen again . On and on it goes.
While no one knows the outcome of
our current situation, one fact is indisputable: the out-of-control emotions of our employees will have an
impact on our organizations. How
can business leaders lead in the
wake of this tragedy?

That is the question that management consultant Gregory P.
Smith- the president of Chart Your
Course International and author of
"Here Today, Here Tomorrow:
Transforming Your Workforce From
High-Turnover to High··Retention"
(Dearborn Trade Publishing, 200 I,
ISBN: 07931 -4553-8, $19.95) has
been pondering.
"No two people will respond to
these events in exactly the same
way," says Smith, a military veteran
who truly speaks from experience.
"Some may seem unaffected, others
may exhibit out-of the-ordinary behavior, still others may react in dramatic ways. In offices across the
United States, employees have

continued on page 16
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For the last several decades
cruise ships have been taking on and
letting off their passengers in Southem California at the foot of the Vincent Thomas Bridge. It's a tacky port
area- and as port areas go, it's on a
par with most I've seen. And, since
I've been around the world twice by
ship and made more than trips
through the Panama Canal, I've seen
a heck of a lot of tacky ports.
I will admit that the Port of LA
has built several new two-terminal
buildings to handle our West Coast
cruise traffic. The fact is the area
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Beach and the always-forward-thinking Carnival Corporation.
Carnival Corporation broke
ground ih July on a new cruise hip
terminal and docking facility adjacent
to the Queen Mary attraction and hotel in Long Beach. The $40 million
project, which is scheduled for completion in early 2003, will result in
the first cruise ships to be home-ported year-round at the Port of Long
Beach.
The Long Beach Cruise Tenninal at the Queen Mary includes a single cruise berth capable of handling
vessels with a draft of up to 28 feet
and a length of up to I 000 feet; a
parking garage able to accommodate
approximately I,250 vehicles, and an
embarkation/debarkation facility to
be constructed within a section of the
existing "Geodesic Dome," which

.
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Freedom of the press, according
to an old joke, belongs to the man
who owns the presses. There are,
however, some times when the rest
of us get to say what's on our minds.
Here at the Business Journal, I
write editorials, which are in the first
person plural, and cover topics and
perspectives that several of us believe in. Sometimes I write commentaries, which are my own personal bugs. Each are clearly marked
so that readers know the difference.
Likewise, on TV I have always been
told that the announcer must clearly
distinguish between what is fact and
what is opinion.
Recently, after the September attacks, ABC reminded its newscasters of their policy of not wearing
lapel pins. Even those of the American nag. This is right and correct. An
objective newscaster who wears pins
or ribbons, however noble the cause,
is subconsciously editorializing on
one issue or another.
And nothing drives me up the
wall like the people, mostly on
Channel 4 in L.A., who insist on

wishing people well or hoping out
loud for someone's success at the
end of some story. I understand their
emotions, but a newscast is not an
appropriate staging.
Dan Rather held his own during
the initial coverage of the WTC destruction and then broke down on
the "David Letterman Show." This
is fine. He is human after all. But
Rather knows that Arthur Godfrey
lost his news job when he broke
down and cried while reporting the
funeral of FOR.
It is the job of the commentator
to show listeners, viewen. or readers
one possible line of thought. It is the
job of objective reporters to give
light so that the people may find
their own way.
I wish everyone Godspeed.
Everyone has my prayers. Good luck
all. I can say these things. This is my

commentary column.
But I promise you I will never
wear a pin or a ribbon, no matter
what the color or cause when I am
on TV. And you, as a viewer, should
never trust anyone who does.

formerly

housed

the

Spruce Goose museum and
attraction.
The project is the resu lt of an agreement between Carnival Corporation and Queen 's Seaport
Development Inc., which
holds a lohg-tem1 sub-lease
on the Queen Mary and
surrounding property.
Two ships operated by
Carnival Cruise Lines, the
largest of Carnival Corp.'s
six cruise brands, will be
based at the new facility the 2,052-passenger sister
ships - Elation and Ecstasy, which are both currently operating from the
Port of Los Angeles. The
Elation sails every Su'nday
on seven-day cruise to the
Mexican Riviera and the Ecstasy offers three-day cruises departing Fridays to En enada and four-day cruises departing Mondays to Catalina
and Ensenada .
Carnival Corporation will manage and operate the new facility
which may eventually be utili7ed by
other vessels within the corporation\
brands.
Embarking and debarking passengers will have the option of exploring the Queen Mary attraction
and various dining, shopping and entertainment venues on board and in
the surrounding area, as well as staying in one of the historic vessel's 365
restored staterooms, prior to or following their cruise vacation. Other
nearby attractions include the
"Aquarium of the Pacific," "Shoreline Village" and "Rainbow Harbor."
"We are extremely enthused
about the new Long Beach cruise
ship facility because it will offer an
ideal experience for our guests, enabling them to arrive and depart at
their convenience and have a wide
variety of activity and entertainment
options within easy access before and
after their cruise," said Bob Dickinson, president of Carnival Cruise
Lines.
'This groundbreaking represenL'>
a natural next step in our partnership
with Carnival Corp. We have been

working together in every stage of
planning, and are very proud of the
results so far and what this means for
the future of Long Beach. We anticipate more than 500,000 annual departures a'hd arrivals," said Joseph
Prevratil, pre'>ident and CEO of
Queen's Seaport Development Inc.
Carnival will offer pre- and postcruise package options encompassing
area hotels for guest· who want to
come in prior to their cruise departure
or remain in the area afterwards.
"We anticipate a very positive
economic impact to the Long Beach
community based on our cruise operations. including guest and crew
spending in the area," Dickinson
added.
While at the Queen Mary, guests·
can visit the Russian, Foxtrot-class
submarine, code name: "Scorpion,"
experience the "Ghosts and Legends
of the Queen Mary" show and visit
the all new Queen Mary historic selfguided tour. A behind-the-scenes
guided tour of the ship or the new
World War II guided tour is also
available. Queen's Seaport Development, Inc ., headed by president &
CEO Joseph F. Prevratil, holds the
long-term lease to operate and develop the Queen Mary and surrounding
45 acres. The ship boasts a 365room hotel and three restauranl'>.
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EDITORIAL
California Should Fire Its
Microsoft Attorney
As the California government
considers cutting its budget to survive the recession, here's a quick
way to save some money: Cancel
tbe contract - the amount of which
is still being decided - for famed
attorney Brendan Sullivan to represent California and 17 other states in
tbe antitrust lawsuit against Microsoft Corp.
''Mr. Sullivan's reputation is one
of being a brilliant, fierce legal bulldog," state Attorney General Bill
Lockyer announced. 'This definitely adds to the legal fire-power of the
states battling the illegal monopoly
of Microsoft." Mr. Sullivan is best
known for representing Lt. Col.
Oliver North in the 1987 hearings
before Congress in the lran-Contra
scandal.
'1t's a reflection that the state attorneys general want to assert their
independence," Robert Levy, senior
fellow in Constitutional Studies at
the Cato Institute, told us. "It's putting Microsoft and the Department
of Justice [of the Bush administration] on notice that they better settle
the case on the terms the states want,
rather than on Microsoft's terms."
The case began way back in
1998, when Bill Clinton's Justice
Department sued Microsoft for alleged antitrust violations because its
Wmdows operating system was
dominant on computers; the suit was
joined by 18 state AGs.
In 2000, District Judge Thomas
Penfield Jackson ruled against Microsoft and ordered that it be broken
up. He ignored the strong competition Windows faces from the Macintosh, Linux, OS/2, BeOS, Sun and
other operating systems.
Earlier this year, the U.S. Court
of Appeals threw out the breakup order, chastised Judge Jackson for
blabbing to reporters and harboring
anti-Microsoft sentiments. He was
replaced by Judge Colleen KollarKotelly. Earlier this month, she appointed Eric Green to mediate the

case.
'The state AGs generally have
been tougher than has the BijSh ad-

ministration under Attorney General John Ashcroft. "The state AGs
probably want to use the Tunney
Act," Mr. Levy explained, "which
requires hearings [in court] to see if
a settlement is in the public interest.
The defendant, in this case Microsoft, has to reveal its lobbying.
Microsoft and the Department of
Justice have all denied there has
been any contact between them."
This is a good time, then, to
look at the activities of Oracle Corp.,
the Microsoft competitor that has
been the major industry activist
backing the antitrust lawsuit. According to the California Secretary
of State Web site, in June Oracle
gave $25,000 to the Lockyer Committee, Mr. Lockyer's re-election
outfit, and $25,000 last December.
But Mr. Lockyer and Oracle
CEO Larry Ellison, who has long
held a grudge against Microsoft, are
foolish to think this lawsuit will help
them and the California economy.
As the long length of this lawsuit
shows, antitrust actions go at a
snail's pace compared to the speedof-light pace of the Internet economy. The Internet is so big now that
no one company can even think of
monopolizing it.
Microsoft Windows still runs on
the majority PC platforms; but now
the Internet itself actually has become the universal platform, trumping Windows, Macintosh, etc.
As Nobel economics laureate
Milton Friedman warned, "Silicon
Valley will rue the day it called in
the government .... This is a case
that illustrates the suicidal impulse
of the business community."
When the Legislature reconvenes in December, it should eliminate the money paid to Mr. Sullivan
-then axe Mr. Lockyer's entire antitrust division, saving $5 million.
The American and California
economies don't need litigation, but
competition.
-ReprinJed by pennission ofthe Orange County Register , Wed., Oct.
31, 2001 edition.
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Do You Know Where
Your Donation Is?
Money...like power, corrupts.
We have seen this before in such
diverse and well-intended charities
as the PTL Club and the United
Way. Now the American Red Cross
is flush, and they are flushing their
credibility with it.
Since the attacks of September
II, people around the world have
been donating to "disaster relief."
The
two-hour,
multi-channel
telethon raised $150 million dollars.
The Route 66 Rendezvous, with the
help of San Manuel Indian Casino
raised more than $800,000. Little
boys with plastic water jugs collected more than $1500 in change in the
Highland area. And on Monday, Oct.
29, Stater Bros. gave $160,000 to the
Red Cross.
We all pitched in, figuring that
some bum victim would avoid bankruptcy. Some child would not lose
his home, or education because daddy was not coming back. Even as
you read this, unknown bodies remain buried under tons of smoldering rubble. The heart of America has
gone out like never before.
But where is that m?ney going?
We were told that the Red
Cross, against the advice of critics
and philanthropic watchdogs, established a special Liberty Fund for the
cause. Now we are being told por-

tions of that money will not be going to New York or Washington. It
will be re-designated to fund a new
blood reserve program, an outreach
effort (read: marketing) and a new
telecommunications fund (cell
phones?).
To be fair, the Red Cross helps
out at all disasters and there have
been hurricanes and earthquakes
since the terrorist attack that have received no publicity and no funding.
And the Red Cross is there. But this
re-direction of the Liberty Fund has
created such a stink already that
Bernadine Healy has stepped down
as the head of the organization and
the new interim head, Harold Decker, has announced an official end to
the appeal for funds for the Liberty
Fund. That fund, by the way, now
holds some $550 million dollars in
pledges.
Decker has promised that Liberty Fund money will, in fact, go to aid
families and other relief efforts involving the attacks.
Well and good. And no one will
deny that the Red Cross should have
money to cover other disaster relief
as it occurs.
But who gave it the authority to
re-direct the funds that we gave to
help in that one particular case?
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Executive Gift Ideas
continued from page I
thing for them in the economic development arena, for either their constituents or clients. There is no big secret to executive gift giving."
The sad truth of the matter is that
most executive gift giving is done out
of duty, not generosity. Often, a gift
is given becau e someone has bailed
us out of trouble or saved us from our
own mistakes. Non-holiday-driven
presents are usually very large thankyou's, and should not be perceived as
the start of an on-going gift-giving
tradition. Still, many enjoy the custom. We sent a questionnaire to some
business executives to find s uggestions for holiday gifts for employees,
suppliers, and customers. One motorcycle manufacturer suggested giving your boss a $30,000 "trike" motorcycle. A local surveyor said the
best gift was a surveying gift certificate.
But there were also more serious,
less self-serving suggestions. Many
executives like Brookstone gifts,
available on the Web at www.brookstone.com or at their retail stores in
Montclair and Brea. Some companies go all out and order embossed or
embroidered gifts from a Geiger
West independent marketing consultant like Geri Pruyne at 909-9888070.
"Some people are really good at
this, they will find a kind of clock or
some item and will buy them in bulk,
something that looks nice," noted
Claremont landscape designer, Elizabeth Miller.
Geri Pruyne suggests, "I try to
give my clients gifts they will perceive as valuable and functional;
ones they can use long after the giftgiving season. Since I am in the promotional products business, I also include my logo somewhere on the
product, in a subtle way of course.
This allows me to keep my name in
front of my clients year round."
" Padfolios and totebags are examples
of well-liked gifts that I have g iven
to clients in the past," she continued.
Pruyne believes briefcases, padfolios,
and watches are a few of the practical items that will be popular this holiday sea<>on."
The most important factors to

consider when selecting the ideal
promotional product or holiday gift
are: the type of industry, the demographics of the recipients and the
company's budget, according to
Pruyne. There are more than I 00,000
types of products available in the promotional products industry.
"This information helps to narrow the selection down to gift that
are certain to: deliver a specific message to the recipient like 'thank you,
your busi ness is important to us,'
meet the buyers ' budget constraints,
and most importantly, ensures a gift
that will be appreciated by the recipient."
Laura Loper, a graphic designer
in Cucamonga, prefers flowers or
food for vendors. " Since both can be
delivered, it keeps a nice professional distance. The recipient isn't put on
the spot by having to thank me and I
avoid any awkwardness that may occur by arriving at an inopportune
time," she remarked. "I have ent
fruit baskets, boxes of chocolates
and pizzas, all received with enthusiasm."
Loper recall a memorable gift.
She received a huge, beautifully decorated cake. "As it was sent to my
office, it gave me the chance to share
it with my co-workers." When it
comes to employee/co-worker gift
giving, some executives try to
choose gifts that discourage reciprocation.
When time pennits, some prefer
to give something they have created.
such as a homemade holiday ornament or cookies or baked breads.
Since few people can respond in
kind, most people simply accept the
gift graciously, without feeling indebted.
When there is not the time for
created gifts, some prefer to find
gifts that are uniquely appropriate for
certain friends, family or co-workers.
Here antiques work. well, especially
books that are of interest to the person. There is no better source on
em1h for finding targeted gifts that
appear as though they were found in
some remote antiquities shop than
Ebay. Just type in whatever the person is interested in and the word "antique," and you will find dotens of
affordable, unique g ift ideas. Anoth-

er on-line source i www.groovycandies.com. They ship boxes filled
with the classic candy many grew up
with. Wax lips; those awful colored
dots on strips of paper; the little wax
bottles filled with syrup, remember
those? Every " baby-boomer" you
send these to will be ridiculously
pleased. Who would not be pleased
with a gift of nostalgia.
'The Claremont Glass and Bead
Company on First St. has beautiful
art glass which is always a good
gift," according to Miller. "Exquisite
vases and paper weights and all of
those kinds of things, beautifully
made.
"It depends on who you are buying for," Miller continued. "Avatar
Gallery and some of the local artists
are doing beautiful work and for the
right person that is a great gift." "My
personal philosophy," according to
Miller is, "I try to buy things that I
have great difficulty giving away because !like them so much . I like to
give gifts that I would like to receive.
I always try to keep the person's intere ts in mind when I get them
something.
'The mo t memomble gift I ever
received is probably my II th edition
of the 'Encyclopedia Britannica'
when I graduated from college, because it is the last great piece of classic litemture before World War I and
because it is incredibly well-written
and kind of the Ia t vestige of the
civilized world. such as it was. It was
old; publi~hed in 1911. It is a classic
edition.
"A lot of the people who wrote
for it were just exceptionally gifted
and were the finest product of the
English educational system. It is
beautifully written and it is also like
the last gasp of British imperialism,
so it is an interesting historical document," she concluded.
Packaging is also really important. Some executives we talked to
believe the presentation and the card
made up half the impact of a gift.
Remember the best gifts tend to be
those that represent you personally.
A thoughtful gift shows you
care. A generous gift shows you realize the extent of the receiver's impact upon your career. A playful gift
drives home the fact that we are all

human and bound to make mistakes.
You can contact Geri Pruy ne at:
www.promogal.com

At deadline ...
continued from page I
brary at: (909) 477-2720.
Also, the library's book club,
Reader's Circle, meets on the second Thursday of each month.
Meetings are held in the library located at 7368 Archibald Ave. , and
is open to all adults who enjoy
book discussions.
London Cab Promotes
Palm Springs Tourism
The British have a new attraction in London, a shiny new, canary-yellow cab, emblazoned with
"Palm Springs, California" and the
www.palm-springs.org Web site.
The Palm Springs Bureau of
Tourism has hired a cab driven by
London cabbie, Paul Shead. The
cab, which takes fares in and
around central and greater London,
has posed for photographs out ide
key London monuments, including
the Houses of Parliament, the Tower Bridge, and St. Paul's Cathedral.
The eye-catching cab has
gained immediate attention all over
London. Shead was recently hosted for a week by the Palm Springs
Bureau of Tourism, so he could experience the flavor of the area firsthand. He is now the city' personal ambassador, who has the knowledge and insight (especially regarding golf courses) to describe
Palm Springs' attractions to his
many London customers.
Businesses Hurt by Reservist
Call-Ups May Apply for SBA
Loans
Small businesses that employ
military reservists who were called
to active duty by President Bu h in
response to the terrorist attacks on
the World Trade Center and the
cominued 011 page 28
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FEMINISM IN BUSINESS
A New View of Feminism
in Business
by John Mutz
Feminism as a new conversation
is worth having today as many
women and men seek to be more effective in our business environment.
Scores of women have experienced sexually-based oppression at
the hands of a system that continues
to perpetuate a largely ineffective
business model. Men have historically led this effort either intentionally or
not. Some women have contributed
as well.
Today, an alternative view of our

WHAT WOMEN WANT
IN BUSINESS: POWER,
MONEY, INFLUENCE
-Why Women Executives Leave

Corporate America for Entrepreneurial Ventures-A New Study by
Korn/Ferry International, Columbia

Business School and the Duran
Group
Corporate America may be surprised to learn what women want in
today's busi~ess environment: the opportunity to take risks, a seat at the
decision-making table and generous
compensation for their performance.
These were the results of a new study,
"What Women Want in Business," released by Korn!Ferry International
(NYSEXFY), the world' s leading executive search firm, the Eugene M.

business environment is being driven
by a desire for a new view of feminism that honors women as equal to
men in all aspects of business and tife.
Feminism has become a growing
ideology for women and men. Today
it is truly evidence of one's humanness and growth. Feminists watch the
workplace and ask, "Who is benefiting and who is being oppressed as
people move through their work relationships and the 'bottom line?'"
These are important questions
that must be placed in the forefront of
our conversations, as our "system"
will not make this critical inquiry on
its own. Unless these questions are
asked, little will change as we will be
Lang Center for Entrepreneurship at
Columbia Business School and the
Duran Group.
The study contradicts many of
the myths about why women leave
corporate America to start or work for
a small business. " Bucking conventional wisdom, professional growth,
power and money were the big drivers in influencing women to leave
corporate jobs in the past five yearsnot the glass ceiling, balance or personal life," according to Carotine Nahas, managing director at Korn!Ferry
International. "Companies cannot afford to lose a generation of women
leaders. In today's world, talent is the
primary source of competitive advantage. Even with the current wave of
layoffs, the generation shift from
Baby Boomers to the much smaller
35- to 44-year-old age group will
leave us with a drought of seasoned
talent.
"Large
companies are
in the best position to give
women leaders
what
they
want," Nahas
explains.
'They have the
capacity to create an environment in which
talent can grow
and find a
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unable to discern a "system" that rewards only a few and undermines
most everyone else who works to
support it. We will sadly lose our opportunity to transform ourselves and
our business environment.
It is the invisible patriarchal grid
developed early in our families , our
education, and reinforced in our
workplace that discourages a more effective way of being and serving others. It keeps us from seeing a new
view and yet feminists have named it
today with greater frequency as patriarchy.
With this new opportunity for
women and men as feminists to look
deeper into how we relate to one anfriendly ear for new ideas and they
have the resources to recognize the
contributions and accomplishments gf
talented people by acknowledging
them and paying them well."
Seventy-eight percent of the
women in the study pointed to the opportunity to take risks with new ideas
and test personal limits as the chief
reason for leaving jobs with large
companies to move into smaller, entrepreneurial businesses, reports Dr.
Anna Duran of the Duran Group, a
New York-based consulting fum . The
chance to make more money influenced 67 percent to move, while the
ability to impact strategy was the third
major reason, cited by 65 percent.
"Only 41 percent listed more time for
family/personal interests as a deciding factor," she adds.
Companies are making strides in
eliminating the glass ceiling, but there
is room for improvement, according
to Professor Ann Bartel, director of
the Human Resource Management
Program at Columbia Business
School. "Fifty percent of women who
left corporate jobs in 1994 or earlier
said the glass ceiling was an issue
while only 36 percent of those who
left after 1997 did so," she notes. Underscoring this finding, women
younger than 40-years-old were motivated to make a change primarily to
accumulate wealth and impact strategy, whereas those 40-years-old or older believed they had peaked on the

other, breakthroughs have occurred.
It is exciting and gives promise of a
better world in so many ways.
Please join other women and
men who are bringing a new view of
femini sm to their business world, insuring the promise of a better environment for all.
- John Murz is a coach who works
with senior managers to improve
leadership effectiveness. He also
trains and supports coaches from a
variety of business environments. He
is a fonner command officer with the
Los Angeles Police Department. He
can be reached at 818-380-0388.

corporate ladder and needed to move
in order to advance.
In many ways this study confirms
the results of the 1998 landmark
study, " Diversity in the Executive
Suite," also written by Korn!Ferry,
Columbia Business School and the
Duran Group. Anticipating the talent
shortage looming on the horizon, the
Diversity Study's key finding was the
need to instill a people mindset at all
levels of the organization, along with
programs to identify, mentor and develop people to their full potentialregardless of gender or ethnicity.
The "What Women Want in
Business" study was comprised of
425 women who had previously
worked at least five years for a large
company. Of these women, 272 left
to start small businesses and 153 left
to join small businesses, with the
greatest numbers in advanced technology. Sixty-seven percent currently
are working with companies with revenues under $1 miltion. The women's
average age is 41 years; 57 percent
are married while 50 percent have
one or two children. More than half
of the women earn more than
$100,000, about one-fifth earn more
than $300,000 and l 0 percent top
$500,000 in annual earnings.
Eighty-seven percent of the married
women earn more than half of their
family's income and almost a quarter
of them earn 7 5 to 100 percent of the
household income.

Top of the Line Skin Care:
Clearly Meeting Unique
Skin Care Needs
by John Elkins
Bluefield Associates Inc. of II 00
N. Hellman Avenue, Ontario, and its
sister company, Clear Essence Cosmetics USA Inc. manufacture and
market skin care products especially
formulated for men and women of color.
Dark skin is physiologically different from Caucasian skin. It has special needs and this organization is dedicated to providing the solutions.
People of color tend to suffer from
excess dryness, oiliness and uneven
skin tones, as well as dark spots. Produced with the finest skin care ingredients and supported by comprehensive scientific research, the Clear
Essence Skin Care line offers a range
of products that addresses the various
needs of African American and Latin
women and men.
Since the late 1980s, the Clear
Essence Beauty Skin Care System has
been distributed internationally in Europe, Africa, and the Caribbean Islands. It is now being promoted in the
United States and Canada, filling the
gap for ethnic skin care products.
Clear Essence Beauty Skin Care
Products are sold worldwide through
a network of distributors, beauty supply stores, and mail order outlets. Clear
Essence, an African-owned company,
was born from a dream.
When lheatu Obioha graduated
from the University of Maryland with
a Ph.D. in business, he had no plans of
becoming just one of countless other
business graduates who join the corporate world.
Obioha wanted to make a productive contribution to the African-American community by providing products
specifically designed to enhance the
lifestyle of the growing ethnic diversity.
The idea was to address the skin
care concerns of African American and
Latin markets-backed by extensive
scientific studies and formulated with
only the finest ingredients.
Jenny Cheng was interested in expanding that market. "I have always

had an interest in the skin care and
beauty industry," she said . She answered an ad for a job that included 75
percent traveling for the skin care company. That was almost five years ago.
She is now domestic sales manager. "I
travel two weeks every month," she
noted. "It is a great company with a
great product."
Dr. Obioha started out small-as
a sales person selting ethnic products.
But there were few skin care products
for people of color. Most were for
lightening dark spots. He recognized
that there was more to skin care than
that and developed a total beauty regimen. "It is not something that you can
Left to Right:
do in one day or even a week," acEsperanza Limcauco, Customer Service and Sales
cording to Cheng. "It is very important
Mariza Blades, Graphics and Marketing Manager
that skin tone treatment is incorporatMartha Stewart, Customer Service and Sales
ed in your daily routine."
Mercy Akorie, Human Resources Manager
Dr. Obioha had started by exportretary of Commerce Ro n Brown. In
representatives to make sure service
ing ethnic hair care products to West
1996, Clear Essence Cosmetics U.S.A.
and
shelf space are properly mainAfrica. He realized one way he could
Inc. was formed to handle the markettained,"
she continued. "We also marensure the top-notch quality of his
ing of Clear Essence products under
ket in the U.S. through education, sammerchandise was to manufacture the
the direction of Dr. Obioha's brother,
pling,
and attendance at business and
products himself. He was from NigeK .C. Obioha. It has been in the doconsumer
trade shows.
ria, so he started in the territory that he
mestic market about four years, with
"At consumer tmde shows, we do
knew the best.
busine~s doubling within the last five.
facials
and focus on education. ln the
Then he moved to European
Domestic gross :-,ales run about $2
next
five
to 10 years we want the concountries. After about five years, the
million. according to Cheng. She was
sumers
to
know and to recognize Clear
entrepreneur recognized the need for
unable to say what international sale~
Essence as the major brand for the
his quality skin care throughout the
run but sources clo~e to the company
ethnic
community in the U.S., as they
world. The product has been on the
quote nbout $6.5 million.
do
in
Africa, Europe, and the
market now since 1990, more than I0
Clear Essence products have
Caribbean.
years.
brand recognition in West Africa and
"Our goal is to improve our comClear Essence is popular in Africa,
European countries similar to Lanpany and products on a daily basis,"
especially East Africa. The line was
come and Estee Lauder in the West.
Cheng
said. Clear Essence is the
launched in London and Lagos, both
"We are hoping to achieve the same
fastest-growing
ethnic skin care line in
in 1992, followed by Antigua, Marbrand recognition in the U.S.," Cheng
Europe,
Africa
and
the United States.
tinique, Barbados and Jamaica in
projects. "Our target market is the midK.C. Obioha, president of Clear
1996.
dle cla<>s. We offer quality products at
Essence,
attributes this success to a
In 1991 , Obioha incorporated
affordable prices. Our prices range befirm
dedication
to providing effective
Bluefield Associates. He worked tiretween $5 and $15. Mo~t of them are
treatments
for
specific
skin types. He
lessly with his burgeoning network of
between $5 and $10. But the body
commented,
"By
consistently
staying
buyers and distributors to establish this
wash is great! We package it two for
ahead of trends and keeping pace with
niche market that has been largely ig$15.
the very latest scientific research, Clear
nored by the major brand<>. Because of
"K.C. Obioha has brought a dyE<>sence
continues to expand. It has
the active participation of Bluefield Asnamic approach to promoting the
revolutionary
products, such as the
sociates in promoting "Made in
product. In international markets we
Medicated Skin Creme, the Skin
U.S.A." products, it became one of the
genemlly work with the distributors,"
Lightening
Serum, and the botanicalfew companies invited to attend NAFCheng said. "We offer exclusivity for
fom1ulation
line-the Lemon with ViTA support group functions at the
a particular region. Because there are
tamin
C
Creme.
White House, hosted by President
beauty supply stores everywhere in the
'The Food and Drug AdministraClinton in 1993.
U.S., we look for national distributor!>
tion
(FDA)
approves our products. We
Bluefield was also among select
that are able to reach dillerent areas.
promise
unmatched
product quality,"
minority-owned businesses, partici"We work with local distributors,
according
to
Obioha,
"leading-edge inpating in the South American trade
local wholesalers and merchandizing
novation
and
products
responsive to
delegation. It was spearheaded by Sec-

continued on page /0
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MAJOR OFFICE COMPLEX LEASING GUIDE

MAJOR OFFICE COMPLEX LEASING GUIDE

Inland Empire West Area

Western Riverside County Area

I fJ l.nr.~e\1 ( ~lfi('(' ( 'omplt-X!' \

5

Arrow Business Park
9007 Arrow Rt., #140

Rancho Cucamonga. C A 91730
Total RBA (sq. ft.): 138.111
Available Space (sq. ft.): 8,611
Type: Multi-Tenant
FSG Rate: $1.03
Year Built: 1988
Leasing Company: Sares•Reg1s Group
Agent : Kevin W. Harvey
Phone/Fax: (909) 944-74551944-8366

6

1

Empire Lakes Corp. Center
9500 Cleveland St.

Rudlo Cucamoap, CA 91730
'Thclll RBA (sq. ft.): 242,000
Aftlable Space (IIQ. ft.): 2,128
'l)pe: A
FSG Rate: Sl55
Year Built: 1987
Year Ra.tftted: 1998
........ Company: Lee&: Associales
A&eot: Tom Pierilc. Dave Mudge
PlaoaeiFu: (909) 276-36()(Y276-36SO

/{) L11rgest Office

8

9

3401 Centrelake Dr.

Empire Towers I
3633 E. Inland Empire Blvd.

Ontario, CA 91761

Tolal RBA (sq. ft.): tn.sts
AVllilable Spece (sq. ft.): 11,592
Type: Class A

FSG Rate: S1.95

Ontario, CA 91761
Total RBA (sq. ft.): 110,763
Available Space (sq. ft.): 16.755
Type: Class A
FSG Rate: $1.75
Year Built: 1989
Leasing Company: Lee & Associates
Agent: Tom Pierik, David Mudge
Pbone/Fax: (909) 276-36001276-3650

3

1035on0190 Commerce Center Dr.
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
Total RBA (sq. ft.): 81 ,172
Available Space (sq. ft.): 10,8 17
Type:B
FSG Rate: S 1.35
Year Built: 1986
Year Renovated: 1996
Leasing Company: Lee & Associates
Agent: Tom Pierik. Dave Mudge
Phone/Fax: (909) 276-36001276-3650

1(,,, I ..ar~:esI ()Ill"
:!Ju·e

3

FSG Rate: SUO

Year Built: 2001
Leuiag Company: CB Richard Ellis
Agent: Philip Woodford, John Oien
PlaoaeiFu: (909) 418-20001418-2100

900 Rio Rancho Rd.

NNN Rate: $1.15
Year Built: 1988

....... Company: Lee &AssocialeS
Apat: Tom Pierik. Dave Mudge. Ed lndvik
~u: (909) 276-360&276-3650

Ctlllfilllll'cl (}1/ fltl~l'
· I)

Tri-City Corporate Centre
650 E. Hospitality Ln.

San Bernardi no, CA 92408
Total RBA (sq. ft.)· 112,717
Available Space (sq. ft.): 2,802
Type: Class A
FSG Rate: $1.80
Year Built: 1989
Leasing Company: CB Richard Ellis
Agent: Michael O ' Brien, Philip Woodford

10801 E. Sixth St.

Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91761
Total RBA (sq. ft.): 150,618
Available Space (sq. ft.): 150,618
Type: Oass B

4

ompIexes

( '

Phone/Fax: (909)418-2133/418-2100

Redlands Corp. Center
1135 Research Dr.

4

Redlands, CA 92374

San Bernardino, CA 92408
Thtal RBA (sq. ft.): 104,000
Available Space (sq. ft.): 10,671
Type: A
FSG Rate: $1.45
Year Built: 1983
Leasing Company: Lee & Associates
Agent: Tom Pierik. Dave Mudge
Phone/Fax: (909) 276-36001276-3650

ThUd RBA (sq. ft.): 180,114
Available Space (sq. ft.): 40,000
Type:SR
FSG Rate: $1.35
Year Built: 1991
Leasioc Company: Lee & Assocj-.,
Apnt: Tom Pierik. Dave Mudge

Pbonr/Fu: (909) 276-36001276-3650

2

Empire Office Center
295 Carousel Mall

San Bernardino, CA 92401
Total RBA (sq. ft.): I 58,045
Available Space (sq. ft.): 142,578
Type: Class B

FSG Rate: $1.20
Year Built: 1965
Year Revovaled: 2000
Lallng Company: CB Richard Ellis
Aaent: Philip Woodford, David Catlin
PhoneiFu: (909) 418-2132/418-2100

5

ThtaJ RBA (sq. ft.): 152,621
Available Space (sq. ft.): 8,336
Type: A
FSG Rate: $1.95
Year Built: 1982
Leasing Company: Lee & Associates
Agent: Tom Pierik, Dave Mudge
Phone/Fax: (909) 276-36001276-3650

2

Inland En1pire East Area

Rio Rancho Corporate Center

Riverside, CA 92501

10 Havengate Center

Total RBA (sq. ft.): 90,000
Available Space (sq. ft.): 46.040
Type: Class B
FSG Rate: $1.60
Year Built: 1986
Leasing Company: CB Richard Ellis
Agent: Natalie Bazarevitsch, Jay Dic k
Phone/Fax: (909) 41 8-2130/4 18-2 100

1

Riverside Centre
1 3403
Tenth St.

Phone/Fax: (909) 605-11001390-8645

California Tech Center

Pomona, CA 91766
Tolal RBA (sq. ft.): 150,000
Available Spece (sq. ft.): 150,000
Type:Oass B

Arrow Haven Corporate Park
8577 & 8599 Haven Ave.

E-Mail Address: mano.leventalcis@grubb-ellis.com

Fairway Business Center
9130-9166 Anaheim Ct.

Year Built: 1991
Lea<ling Company: CB Richard Ellis
Agent: Vmdar Batoosangh. Philip Woodford
Pbone/Fax: (909) 418-2134/418-2100

3350-3380 Shelby

Rancho Cucamonga. CA 91730
Total RBA (sq. ft.): 82,876
Available Space (sq. ft.): 8,707
Type: Class A
FSG Rate: $\.SO
Year Built: 1992
Leasing Company: Grubb & Ellis Co.
Agent: Mano Leventalcis, Greg Martin

Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91761

2

3

Ontario, CA 91764
Total RBA (sq. ft.): 83,847
Available Space (sq. ft.): 13,186
Type: C lass A
FSG Rate: $1.65
Year Built: 1984
Leasing Company: Chippewa Enterprises, Inc.
Agent: Jean Spain
Phone/Fax: (909) 369-98441369-9448

Centrelake Plaza

7

Park Haven Business Center

liDS Plaza
268 W. Hospitality Ln.

300 E. State St.

FSG Rate: $1.65-1.75
Year BuBt: 1981
Leasing Company: Grubb & Ellis Co.
Agent: Mano Leventalcis, Greg Manin
Phone/Fax: (909) 605-11001390-8645
E-Mail Address: mano.leventalcis@grubb-ellis.com

3737 Main Street

Riverside, CA 92509
Total RBA (sq. ft.): I 50.000
Available Space (sq. ft.): 11 ,000
Type: Class A
FSG Rate: $1.90
Year Built: na
Year Renovated: 1995
Leasing Company: Inland Pacific Commercial Brokerage
Agent: Dennis Morgan
Phone/Fax: (909) 686-1462/682-6058

University Village

120 I University Ave.

7

Grand Central Plaza
3610 Central Ave.

Riverside, CA 92507
Total RBA (sq. fl.): 140,000
Available Space (sq. ft.): 112,000
Type: na
FSG Rate: $1.60-1.80
Year Built: 1999
Leasing Company: University Village
Agent: Steve Chaffee
Phone/Fax: (909) 788- 1400f788-1941

Riverside, CA 92506
Total RBA (sq. rL): 113.326
Available Space (sq. ft.) : 13,479
Type: Class B
FSG Rate: S 1.65
Year Built: 1969
Year Renovated: 1998
Leasing Company: Lee & Associates
Agent: Tom Pierik. Dave Mudge
Phone/Fax: (909) 276-36001276-3650

4

8

Iowa Corporate Center
1020 & 1040 Iowa Ave.
1220, 1240, 1280 Palmyrita Ave.

Riverside, CA 92507
Total RBA (sq. ft.): 127,898
Available Space (sq. fl.): 27,565
Type: Class B
MC Rate: $0.90-$0.95
Year Built: 1989
Leasing Company: Lee & A'sociates
Agent: Tom P1cnk. Dave Mudge. Larry Taylor
Phone/Fax: (909) 276-36001276-3650

5.

Riverside Metro Center
3801 University Ave.

Riverside, CA 92501
Total RBA (sq. fl.): 124,332
Available Space (sq. fl.): 82.300
Type: A
FSG Rate: $1.95
Year Built: 1990
Year Renovated : N/A
Leasing Company: Chippewa Enterprises, Inc.
Agent: Jean Spain
Phone/Fax: (909) 369-98441369-9448

6

Mission Square
3750 University Ave.

Riverside, CA 9250 I
Total RBA (sq . ft.): 123,831
Available Space (sq. ft.): 10,189
Type: Class A
FSG Rate: $1.90
Year Built: 1984
Leasing Company: CB Richard Ellis
Agent: Yindar Batoosingh
Phone/Fax: (909) 418-2134/418-2100

Citrus Park
1650-1770 Iowa Ave.

Riverside, CA 92501
Total RBA (sq. ft.): II 0,085
Available Space (sq. ft.): 75,000
Type: Office
FSG Rate: S 1.55
Year Built: 1988
Year Renovated: 1989
Leasing Company: CB Richard Ellis
Agent: Vindar Batoosmgh. Philip Woodford
Phone/Fax: (909) 418-2134/4 18-2100

9

Magnolia Place
10540 Magnolia Ave.

Riverside. CA 92505
Total RBA (sq . ft.): I 06.854
Available Space (sq. ft.): 65,929
Type: Class A
FSG Rate: $1.65
Year Built: 1992
Leasing Company: CB Richard Ellis
Agent: Philip Woodford, Vindar Batoosingh
Phone/Fax: (909) 418-2132/418-2100

10 State Comp Building
6301 Day St.
Riverside, CA 92507
Total RBA (sq. fl.): 103,000
Available Space (sq. ft.): 1,225
Type: Class A
FSG Rate: S 1.65
Year Built: 1992
Leasing Company: CB Richard Ellis
Agent: Philip Woodford. Vindar Batoosingh
Phone/Fax : (909) 418·2132/418-21 00

Inland Empire East Area
( omilllletl.fm/11 {ltlge

6

8

EDA Building
20 I North E Street

San Bernardino. CA 9240 I
Total RBA (sq. ft.): 82,000
Available Space (sq. ft.): 18,000
Type: Class A
FSG Rate: $1.50
Year Built: 1975
Leasing Company: San Bernardino Economic Development
Agency
Agent: Ann Harris
Pbone/Fax: (909) 663-10441888-9413
E-Mail Address: ahanis@sbedo.org

Cal Fed Bank Building

Redlands, CA 92373
Total RBA (sq. ft.): 85,202
Avalla.- Space (sq. ft.): 38,721
Type: A

California Tower

Village Towers at

Comp/exe.~

7

Mediterranean Plaza
1001 & 1003 E. Cooley

Colton, C A 92324
Total RBA (sq. ft.): 80,197
Available Space (sq. ft.): 8,100
Type: Office
FSG Rate: $1.15
Year Built: 1987
Lea~lng Company: Inland Panncrs Comm. R.E.
Agent: Sharon Wai1man
Phone/Fax: (909) 422-149713704549
E-Mail Address: ipcommre @earthlink net

If) I.LU'J:I'.\1

8

Office Comp/e.re1·

Exchange Place
1845 Business Center Dr.

San Be rnardino, CA 92408
Total RBA (sq. ft.): 74.822
Available Space (sq. ft.): 20,950
Type: Class B
FSG Rate: $1.25
Year Built: 1989
Leasing Company: CB Richard Ellis
Agent: John Oicn
Phone/Fax: (909) 418-2135/41812100

9

One Vanderbilt Way
301 Vanderbilt Way

San Bernardino. CA 92408
Total RBA (sq. fl.): 73,773
Available Space (sq. fl.): 16.679
Type: Cia's A
FSC Rate: $1.65
Year Built: 1986
Leasing Company: CB Richard Ellis
Agent: Michael O'Bnen, Philip Woodford
Phone/Fax: (909) 418·2133/4 18-21 00

10 TWo Carnegie Plaza ll
685 E. Carnegie Dr.
San Bernardino, CA 92408
Total RBA (sq. fl.): 70.877
Available Space (sq. ft.): 10.414
Type: Class B
FSC Rate: $ 1.30
Year Built: 1988
Leasing Company: CB Richard Ellis
Agent: Michael O' Brien, Philip Woodford

Phone/Fax: (909) 418-2 133/418-2100
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The Windows XP Experience
by J. Allen Leinberger
We recently told you about the
new OS X, which was de igned to
bring Macintosh into the new century. Now Windows XP is here to do
the same thing, although Microsoft
has been doing its entry into the 21 t
century in baby steps. Windows 2000
and Windows Me (Millennium Edition) were not pure replacements for
Windows 95 or 98, but marketing i
marketing.
Now comes XP, and like the new
Apple operating system before it, you
might just as well toss your old 20th
century beige box. You need a new
computer for the new computer system.
To be fair, a Jot of this is our fault.
Ten years ago we were using our
computers for desk top publishing.
Five years ago we were surfing the
net. Now we demand easy acces to
digital photos, music and videos.
Game players want better and better
30 movie style action. Advertising
graphics departments want better and
better detail in their artwork, having
tossed their pencils years ago.
Then there were those dark days

back when dinosaurs roamed the
earth and one computer at home was
a luxury. Now the Home Network
run through the house like the old office network ran through the building
last century. Today we demand a
computer sy tern that will do all of
these thing for us.
Much about the new Windows
XP is philo ophically like Mac' OS
X . To quote the Firesign Theater
group, .. Everything you know is
wrong." Your old programs don't
work. Your old tricks won't work.
Even your mouse and your printer are
going to act funny. (Not funny ha-ha)
The good news is that, like OS X
we are promised that the new system
will be much more crash-proof. Lovebugs, however, are another story.
You must remember that Microsoft makes this package and they
are being pressed by the FTC because
they include their own Internet program in Windows. This means that
their Outlook and Explorer programs
are vulnerable to viruses. More and
more sophisticated viruses are being
designed as you read this, so as we
have suggested before, some good
anti-virus program, such as Norton by

Symantec, i a must.
Then there is the strange case of
the Java interpreter. Java interpreter is
missing. This is only a problem if you
find a Java-based Web site. You can
download this from their Web site ...
but it will take time.
Inside of Mac' OS X is another
operating ystem called OS Classic.
XP comes not with one inside the other, but with a choice of two "Home" or " Profes ional." Home
doe mo t of what Profe sional does
but costs ubstantially less. And it can
be used for small businesses. Professional i the big business version. You
can install Home over Windows 98
and Me, but not 95, NT or 2000. Professional will install over any of these,
including XP Home. Also, because of
its battery management ability, Professional works better on laptops.
So, as with the Mac OS X, do
you really need this new operating
system? The answer, as with MAC, is
a tentative "yes." lf you have a relatively new computer that has been
running Wmdows 2000 or Me or NT,
then maybe you should upgrade. If,
however, you have an ancient 1995
computer still humming along on

AppleOne Opens Candidate Database to Clients
As the employment market
shifts, staffing services are finding
they need to offer additional services
to employers in order to attract and
retain clients.
Take for instance, AppleOne Employment. The largest privately-held
employment service in the U.S., AppleOne recently updated its Web site
with new search tools that make it
possible for employers to quickly
search and sort through AppleOne's
vast database of pre-qualified candidates.
Unlike Internet job boards such
as Monster.com that charge companies for access to on-line resume
banks, searching for resumes on the
AppleOne site is completely free. Potential employers are able to search,
ask questions, and even schedule interviews or dispatch temporary associates directly from the Web site. It is
only when an employer finds and de-

cides to hire one of AppleOne's candidates that they will be charged a fee
for the placement.
Clients certainly seem to
appreciate the new tools.
"Some of our clients have told us
they would like to take a more active
role in the screening process," says
AppleOne Vice President of Sales
and Marketing Marc Goldman. "Our
new Web-based search tools provide
employers with the best of both
worlds. They are able to search for
exactly what they want, and they
know that each result has already
been pre-qualified to ensure that
every match is up to AppleOne's exceptionally high candidate standards."
That pre-qualification is a key
reason that employers continue to use
employment services even when
there seems to be an abundance of
candidates in the market. Anybody
who is attempting to hire in the cur-

rent environment understands increased quantity does not mean increased quality. In fact, it is when
candidates are at their most plentiful
and resumes are piling up that finding those diamonds in the rough becomes most challenging.
In times like these, the testing,
searching and screening tools, employment services have invested millions of dollars developing, can really shave a lot of aggravation off the
task. With the new search tools at AppleOne's Web site, anybody can access some of those powerful tools
right from their own desk.
To try AppleOne 's new search tools
for yourself, visit www.appleone.com
or call (800) 564-5644 to speak with
a representative who will personally
conduct a full-service search on your
behalf.
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Declutter Your Time -Discover Your Personal Peak Time!
Windows 95 or 98, stay where you
are, or prepare to buy a whole new
system.
And one last note. Apple makes
computers to run their programs.
Windows runs on many different
computer manufactured by Dell,
Compaq, Gateway, IBM and more.
Each may or may not have installed
XP onto their new machines and each
may have added or deleted some of
the complete Microsoft sy tern.
Let the buyer beware.

TOP OF THE LINE
SKIN CARE
continued from page 7
customer needs." Cheng added, "We
have products for people who prefer
natural ingredients or people with
sensitive skin types."
Currently, there are a lot of
products for Caucasian skin, but
Caucasians, African Americans, and
Asians have different color pigmentation. Depending on how much
color pigment you have in your skin,
your skin reacts differently to the environment.
Produced with the finest skin
care ingredients and supported by
comprehensive scientific research,
the Oear Essence Skin Care Line offers a range of products that addresses the various needs of African
Americans and Latin Americans. It
addresses uneven skin tones, excessive oiliness and blemishes.
"We are a complete skin care
product company," Cheng said. "A
professional company geared to offer any type of assistance, we focus
on education. Our trained professional and courteous staff endeavors
to educate our customers in the specific application and regimen for using our products.
"Please feel free to call us with
any questions on skin care," Cheng
offered. "We are here to educate."
You can call Clear &sence at 1-800
423-0306. Readers are free to call
atUi ask for samples. Visit the company:5 Website at: www.clear-

essence.com.

by Marla Benson
One of the great rewards ofsharing my organizational tips with audiences all across the country is getting
instant feedback. The tips that I'm
about to share with you generate
some of the most immediate and
powerful audience reactions. It's
great fun witnessing peoples' "LightBulb Moments" when they see themselves in the examples. - MB
Let's face it- most of us aren't
as efficient time-wise as we could be.
That certainly applied to me- I just
didn't know how easy it would be to
change, until I discovered the simple
concepts outlined in this article.
I would oftentimes look at my
daily "to do" list of tasks, feel overwhelmed at what was on my plate,
and wait until I felt like doing a particular task before actually getting it
done. How productive was this
"eeny-meeny-miney-mo" technique?
Not very.
Most people show up at their office at the designated time, get some
coffee, check voice mail and e-mail,
and then their attitude is, "OK. day,
happen to me!"
Yes, you very likely have a "to
do" list, as well as your calendar of
meetings and other commitments, as
I always did. But mo t of us don't
have any idea of WHEN we intend to
get each task done. We seem to wait
for some kind of divine inspiration to
strike that tells us it is time to take
care of a particular task.
Not only is this a completely unproductive philosophy in terms of
time management, but it also keeps
us from really focusing on what
we're doing at the moment. Our
heads are so filled with all of the other things that need to be done today,
that we have difficulty concentrating
on what is in front of us right now.
So are we supposed to schedule
every minute of every day? Absolutely not. Here are my tips to help
you determine when to do what.
Determine Your Personal Peak
Time
What this means is being clear
about your own personal high- and

low-energy times of the day, and
scheduling the work accordingly. You
already know if you're a morning, afternoon, evening or night person.
Now, break it down even further.
Specifically, what hours of the
day are you at your sharpest, have the
most energy, and are thinking most
clearly? It's also important to determine what hours of the day you're
lacking energy, dragging, and not
thinking as clearly. Your high-energy times of the day are called your
Peak Times.
Most of us actually have a couple of " peak times" each day. For example, you may be high energy from
9- 11 in the morning, have a little after-lunch slump and then be high-energy again in the afternoon. Everyone is different; so examine your
own energy levels for a week. They
won't be identical each day, but you
will notice some clear trends.
Schedule Your High-Energy Tasks
During Your Peak Time
Look at your "to do" list and determine which items take the most
concentration. For example, your List
might read: Call Client X regarding

new contract; Work on budget due
next Monday; File last three days
worth of paperwork. Which of these
items takes the most focus? Where
is there high ri k if an error was
made?
If my " peak time" was 10:30
a.m., that's probably when I would be
working on the budget or calling
Client X. Those are tasks where I
want to be sharp, clear and energized.
The risks are too high if I blow it
with the client or mess up the budget.
Do the Low-Risk Tasks During
Your Energy Slump
What about all of those other
" have to do" items where there's no
particular deadline and there's little
risk if they're done somewhat imperfectly?
Do those mundane, but necessary, responsibilitie when you just
can't focus on anything heavy-duty.
These are great to do perhaps during
that after-lunch slump (or whenever
you ' re at your lowest energy). Particularly if the task requires you to get
up from your de k and walk or stand.
Ju t getting up and around will bring

your energy level back more quickly
than sitting at your desk and staring
into space.
Don't Fritter Your Peak Time
Once you' re clear about your
high- and low-energy times, be sure
that you don't let high-energy time
slip through your fingers. It's too
rare to waste on unimportant or lowrisk projects.
Be Aware of the 80/20 Rule
The 80/20 Rule states: "Eighty
percent of our productivity is accomplished in 20 percent of our time."
You know how it is at the office you're working on something andreally focusing, really concentrating,
getting this project done; then you
move on to the next item, and the
next. You're just banging this stuff
out, getting it all done. You're on
ftre!! -And then it's over. That was
it for today.
That was probably 80 percent of
everything you will get done for this
day, and you accomplished that in a
very short, intense amount of time,
no more than 20 percent of your day.
The rest of the day you'll get a few
other things done here and there, but
the rest of the day is filled with interruptions and meetings.
That's why it's so important for
you to be aware of these concepts
when scheduling your day. Your
brain is really only able to fully concentrate at your "peak times," and
now you know what tho e are. You
also know that only 20 percent of
your day is truly productive.
Now that you're aware of these
concepts, you'll find yourself guarding your time much more closely.
Do your best to schedule meetings
and appointments around, not during,
your "peak time." Try to minimize
interruptions during this time, so that
you can make the very most of the
time you have.

Marla Benson has conducted more
than 600 seminars in 48 states and
Canada and has authored "Shortcuts to Creating Organized Files &
Records. " She can be reached at DeClutter_U@yahoo.com.
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elect, first-row seats.
The NIAF benefit concert and
private reception package will sell for
$500 per person, with the proceeds of
$1 00 per person to benefit the NIAF
Andrea Bocelli Scholarship. All seats
are in the VIP section. A limited number of first and second row seats for
$1,000 are available.
"We look forward to listening to
one of the great tenors of our era, Andrea Bocelli," said Joseph Cerrell,
NIAF president and Los Angeles
public affairs executive, "Andrea has

Save the Date! Dec. 31 Mardi
Gras Masquerade Gala
Celebration With Carlo
Ponti Jr. at the San
Bernardino Radisson
'The San Bernardino Symphony
Guild is celebrating its Seventh Annual New Year's Gala with the Mardi Gras Masquerade. It will be
held at the Radisson hotel in downtown San Bernardino on Dec. 31,
from 7 p.m. to 1 a.m. The evening
provides a wonderful way of welcoming in the brand new year. The
symphony's new conductor, Carlo
Ponti Jr. will be the special guest
auctioneer.
The gala presents a fabulous
night of food, music, and an incredible silent auction. Members of the
San Bernardino Symphony will provide elegant salon music, leading
into a fantastic gourmet four-course
dinner. The new conductor of the
San Bernardino Symphony, Carlo
Ponti Jr. will auction chances to conduct the "Star Spangled Banner" and
lunch with the mayor, among other
items.
There will be music by the popular band, ''Time Machine," and
guests may dance the night away. A
Champagne toast will bring in the
New Year. Throughout the entire

evening, a spectacular silent auction
will be on display and guests can bid
on vacations, concerts, artwork, special luncheons, catered dinnersgifts of various design and services.
All of the festivities will be held in
an upscale Mardi Gras atmosphere.
Reservations may be made by
calling (909) 381-5388. Save the
date and reserve your table now. All
proceeds from this gala benefit go
toward supporting the San Bernardino Symphony, the best-kept secret
of Southern California.
Funds also will support the Inland Empire Symphony Guild programs, such as "Music in the
Schools." This program provides
third-grade children with an up-close
look at the musical instruments and
classroom talks by volunteer docents.
The San Bernardino Symphony
is a very accessible, professional orchestra and the guild provides this
gala as a major fundraiser to facilitate its goal to keep classical music
alive in the Inland Empire!
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Andrea Bocelli Concert Followed
by Private Reception at Staples Center
Acclaimed Italian tenor, Andrea
Bocelli, will perform on Fri. Nov. 30
at 7:30 p.m. at the Staples Center in
downtown Los Angeles as part of his
falVwinter North America tour. The
National Italian American Foundation (NIAF) will host a private reception, immediately following Bocelli's concert, for tho e who have
purchased their premium concert
tickets through the foundation to
benefit NIAF/Bocelli Scholarship in
Music. The NlAF has secured I00 of
the best seats in the house, including

NOVEMBER 2001

been a wonderful friend to our foundation by giving a portion of the proceeds to a NIAF scholar hip establi hed in his name," added Cerrell.
The VIP tickets with post-concert reception will be sold on a '"first-come,
first-served" basis. For tickets, contact: Li a Pitocco at 323-466-3445,
202-939-3116 or lisa@niaf.org.
In October, 2000, Andrea Bocelli received the National Italian American Foundation's U.S./Italy Friendship Award during the NIAF gala
awards dinner in Washington, D.C.,
which was attended by President
Clinton, Muhammad Ali, and many
prominent Italian and Italian-American leaders in ports, entertainment,
government and other professions.
Bocelli also performed, via satellite, with the Boccherino Institute

Youth Orchestra from Lucca, Italy,
during the NlAF's 25th anniversary
gala.
Bocelli has sold more than 20
million albums worldwide since he
entered the American music scene in
1997 with the release of his CD, Romanza, and the single, "Con Te Partiro" (Time to Say Goodbye). In
1999, Bocelli received his first Grammy nomination for Best New Artist,
while four of his albums charted simultaneously on the Billboard Top
2000 chart.
Last year also marked his American opera debut with the Detroit
Opera Company. Today, millions of
Americans continue to watch his
PBS television specials and listen to
his four platinum albums: Rornanza,
Aria, Sogno, and Sacred Arias.
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Now Offering
Commercial Insurance
•Group Health Insurance
• Worker's Compensation
• Employee Benefits
•Commercial Property Insurance
•Commercial Liability Insurance
•Commercial Auto Insurance
•Group Life Insurance and Key Person Coverage
•Small Business Package Policies
•Group Disability Insurance
•Surety Bonds
• Risk Management Services
•Complete Contractors Coverage

Reduce Risk and the Cost of Doing Business Today!

For a free quote call today:
888-347-3296
CU Commercial Insurance Services
400 South Ramona, Suite 205
Corona, CA 91719
(909) 371-8147
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Brokerage Industry Troubles Compounded by Terrorist Attack
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Falling Capital Ratios
Lead to Downgrades for
Credit Suisse, Goldman
Sachs and Merrill Lynch
Beyond the incomprehensible
human loss, the World Trade Center
tragedy has dealt a financial blow to
major U.S. brokerage firms, compounding the revenue declines already
underway, according to a preliminary
analysis by Weiss Ratings Inc., the
only rating agency to monitor the financial safety of U.S. brokerage firms.
"Right now, most large fums still
have enough capital to withstand the
multiple blows- from falling commission and IPO revenues, the World
Trade Center tragedy, and the 'Bear'
market," commented Martin D.
Weiss, Ph.D., chairman of Weiss Ratings Inc. "But as the market decline
deepens, some fums could find themselves staring down a deep cavern of
insolvency."
Large brokerage firms with the
strongest capital position include
Charles Schwab, Prudential Securities,
and Morgan Stanley Dean Witter.
Firms with below average capital ratios include Credit Suisse First Boston,
J.P. Morgan, and Lehman Brothers.
Overall, the industry's aggregate
ratio of net capital to assets stood at
2.7 percent at year-end 2000, a slight
improvement over previous years.
This year, however, a series of new
negative factors have emerged.
I. Decline in Commissions and
IPOs
Revenues have declined at most
fums due to decreased trading activity, as investors have chosen to sit on
the sidelines and wait for clear signs
of a recovering economy. In addition,
revenues from previously lucrative investment banking activities, such as
underwriting initial public offerings
(IPOs) and fees earned from mergeradvisory projects, have dropped off
significantly in light of the falling
stock market and weak economy. •
There are currently only 60 companies planning to debut stock on the
Nasdaq or New York Stock Exchange,
compared to a backlog of 269 at the
same time last year. Plus, only 46

companies have gone public this year
through June, far fewer than the 209
lPOs released during the first half of
last year. As a result, investment banks
have collected $1 billion in IPO fees
so far thi year, down from $2.6 billion a year ago at this time.
2. A Surge in Arbitration
Claims
Investors filed 3,358 arbitration claims during the first six months
of 200 I, representing an increase of
24 percent over the prior-year level,
leading to several large arbitration
awards against brokerage firms as
compensation for bad investment advice or broker malfeasance. Exan1ples
of recent arbitration awards include:
$43 million awarded against Refco
Inc. in July, 2001 -the single largest
arbitration award in Wall Street history; $400,000 awarded against Merrill
Lynch in July, 2001, and $261,231
awarded against Goldman Sachs in
August, 200 I.
3. Direct Impact of World
Trade Center Disaster
The industry has lost four days of
trading volume which is expected to
cost between one and two percent of
the industry's quarterly net revue. It is
assumed, however, that much of these
revenues were recouped in the days
following the market's re-opening on
Sept. 17.
4. Extra Costs
Firms formerly housed in the
World Trade Center and surrounding
buildings must also absorb relocation,
hiring, and set~up expenses not covered under their insurance policies.
For example, Morgan Stanley estimates it will suffer approximately
$150 million in property damage and
relocation expenses as a direct result
of the attack. Although the property
damage is fully insured, the company
is unlikely to recover all of its business
interruption losses.

days.
"It's premature to predict which
firms might fail, or when," said Dr.
Weiss. "But it's not too soon for investors to check up on their individual
broker's financial stability. SIPC insurance will not cover losses due to
fraud, let alone market losses investors
may suffer if their brokerage accounts
are temporarily frozen in a failure."
Notable Upgrades and Downgrades
In evaluating the nation's largest
507 brokerage firms, Weiss Ratings
recently issued the following notable
upgrades:
• UBS Paine Webber Inc.
New York, N.Y......... from C+ to B• DB Alex Brown LLC
New York, N.Y. ........ from B- to B
• E Trade Securities Inc
Menlo Park, Cal ...... from B- to B+
Notable downgrades include:

• Credit Suisse First Boston
Corp.. New York, N.Y. from B- to C
• Goldman Sachs & Co
New York, N.Y. from B- to C
• Merrill Lynch Pierce Fenner &
Smith .. New York, N.Y. B- to C+
"CSFB, Goldman Sach~. and
Merrill Lynch were all downgraded
due to a drop in their capital ratios
which predated the World Trade Center attack," added Dr. Weiss. '"Therefore, there's a good chance we'll see
further downgrades once we can put
a reliable dollar figure on the recent financial damage to these and other
firms."
Consumers needing more information on the financial safety of a specific company can purchase a rating
and summary analysis for as little as
$7.95 through the Weiss Ratings Web
site at www.WeissRatings.com, or
starting at $15, by calling (800) 2899222.

UNITED
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S. Bear Market
Some firms have suffered outright
losses in their trading portfolios since
the U.S. stock market re-opened on
Sept. 17. With the Dow Jones Industrial Average down 14 percent in the
week following the terrorist attack,
trading losses are likely to outweigh
the impact of the four missed trading

FOOTHILL INDEPENDENT BANK
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CLOSE-UP

Taking a few minutes to complete the following quiz may be helpful in assessing your supervisory behavior. Answer yes or no to the following questions:

1. When I ask for suggestions or
ideas, I let people know what happens to them and why, even if the
ideas cannot be used.
2. After I criticize performance, I always comment on any improvement.
3. When I change a rule, I explain
the reasons.
4. When I have to be inaccessible for
a day or two, I let people know in advance.
5. If I make a mistake that causes
problems, I admit it.
6. When I tell people to use their
own judgment, I do not knock the results.
7. People are clear about the standards I expect.
8. When I launch a project, I do not
let it fizzle off to nothing without explaining why it is being dropped.
9. I am not a "pal" one day and a
"boss" tl1e next.

I 0. I treat all subordinates with respect.

A powerful strategic plan:
• Defines the mission of the

Ten "yes" checks say more about

company in clear language.
• Defines the values of the or-

you that you may realize. Subordinates know what to expect of you,
and what you expect of them. They
probably think you are fair and sensitive. They find you comfortably
predictable and do not have to waste
time figuring you out, while resentment builds at having to work for an.
enigma. Ten "yes" checks do not add
up to a transparent supervi or...just a
good one.

Strategic
Planning Success
The most important component
of successful management/leadership
is the development of a strategic plan.
This plan gives you the opportunity
to plan the future, as you would like
it to be, not just leaving it up to
chance. This planning process will
help everyone in the company to
know where the company is going
and how it is going to get there.

Amy Beatrice Appointed Director
of Administration for
Horizon Communities
oversight of all corporate office
functions, land acquisition contracts,
and coordination of meetings and
other company functions.
Beatrice comes with considerable knowledge of the inner workings of the new home building industry, having worked in various capacities for Horizon president Ira
Norris at INCO Homes starting in

Amy Beatrice

1986. Her previous positions include those of purchasing clerk, sec-

Amy Beatrice has been selected as
the new director of administration
for Rancho Cucamonga-based Horizon Communities. She will be responsible for human resou~ and

retary for the vice presidents of land

pmchasing contract administration,

development, sales and marketing
and engineering, customer service
administration, and executive secretary to company CEO, CFO and V.P.
OF Operations.
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Russian and American Students Forge
Friendship and Understanding

Assessing Management Behavior
by J.M. Evosevich, Ph.D.
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Concepts and ideas from managers, supervisors, front-line employees, executives, customers, sup-

ganization.
• r;reates excitement at all levels.
• Has a clear defined future to
strive toward.
• States its short and long-range
goals and objectives.
• Solicits input from the different levels of the organization.
• Uses bottom-up and top-down
input.
• Get daily use in all decisions
made by the company and its managers, rather than gathering dust.

pliers and other stakeholders will

However, there are right and
wrong ways of developing a strategic
plan. The best strategic planning
process has a new approach, new
players and new processes to ensure
success.
One big difference is that it is no
longer for just the top executives or
corporate elite. New, flexible approaches to strategic planning include
people from all areas of the company/organization.

catapult you into a future of success.

help create a powerful strategic plan
that is almost certain to be very successful. This is definitely a change
from the old strategic planning's insular approach.
The payoff of a good strategic
plan, supported by efficient operations, can make a company more attractive to customers and investors,
not to mention employees, and can

J.M. Evosevich, Ph.D. is president of
Peak Performance Group, a finn
specializing in assisting organizations and individuals un developing
maximum potential. You may view his
Web site at:
ance.net;

www.peak-perfonn-

(760)

778-0328

or

jmppg@ prodigy. net.

Citizens Business Bank
Appoints Barbara Nitkin
VP and Manager of
Growth Industries Dept.
more 23 years of banking experience
and has extensive knowledge in
bank management, credit administration and marketing. She has spent
the past lO years as a corporate finance lender using her expertise in
underwriting, workout restructuring
and credit assessment. Prior to joining Citizens Business Bank, Nitkin
was senior vice president for TBA
Capital, LLC Investment Banking
Barbara Nitkin
Services, where she was responsible
for financing as weU as consulting.
D. Linn Wiley,
She
was also fonnerty vice president
president and chief executive officer •
and account executive, senior unof Citizens Business Bank, has anderwriting officer for Capital Businounced the appointment of Barbara
ness Credit in Los Angeles, and has
Nitkin as vice president and managheld
a number of senior positions at
er of the growth industries departvarious
financial institutions in
ment.
Southern California.
Nitkin joined the bank with

by Justin Haven
Halfway across the world is a
country that once occupied one-sixth
of the world's land mass and maintained the third largest population,
behind China and India. The Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR)
was Ameri ~a ·s principal adversary
from post World War II throughout
Eastern Europe; and then, the fear intensified when the Soviets demanded more territory, supported guerri lla warfare in Greece and regional
separatism in Iran. This appeared to
many as the first steps of Wo rld War
Ill.
In 1991 , the fall of communism
ended the "Cold War," and started a
new era between the two democratic
countries: America and Russia. Thrning enemies into allies was no easy
task.
On July 4, 200 I, in Ontario,
Calif., during a Fourth of July parade,
Liza Lesovskaya and her fellow exchange students from Russia
marched through the treet ho lding
a banner promoting the CETUSA
(Council for Educational Travel United States of America). As the crowd
cheered for them, they felt a warm
welcome and friendship between
countries that more than a decade ago
couldn't trust each other or ee eyeto-eye.
Liza lives in Vladivostok, Russia, a city of more than 700,000 people. The residents of her city block
consist of the mayor of the city and
other influential people. Evgeniy
Lesovskaya, Liza's father, and Victoria, her mother, own three baby . upply store , which stocks all necessary
items for infants to toddlers, and
keeps them very busy. Although Victoria is a housewife, he helps conistently with the family business,
lightening the workload for her husband. "She has to help him!" Liza
said, acting as though it was obvio us-the need of extra hands in the
family business. Even though their
business takes up most of their time,
her parents' primary focus has always

CETUSA exchange student Li'l.ll Lesovskaya, (1.) was welcomed by Kelly
Gmeiner, (r.) aJ her home in Upland this past july.
-Photo by Justin Haven
been the welfare of their two children.
Liza 's parents desire her to be
enriched in cultural experiences and
fluent in the English language. In
1999 and 2000, they ent her on an
exchange program to England to better her English, and to explore the
history of the land. In the back of her
mind, Liza felt strong inkl ings to
come to America on an exchange
program. During the month of July
200 I, CETUS A fulfilled her dream
to come to the U.S. A smile never left
her face during her entire stay. Not
only did she poli~h her Englbh in the
U.S., but ~he had extra time to attend
the major theme parks in California.
Having no amusement parks that are
comparable in Russia, Liza rode her
favorite rides several times-for example, "Space Mountain" at Disneyland, and "The Boomerang" at
Knotts Berry Farm.
To find out what ho t family
would accept her for a month, Liza
wrote a letter about herself, and let
CETUSA pass it on to potential families. When the Gmeiner family from
Upland, received Li1..a's profile, Kelly, the Gmeiner's daughter made the

final decision. She explained: "A
couple of weekc; before July tarted,
my mom talked to us about having a
foreign exchange tudent." Bei ng the
only girl in the family, Kelly jumped
at the opportunity to share her room
with another girl. She continued by
saying, 'The ftrSt of July, I picked between Liza and her friend Eleana."
The deci~ion wa tough, but with
many correlating intere!>ts shared between Liza and Kelly, Kelly picked
Liza.
Li1a pent a majority of her time
as part of Kelly's fam il y: eating,
hopping, vi iting museumo;, and other mall excur ions. When Liza arrived back in Russia, her friend
would all gawk at her new American
clothe~. she exp lained. She pent a
large amount of her free time shopping, amazed at the amount of clothing and the variety of colorful, stylistic clothing available here. Even
going to Ontario Autocenter a tonished Liza, becau e in Ru ia there
are o nly three types of cars to chose
from: Toyota, Ni san and a Russian
brand. Car buyers in Ru ia can't be
as picky as U.S. buyers when choosing colors and styles. Their car lot

don't overflow with variety and an
assortment of designs to choose
from. Liza expressed greatest interest in the new Beetle Bugs.
The Gmeiner family learned as
much about Russia as Liza learned
about U.S. culture. They learned that
there aren't neighborhood blocks
filled with houses in Russia, like
America. Most Russians live in
apartments or condos; only if they
live in the country do they o wn their
own home. Also, the closer a family
is to the center of the city, implies
their ocial and political influence,
and wealth in the community.
Conversely, Liza found out
quickly about our customary practices and the way we do things.
" Here the biggest meal is dinner. ln
Russia, the biggest meal is lunch,"
she noted. Liza found the mannerisms of Americans unusual but
friendly. She aid they say, "Thank
you, sorry, excu e me, and please, a
lot." In Russia, they say polite things,
but not to the degree we say them
here.
Some night Liza and Kelly
found themselves talking through
their bedtime: discovering what it
would be like walking in each other's
shoes. After a few hour of talking
one night, Kelly humbly recognized
that Liza had studied more about
U.S. history in Russia, than she had
in her local school.
It was a hock to Kelly when
Liza would peak about the smoking
situation in Ru sia. For Liza to see a
I 0-year-old child smoking on the
street wasn't abnormal, but to Kelly
it was mind-boggling. Liza said there
was no age limit on smoking a cigarette in Russia. After this exclamation, Liza said comically, " I don't
think her (Kelly's) mom will let her
go to Ru sia," because Jodie, Kelly's
mom, told her half-heartedly that the
smoking problem worried her!
One of the mo t poignant discoveries for the Gmeiner family was
how little families owned in Ru sia.
Lisa explained, "Here, everybody

cofltinued on page 21
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walked off the job out of fear. One
person e-mailed me and aid his employer fired him becau e he failed to
show up for work the day after the attack. The employee's excuse? He
\\as depre ed. What a terrible thing
for an employer to do!"
Smith believe managers ha'.e a
crillcal role to play in these uncertam
times ; indeed, how manager treat
their employees today will continue
to re onate tomorrow. Just a the
United State 1 forming a trategy to
combat terrori m, he ay . managers
need a trategy for helping their
companie get through the current
crisis. He offers the following I 0
steps-which he has organized under
the acronym, TAKE CHARGE-for
managing, moti'.ating and leading
your employees in a radically
changed work environment:
T- Target fears and anxiety.
Employers who act appropriately and provide a supportive workplace will go a long way toward improving retention and loyalty after
life begins to return to normal . People traverse :- '>Pan of emotions during crisis situations, beginning with
their individual safety and that of
their family, moving on to the safety
of their friends, and finally experiencing concern about their job and
their financial security. Managers
should have plans to address each of
these concerns in order of importance.
A-Accept the fact that performance and productivity will
drop.
People respond differently in crisis situations. Expect to see difficulty concentrating, forgetfulness, requests for sick leave and increased
absenteeism-all normal responses.
People will need to talk more, a natural aspect of dealing with tragedy.
The more they talk, the healthier the
organization becomes. Sincere expressions of concern and help with
simple, daily tasks will go a long way
toward improving productivity.
K-Keep
communication
open.
Information is powerful-an energy source. Meet with staff members
at all levels to express grief, as well

This masterpiece by one of Japan's most noted artists, Katsushika
depicts an eagle steadfastly clinging to a rocky mount while
being buffeted by the wind and snow swirling around him -- an apt depiction of strength against adversity. In this, we might see our own bald
eagle standing fast against adversity in these times.
- Photo Submitted by Pacific Asia Museum
Hokusa~

as to promote available resources and
other services. By using grief focu
groups and town hall meeting , you
can go a long way toward helping
people deal with the crisis. Keep Web
sites updated and provide a place for
people to watch or listen to the news
at the workplace.
&-Educate managers and supervisors.
Front-line supervisors and managers should be equipped with theresources, information and authority to
assist employees as close to the frontline as possible. Unless you work in
a small organization, avoid centralizing this responsibility. Many companies have alienated their workforce
by giving one person the sole responsibility to approve schedule
changes and sick leaves. Centralizing
causes employees to face long lines,
unreturned voice mails and greater
frustration, alienation and anger.
C-Calm , confident and reassuring leadership style. Don't underestimate the importance of your
personal leadership style. In times of
crisis, a "heroic" style of leadership
becomes important. Managers should

attempt to compartmentalize their
personal fears and feelings. Follow
the examples of Mayor Giuliani and
President Bush, both of whom have
done much to gain the confidence of
the American people.
H-Help those in need first.
First and foremost, make no assumptions on how people feel in a
time of crisis. Some individuals may
need profe sional assistance-so be
sure they understand how to access
the employee assistance program
(EAP). Family members and employees activated for military service
are particularly vulnerable. Identify
employees who have family members in the military and know which
employees are in the reserve and National Guard. Insure that they know
that, by law, employees activated for
military service will be guaranteed a
job when they return from active
duty.
A-Allow people to dis play
their emotions
People are as diverse as their
emotions and they display them in
different ways. Allow them to display
flags, mementos and other forms of
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patriotism. Let them know it is OK to
cry and that anger is a natural part of
acceptance and recovery. (Some truly caring companies always make
provisions for their employees' piritual and emotional health. In Smith's
new book, he tell about Inter tate
Battery Company's employment of a
full-time chaplain to a 1 t people
with grief and other emotional i sues.)
R-Restrict negative behavior.
Even though anger i a natural
part of this proce s, make sure you
draw the line to prevent actual abu e,
harassment and verbal venting toward other people. Make it clear, in
no uncertain terms, that behavior of
this sort will not be tolerated and will
be dealt with in the stricte t terms.
G--Get people to focus on a
higher calling.
The purpose of terrorism is to
have an impact on the greatest number of people. Terrorism inflict psychological damage on people's selfworth; it violates them and attempts
to rob them of control over their
lives. Management's role is to give
control back to people in order to focus, to motivate them toward a cause
where they can feel they can make a
difference. Therefore, getting employees to help with a charity, donate
blood or to focus on something that
gives them a feeling of control will
motivate people to move on.
E-Expect and plan for recurrences.
Most terrorist attacks and crises
are over and done with quickly. This
won ' t be true here. With military deployments and the possibility of war
facing Americans, the psychological
trauma will be with us for a long time
to come. Keep your disaster plans
and emergency notification rosters
updated. Prepare yourself for what
could be a long and emotional campaign facing America.
Embracing these I0 steps is not
only the right thing to do, says Smith,
it is the smart thing to do from a business standpoint.
" Remember, in the opening
scene of the movie "Gladiator," how
Maximus rallies his soldiers with the
words 'What we do in life echoes in
eternity?'" he says. "Well, the same

continued on page 2 I

New Federal Regulations Clarify That Non-Compliant
Age Claim Waivers Will Not Bar Employee Lawsuits
by Gregory Begg, partner at Peclwr
&Abramson
Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission regulations issued in
Dec. 2000, confirm that employees
may retain severance or other benefits even if they sue to challenge the
validity of a release and pur ue an
age discrimination claim. They also
invalidate any waiver that contains
economic penalties for employees
who sue and require the employer to
abide by the release even if the employee sues.
Poorly drafted waivers backfire
by permitting employees to retain
severance benefits while they pursue
an age claim and while the employer remains bound by the waiver. Any
waiver must therefore be carefully
drafted in compliance with the new
regulations to achieve its desired effect of preventing the occurrence of
litigation.
Waivers must be compliant with
technical requirements.
In Title ll of the Older Workers
Benefit Protection Act of 1990
("OWBPA") Congress added section
7(f) to the Age Discrimination in
Employment Act ("ADEA'') to ensure that older workers are not coerced or manipulated into waiving
their rights under the ADEA. Congress proclaimed that an employee
may not waive any right or claim under ADEA unless the waiver is
"knowing and voluntary" and set
forth requirements to ensure that the

Q

"knowing and voluntary" requirement is met.
To meet the "knowing and voluntary" standard, a waiver must: I )
be written in a manner calculated to
be understood by a person of average intell igence; 2) specifically reference ADEA rights or claims; 3)
must ad vi e employees to consult an
attorney before signing the agreement; 4) provide 21 day for consideration and seven days for revocation after acceptance; and 5) be in
exchange for additional benefits or
compensation. Further, a waiver is
"knowing and voluntary" only if the
employee accepts it in the ab ence of
fraud, duress, coercion, or mistake of
material fact.
Non-compliant releases will backfire.
Under the new EEOC regulations, waivers are not free of coercion if, among other things, they
contain a "tender back" requirement
or if they create other economic
penalties for employee who wish to
challenge the waiver. For instance,
employers may not require an employee to return payments made under the waiver before instituting a
lawsuit, nor may they require the
employee to pay damages or attorneys' fees to the employer for filing
suit.
Similarly, an employer, on its
own, may not abrogate or avoid the
duties to which it ha agreed even if
the waiver is challenged. Of some
consolation to the employer - an em-

World Trade Finance Inc.
F xport I mancing \pccmltsts
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875 N Y1rgtl Ave , Los Angeles, C A 90029
\.\ '""" wtfinc com

ployee who asserts a bad faith challenge to a waiver may be liable for
the employer's attorney fees incurred
in defending the challenge.
Congress has attempted to strike
a balance between allowing employers to obtain waivers and ensuring
that older workers have acce to the
courts to protect their rights under
ADEA . In striking that balance,
Congre s ha determined that a
waiver serves as an affirmati ve defense with the burden on the employer to prove in court that the
waiver is valid. If the relea e is invalid in any way, the employee may
proceed with its claim while it retains the severance benefit and while
the employer continues to be bound
by the waiver. Drafting waivers that
comply with the law is of obvious

importance.

Gregory R. Begg is a partner at
Peckar & Abramson, PC. , a law
fimz that specializes in all aspects of
construction law and labor and employment law, as well as provides related business and real estate transactional services. The finn combines
its unique problem-solving expertise
with its litigation and arbitration experience. With offices in New York,
New Jersey, Florida and California
(San Francisco), the finn also offers
international clients the benefits of
its relationship with allied international law finns as a member of the
International Construction Law Alliance. Visit www.pecklaw.com.
(Copyright, Peckar & Abramson,
2001)
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Kessler Alair Insurance
Take Steps Now to
Decrease Dangers and
Insurance Claims
by Thomas Wright

tflEnterprise
r~nt........ear

Luck~·

Loss control or risk management
is common in business, but you can
also use thi principle at home. You
can take step to decrease per onal
los es by using common ense steps
on your own. These teps may not
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Think about things you could do
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cost any money and you may reduce
the cost of buying insurance, too! Insurance companies like to reward
customers who take precautionary
step to avoid lo s.
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to decrease the chances that a claim
will occur. For example: Avoid storing flammables in enclosed areas
where fumes can accumulate or close
to an ignition source - like your
gas-fired water heater- that could
igrute the fumes when it comes on.
Look around your home and try to
identify at least five things you
could do to reduce the chance that
a claim will occur in your home.

There a re some general things
that are good to do this time of
year:

KFRG

Bear forest Products

IlEA~:;

sikkens

• With the time change, put new
baneries in your smoke detectors.
• Look at your earthquake kit.
Change the food and water to keep
it fresh. Think about the clothing
you have in your kit. Does it still
fit? Is it seasonally appropriate?
Are pictures properly anached to
the wall? Do you have an earthq uake strap around your water
heater? Do you have a gas value
wrench? A re exit pathways clear
from glass o bjects that could fall
and break as you try to exit in the
dark? (Keep slippers at your bedside just in case.)
• It is time to change the timers on
your outdoor porch, garage and
carriage lighting, since it is getting
dark earlier and light later. Bener
yet, install automatic light sensitive switches that automatically
come on after dusk and tum off at
dawn.

continued from page 1'8
4. Clean the leaves out of the rain
gutters and downspouts to prevent
back-up and water damage.

5. Service your automobile brakes
and tire tread and air pressure.
6. Traction on wet or icy streets is important, especially if you intend to
visit the snow trus winter. Check your

er. Take steps now to help make your
future hazard-free.

chains. Are they the right size for the
current tires?
Some thought into our daily activities around our home and cars can
save a lot of heartache and hassle Iat-

Thomas Wright of Kessler A/air Insurance Services in Upland can be
reached at (909) 931-1500.

Health Insurance Prices Are Expected to Soar
California will lead the nation, as health insurers will seek premium increases of 14 percent, 20 percent, and even 50 percent or more,
the highest in a decade. This is a sign
that rising medical inflation isn't just
a temporary climate, but quite possibly the beginning of a new era that
will ultimately force employers and
their employees to make tough and
costly decisions.
There are several underlying
factors that are contributing to this
landscape.
First, health plans were
locked in a battle of market-share in
the ' 90s, aggressively pricing their
plans below their cost factors. That is
now changing to a return to profitability; in fact, carriers' renewal

rates are now becoming non-negotiable.
Next issue is with doctors
and hospitals that have been successful in rebelling against managed-care
plans. The majority of medical
groups no longer participate in fullycapitated arrangements; rather upon
their contract expirations they have
opted for shared-risk arrangements.
In addition to assuming more risk,
the HMOs have been forced to pay
the providers substantially more revenue. With increased payments to
doctors and hospitals come increased
costs and premiums.
Patients' entitlement mentality to have everything covered for a
$5 or $10 co-payment has also increased costs. Patients have become

yet to be resolved According to some
analysts, thls single bill could raise
insurance premiums an additional
five to eight percent alone.
These surging health care
costs are coming at a very difficult
time for many businesses - with a
slowing economy, declining corporate profit, and a risin'g number of
layoffs. It will become increasingly
tougher for employers to provide
these benefits.

accustomed to waJkjng into doctors'
offices with the idea that, "Everything I want should be provided to
me."
Another issue affecting
medical costs is the price of prescription drugs. Spending on drugs is
rising at three times or more the rate
of inflation. Drugs cost considerably
more and people are using more of
them. Compounding these issues is
the fact that the population is older
today and hospital admissions have
increased significantly a well.
Finally, federal and state legislation over the past few years has
been enacted and each mandate adds
to benefit costs. The existing increases don't even take into account
the Patient's Bill of Rights Act that is

Article courtesy of Brian D. Bean,
CLU, ChFC, vice president ofAustin,
Cooper and Price Agency, He can be
reached at 2131 Elks Drive, Ste.
100, San Bernardino, CA 92404.
Telephone: (909) 886-9861; FAX:
(909) 886-3299.

Next month I'll introduce a lunch menu,
get the new

espre~~o

machine, then watch my

.,taff suffer through the

• iiiilr---

allergy season.

Time to winterize your home
and car:
We don't have harsh winters here
in Southern California, but we still
need to be prepared for cooler
temperatures and precipitation.

I . If you have a shake roof, check
your roof cap to be sure it is without damage. Winter rains are coming, so now is the time to make repairs.
2. Weatherproofing around doors
and windows will help conserve
energy.
3. Paint wood surfaces that are
cracked or peeling to prevent darnage.

Take care of your team
When your rmployees suffer an unexpected 11lness or IllJUry, 11 can cost
you t1me and money. They also cou nt on you to arrange good health ca re
coverage. That's why Blue Sh1eld of Cahforma, w1th over 60 years of
expenence 111 helping busmesses hke yours, has made 11 easy to take care of
your team. Wtth Blue Sh1eld's Sm all Grou p Access+ HMO Plan E, there's a
w1de range of benefits, mcludmg:

CALL ME TODAY
A ND FIND OUT MORE

Brian D. Bean, CLU, ChFC

Vice President
213 1 Elks Dr./P.O. Box 3280

San Bernardino, CA 92413 -3280

• Scheduled Routine Physical Exams, m"cludmg Well Baby, Well-Child
and adult Exams

brianb@acpinsurance.com

• An annual rout me Well-Woman Exam

CA License 10$46677

• Emergency room serv1ces

•

Austm, Cooper & Pnce Agency

• Prescnpt1ons filled at parttc1patmg pharmac1es at affordable copayments

• Pregnancy and Maternuy Care

continued on page 19
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Federal Ins~rance U~p.brella Protects
California Growers and Nurseries
by Quinn Boman, Executive Officer
Smith Boman and Associates
California's contribution to the
nation's consumption of fruits, nuts
and vegetables is well known. Representing more than half of the nation's total, California produces in
excess of $26 billion a year in agricultmal production of more than 350
crops. In the state of California today,
there are over 30 federal insurance
programs intended to protect these
growers ~d nurseries. These programs cover thousands of Californiagrown crops and plants such as the
2000 pilot program for avocados and
extending to a relatively new program for the wholesale nursery industry.
1be roots of federal crop insurance began more than years ago. In
the 1930s under President Franklin
D. Roosevelt, Congress authorized
federally subsidized crop insurance
to assist agricultural interests recover from the combined effects of the
Great Depression and the Dust Bowl.
1be Federal Crop Insurance Corporation (FCIC) was created in 1938 to
carry out the program. Initially, the
program was started as an experiment, and crop insurance activities
were mostly limited to major crops
such as cotton, wheat, hay, com and

soybeans in the main producing areas of the Midwest and Southern
states. Crop insurance remained an
experiment until passage of the Federal Crop Insurance Act of 1980.
The 1980 Act expanded the crop
insurance program to many more
crops and regions of the country, including the burgeoning growth in
California. It encouraged a partnership between government and the
private sector. To encourage participation by farmers and growers in the
expanded crop insurance programs,
the 1980 ~t authorized a Catastrophic (CAT) level subsidy.
Although more farmers involv~
in crop production took part in the
program after passage of the 1980
Act, it did not achieve the level of
participation that Congress had
hoped for. Therefore, after a major
drought in 1988, ad hoc disaster assistance was authorized to provide
rel ief to needy farme rs. In 1996,
Congress repealed the mandatory
participation requirement. In that
same year, the Risk Management
Agency (RMA) was created to administer FCIC programs and other
non-insurance related risk management to support U.S. agriculture.
The aforementioned nursery program was restructured prior to the
1999 growing season. Restrictions

were modified and protectio n wa
broadened to include winter and fall
growing seasons. This newly defined
FCIC program added protection for
field-grown containers, as well as a
myriad of other wholesale nursery
inventories. The protection extended
to all weather-related devastation and
brought more equity to nursery
wholesalers. The benefit directly applies to California, wherein approximately one-third of all national nursery operations exist.

Government and private sector roles
As outlined in the USDA Web
site (wwwrma.usda.gov) the FCIC's
mission is to encourage the sale of
crop insurance-through licensed private agents and brokers-to the maximum extent possible. Since there is
both public and private sector engagement in the crop insurance program, these relationship result:
I . A contract o f insurance exists
between insured farmers and commercial insurance providers.
2. Reinsurance agreements (cooperative
financial
assistance
arrangements) exist between FCIC
and the commercial insurance
providers.
3. The total cost for wholesale
nursery growers to initiate the FCIC
program is $100 and includes all ad-

Russian and American
Students Forge
Friendship and Understanding
continued from page 15

ministratio n fees and processing.
4. An extremely small amount of
plant inventories are exempt fro m
these programs while more than
30,000 fall into the proscribed protection coverage.
5. Under the contract, the insured farmer agrees to insure all the
eligible acreage o f a crop planted in
a particular county. This choice is
made county-by-county and crop-bycrop. All eligible acreage must be insured to reduce the potential for adverse selection against the insurance
provider. Adverse selection generally exists whenever the insured person has better knowledge of the relative precariousness of a particular
situation than the insurance provider
does .
Losses must be due to unavoidable perils beyond the farmer's control. These conditions include, but
are not limited to: floods, hail, frost,
freeze, fire, wind and even earthquake if such occurrence offsets the
ability to pre erve nursery inventory.
Protecting hard-earned investments with nursery crop insurance is
a three-way relationship between the
growers, government and the private
insurance industry that provides a
measure of protection and communal security.

who doesn't live on the streets always
has enough food and money for more
clothes. In Russia, many people can' t
eat every time they want; they don't
have money for food ... "
Although , Kelly noticed something about Liza that seemed peculiar
to her: ''She does things di fferently;
he has really big breakfasts, and I
have a smaller one or don' t even eat
breakfast!"
Since Li za was five she trai ned
inte ns ively in ~ynchron ized swimming, winning ~everal medals. To
Kelly, spending countless hour becoming a specialized swimmer never
appealed to her as much as her intere t in playing soccer.
As with many young Americans,
Kelly didn't comprehend the major
cultural diversities inherent in each of
these countries, but now she has
formed an acute awarene . She

com inuedfrom page 16
is true in the workplace. Your employees will remember how you treated them during this highly emotional
a place the best and the brightest will

Experts Discuss Realities
of Medical Group
Bankruptcies, Rising
HMO Rates and the Inter
Valley Problem
continued from page I
Valley Hospital Medical Center.
Michael Nelson, who holds the
two positions, has denied there is any
conflict of interest involved. "Our legal counsel for the health plan has reviewed the issue and determined it
not to be a conflict," tle said.
Meanwhile, Inter Valley Health
Plan (for which Nelson works) has
announced it will drop its commer-

cial HMO business by April 30, indicating it can no longer afford to lose
money providing health coverage to
about 50,000 persons enrolled
through their employers.
One of the few " not for profit"
health maintenance organizations still
in California, Inter Valley says it will
concentrate its service on 19,000
Medicare HMO members. Nelson
said the Medicare business has been
successful, but that did not offset
IVHP's commercial losses, which
have escalated in the past year.
The health plan will lay off about
60 of its 160 employees in the coming year, said Kurt Hubler, chief operating officer of Inter Valley.

Inter Valley members in Los Angeles, San Bernardino and Riverside
counties had obtained their health
coverage through employers such as
the Claremont Colleges, Riverside
Community Hospital and Valley
Health System hospital district in
Hemet. About I ,700 Pomona Valley
hospital employees have been covered by IVHP, according to John
Barnes, the hospita l's human resources director. The hospital will
now have to enroll the workers in alternate health plans, he said.
Inter Valley lost more than $5
million on its commercial patients,
mainly because of a change in how
hospital care is paid for, Hubler said.
Hospitals now want to bill the HMO

continued on page 2 I

found out that Liza, even though he
doe things differently, was more like
herself than she had previou ly
thought pos ible.
Jodie Grneiner said in a sincere
tone, "It'<, been fun having another
girl around ... and educational." It
had never crossed her mind that universally all people share the same desires, whims, and are 'one of the
same.' ··we are just people living our
lives, and the government gives the
world the view of the country," Jodie
asserted. An ancient proverb states,
"By the ~mall and simple things are
great thing~ brought to pass." CETUSA and its participants are doing
the small and simple things in life to
solidify international ham1ony, which
over time ha'> changed a foe to an
ally.

For more information about participating {H a host family or WI exchange student, see: CETUSA.com.

Leading Your Employees 1n.
Times of Crisis

time. If you want your company tq be
for each day its patients are hospitalized, rather than "gamble" that the flat
per member monthly fees J_hey once
accepted will be enough to cover the
cost of care.
Hubler said only 20 per cent of
his group's commercial patients are
now covered by those flat (premium)
fees, called capitation. "A lot of hospitals are pulling out of capitation,"
he noted.
Most of Inter Valley's Medicare
patients are covered by capitated
agreements with hospitals, said Huber. Such contracts make it easier for
an HMO to budget medical costs.
But Barnes blamed rising health
care costs for the changes in billing.
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want to work in the future, you must
be very careful what you do in the

HERE TODAY.
HEHF TO\lORRO\\

here and now. Just be aware that this
crisis could be a test not only for our
nation. but for many of our companies and careers."
Greg Smith is the founder and

presidelll of Chart Your Course international. a numagemelll de1•e/opment
firm lomted in At!allla. He is the author of" Here Tod.il): Here Tomorrow:
Tramforming Your Workforce from
High- Turnm·er to High-Retell/ion "
and the puhli\her of the Na\ igator
ne\1.\lcttet: He tsfonneriY a licuteJumt
colonel in the armv and 11'0.\ a con\ulumt to the amn \11/~~eon general.
He sen•ed during Operation Dewrt
Storm am/ \HIS inl'()/red ll'ith nuuwg
ing the ajtemwth of other terrorist mwcks inm!l'lng militarvj(nn'\ m·er\eas. Sign up for Ius free news/etta
and recei1•e two free n•port.\:
http: H ll'll ·11: clw rtcou rse. com/emai1nal•news.htm; phone: (770) 860-946-1;
e-mail: gregC&cJwrtcourse.com. or
1•isit his Web site at hllp:Hwwii:CiwrtCourse.com.

Experts Discuss Realities
of Medical Group
Bankruptcies, Rising
HMO Ratesand the Inter
Valley Problem
continued from page 20

an HMO to budget medical costs.

' Do I really need an MRJ?'" As it
stands now, patients don't pay for
e~h procedure ... so if they get a hurt
elbow they ask for an MRI, he said.
Some patients feel HMO doctors
are trying to save money by not
scheduling tests, but in many cases
the patient does not need it, he noted.
Actually, the key problem for many
patients now will be finding a new
health care plan for next year-especially those people who currently
have the Inter Valley plan.
Karen Stephenson, director of
business ervices for San Antonio
Community Hospital in Upland, said
the hospital has contracts with all
HMOs. "It's a non-is ue for us (Inter Valley). Those folks (with TVHP)
will just pick another plan which contmcts with our ho pita!."
Stephenson said Inter Valley is a
major player in the local community
but is not as strong state-wide. "'There
are lots of other plans." The switch
from Inter Valley may be an "inconvenience" to patients who now have
to shop for another health plan, said
Troy Holmes, vice pre ident for contracting with Lorna Linda University
Medical Center. "But they eventually will sign up with another plan," he
said. ·'It will not have a bad effect on
Lorna Linda. We'll see what happens
when it all comes out in the wash."
But an official at the Claremont
Colleges indicated employees will be
somewhat inconvenienced with the
dropping of Inter Valley' commercial business. The colleges had 985
employees enrolled in the plan, said
Diane James, director of advancement for the Claremont University

But Barnes blamed ri'>ing health
care co ts for the changes in billing.
" Everything is going up," he said.
" Premium<, are projected to increase
15 to 45 percent for mo'lt health
plans in Southern California." He
said hospital plans in the Southland
now collect 30 percent less in fees
than the national average.
Nelson stated that although he
serve~ on both the Inter Valley board
and the Pomona hospital board, there
is no conflict and it has not affected
fee changes. All of the ho-.pital employees have been enrolled in the Inter Valley plan, but they nov.. have to
find a new provider. " We are very
di-.appointed about this," he said.
"But it is due to environmental
change in the commercial marketplace."
Nelson said his health plan has
been an integral pan of the community. "We have not created any sweetheart deal<, (with the hospital)."
Dr. Kit Thapar, chief executive
officer of the Pro Med doctors' group
based in Upland. agreed with Nelson
on rising health care costs. "Lots of
HMO. have filed for bankruptcy. The
costs have been rising dmmatically.''
Pro Med ibelf filed for Chapter II
protection about a year ago, Thapar
said. ''It"s mainly because of the ri'-.e
Consortium.
in costs. We are jw..t now coming out
"Those enrolled in the plan will
of it. .. We have been a provider for
continue until January when a new
Inter Valley. But dropping commerplan will take effect. We extended
cial patients won't have a <.,ubstantial
effect on Pro Med. Most patient<. will • our open enrollment until Nov. 16,
when they (employees) will have to
join another HMO and they will
make
a decision as to benefits."
come bad. to Pro Med to see our
James aid she had the plan herself,
doctors.''
and wa-. ··surpri-;ed.. \>vhen it was
Thapar 'aid Inter Valley could
dropped ...l v..Ill JU~t have to fill out
not force employer~ to ··c.:ough up··
nev.. fonm ... it"-. not a big deal. ..
more money fnr employee~· health
Some employees may have oncare co.,t-.. '>0 they had to drop the
gmng medical conditions \\ hich
commercwl accounh Employee.,
could be affected by SWitching health
will have to pa) more in the future.
plans, but James did not know how
They (worker-.) might pay for
m.m y employees would be facing
each med1cal procedure. he exthat problem. "It's obviously a surplained. "May be 1t\, $200 per day for
prise when you lose one carrier and
hospitalitation, $100 for the emerhave to start looking for another
gency room and $ 150 or 'iO for an
one...
MRI. Patients wi ll become educated
consumer!"l ... they will <L~k the doctor,
continued 011 pag£' 36
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HEALTH
American Heart Association Journal Report:
Genetic trait may denote increased risk for early sudden cardiac death
Men with a common genetic
variation that makes blood stickier
and more likely to clot have double
the risk of sudden cardiac death
(SCD) before age 55 as men without
the trait, according to research published in Circulation: Journal of the
American Heart Association.
This trait may also be a major
risk factor for fatal heart attack and
coronary thrombosis (a blood clot in
the heart) in early middle age, say the
researchers.
About one in five Finnish Caucasian men studied carried the trait,
which is one several genes that affects blood clotting, says lead author,
Jussi Mik.kelsson, M .D ., Ph. D ., a
senior research fellow and resident in
internal medicine at the University of
Tarnpere Medical School in Tampere,
Finland. It seems to be less common
among African-Americans and
Asians.
The gene is known as HPA-2
Met, which is a variation of the
platelet glycoprotein (GP) Ib-IX-V

gene. Platelets are disk-shaped factors in the blood and platelet glycoproteins are essential to blood clotting.
The researchers conducted autopsies o n 700 white Finnish men
who suffered violent or sudden outof-hospital deaths. They found that,
in men younger than 55 years of age,
the HPA-2 Met trait was found 2.2
times more often among those who
died ofSCD.
"This study identifies a major
new risk factor for sudden cardiac
death in early middle age," says
Mikkelsson. Learning about the
mechanism behind this potential risk
factor will reveal even more information. This could lead to a way to
level off the increased risk for people
with this trait through use of targeted
anti-clotting therapy, he says.
Sudden cardiac death occurs
when the heart beats in an irregular
pattern that makes it unable to pump
blood to the rest of the body (cardiac
arrest). The condition results in a

complete loss of blood pressure,
quickly followed by death unless the
person is resuscitated . SCD can be
caused by disturbances within the
heart's electrical system or by a large
blood clot, called a thrombus, that
cuts off oxygen to the heart so quickly and completely that it disrupts the
heart's electrical signaling system.
Sudden cardiac death is often the first
sign of coronary heart disease in early middle-aged individuals.
Having a close relative who died
of sudden cardiac death and cigarette
smoking are risk factors for sudden
cardiac death, but much is unknown
about the condition, Mikkelsson says.
"Sudden cardiac death has a
strong familial risk component, so we
anticipated that variants like the one
in the present study could be associated with fatal heart attacks in young
individuals," Mikkelsson explains.
" However, the frequency of this particular genetic variation among
young men with fatal heart attacks
was surprisingly high."
In addition, researchers found
that men who died of heart attacks
were twice as likely to have the HPA2 Met trait and men who died of
coronary thrombosis were 2.6 times
more likely to have the trait, than
men who died of non heart-related
causes.
The increased risk was especially evident in men younger than 55.
The HPA-2 Met variation was found
in nearly 59 percent of men younger
than 55 who died of heart attacks and
in nearly 70 percent of the men who
died of coronary thrombosis before
age 55.

The researchers stressed that
more than 80 percent of the men in
the study had smoked and many had
other coronary heart disease risk factors, such as high cholesterol levels,
high blood pressure and diabetes, all
well-known factors that increase the
risk of heart disease.
Approximately 50 percent of all
deaths caused by coronary heart disease are sudden and take place outside a hospital, but for younger people the figure is much higher, notes
Mikkelssoo. Up to 90 percent of
coronary heart disease mortality in
people under age 55 occurs o utside
the hospital, he says.
According to American Heart
Association statistics, 220,000 people a year die of coronary heart disease without being hospitalized and
most of these are sudden deaths
caused by cardiac arrest.
'These findings suggest that the
HPA-2 Met variation may be a predictor of fatal complications of atherosclerosis in early middle age,"
Mikkelsson says. 'This may be due
to an effect of gene variants on
platelet function or may serve as a
marker for an as yet unknown factor
associated with platelet function."
There is c urrently no general
screening for the HPA-2 Met trait.
Mikkelsson advises that individuals
with a family history of premature
he~ death consult their physician
and be screened for the known risk
factors of heart disease.
Co-authors include: Markus Perola, M.D., Ph.D.; Antti Penttilli,
M.D., Ph.D.; and Pekka J. Karhunen,
M.D., Ph.D.

Bank and Credit Unions Credit Ratings FREE on the Web
Free safety ratings are available
to the public for the nation's 22,000
banks and credit unions on:
www.bauerfinancial.com, BAUERFINANCIAL Reports Inc.'s no-slogan, no-ad Web site. Each institution
is rated from five-stats (highest) to

zero-stars (lowest), based on financial strength. BAUERFINANCIAL
Reports recommends all five-starand four-star-rated institutions.
It's easy to check your current institution or find a new one-simply
search by institution name, city or

state. Direct links are provided for institutions with Web sites.
If you ' d like to earn more on
your certificates of deposit,
www.bauerfinancial.com is the site
for you. It features the highest retail
and jumbo CD rates at financially

healthy, federally insured banks and
thrifts nationwide. The star rating,
telephone number and minimum deposit requirement are also includedall at no charge.
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EMPLOYERS GROUP I REAL
Resuming Business in the Wake of Disaster
CofiSidering the tragic evefl/s ofSep.
11, CEOs and HR professionals
acmss the country are thinking about
what would they do if a disaster
struck their company. With that in
mind, Richard Gilbert, Regional
Manager of Employers Group 's
Northern California office has written the follqwing article.
Is your company prepared? Prepared for earthquakes, terrorist attacks, fires or workplace violence?
Having an Emergency Preparedness
Disaster Plan is only the first step in
recovering from such calamities.
How long will it take your company
to return to regular business operations? What will it take to get back
to regular routines and schedules?
We cannot predict the timing and
type of disasters that can strike our
businesses; however, what we can do
is prepare a plan to continue operations as quickly as possible. There
are common·elements to all disasters
that we will. need to consider:.
Loss of people
Loss of information
Loss of access to information and facilities
There are a series of basic ques-

tions that should be answered to address these three areas of concern. To
begin the process of creating or improving a disaster recovery plan answer the following questions:
I . Does management have
guidelines to follow once the immediate danger subsides? Who is in
charge? Who will be responsible for
calling board members, key customers, suppliers, vendors and employees to advise and update them?
2. How will management respond to loss of information like employee names and addresses, payroll,
customer data, proposals, inventory
lists and basic financial documents?
3. Who on your staff will be
critical to returning the business to
normaJ? What are the skills needed
and is staff trained? Who will act as
backup for key personnel that become
unavailable?
4. How are the phones and
computer networks backed up and
how long wi ll it take to bring them
back online? Does the company
backup network run on public or private lines and what are the implications?
5. What steps need to be taken
if facilities are rendered useless or uninhabitable?

•
It's important to note that disaster plans are always evolving due to
changes in personnel, technology and
business climate. Having an active
and evolving disaster recovery plan is
an important goal for any organization.
Questions like those above lead
to many logical conclusions on what
is needed to get your company up and
running again after disaster strikes.
Once you discuss these five
questions, it is important to explore
the little details that make for a wellwritten Disaster Recovery/Business
Continuation Plan.
The followi ng is a checklist of
the items you can begin gathering immediately so you'll be better prepared
when disaster is over and you're getting back to business.
• Send a key contact list of
personnel to local fire and police departments.
• Establish a list of emergency
and after-hours contacts and distribute to key personnel.
• Ask your insurance agents
for after-hours contact information.

Create a binder of all-impor-

tant documents, blank checks, forms

and phone Lists and store it off-site or
in a retrievable location. (i.e. fireproof
safe, safety deposit box, home, etc.)
• Cross train personnel in key
areas like payroll and IT.
Protect your personnel
records by creating back-up fJ.les to be
stored off-site.
• Create a list of names and
addresses of local radio stations so
that you can deliver important information and announcements regarding
the disaster.
List voice mail passwords I
order to retrieve messages or reactivate the system if necessary.

Your company will be better
prepared to start up operations if
you've given some thought to the
above questions. For further information on Disaster Recovery and
Business Continuation planning,
contact Rick Gilbert in Northem
California by email at rgilber@employersgroup.com or phone (415)
765-9926, or Jane Caddell in Southern Califomia by email at jacadde/l@employersgroup.com, phone
(213) 765-3973.

National Housing Development Corporation
Names New Vice President of Acquisitions
National Housing Development
Corporation, created to help preserve
more of the nation's at-risk affordable
housing stock, today announced it
has appointed Christopher M. Hilbert
vice president of acquisitions, effective immediately.
Hilbert will be responsible for directing NHDC's efforts to identify
and purchase multi-family properties
nationwjde that are at risk of losing
their affordabi lity due to expiring
government subsidies and other factors. He replaces Dr. Rocky Tarantella, who had headed the firm's acquisitions team but has since been
named director of finance, a new position.

Both Hilbert and Tarantella report to JeffreyS. Burum, executive
director of NHDC. "As our unique
model for housing preservation and
neighborhood revitalization takes
hold in markets throughout the country, it is important for us to expand
our team by recruiting top-notch real
estate professionals, and Christopher
certainly meets that description," Burum said. "We' re delighted to have
him on board and we expect he will
make a major contribution to the
growth of our portfolio in the months
and years to come," Burum added.
Prior to assuming his new post,
Hilbert was senior vice president
with Bank of America Community

Corp. in Charlotte, N.C., where he
was responsible for overseeing a
portfolio of single and multifamily
properties and creating development
partnerships with nonprofits and other entities. He joined B of A in 1998
as vice president, client manager and
senior conduit underwriter, and was
subsequently promoted to senior vice
president and senior underwriting
manager.
From 1995 to 1998 Hilbert was
a Portfolio Manager with Pasadena,
Cali f.-based Anchor Pacifica Group,
and before that served as executive
manager with Arne! Property Management in Costa Mesa, Calif.
Hilbert earned his bachelor of

arts degree in history from San Diego
State University and an MBA degree
with emphasis in leadership and
management from the McColl
School of Business at Queens College in Charlotte. He was also the
founder and CEO of Extended Classroom Inc., a nonprofit focused on educational support for at-risk youth in
the Charlotte area.
NHDC is primarily a portfolio
purchaser of at-risk multifamily affordab le housing. Its mission is to
preserve their affordability without
displacing residents, and to stabilize
and reposition them for sale to com-

continued on page 24
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spector determine whether the electrical wiring and any room additions
are to code. Local utilities often offer free or low-cost inspections to tell
you if the house is energy-efficient.
Look for a house with universally popular selling points. If you're
impressed , the next buyer down the
line is bound to be, too. For example, a roomy, modem, easy to clean

home in next-to-new condition two

Unless you are ready and able to
tackle a major remodel, look for a

kitchen is the best selling point a
home can have. A house with only
one bathroom is less desirable than a
house with two or more. Many buyers expect at least three bedrooms,
with a master bedroom that offers a
feeling of privacy. Lots of storage
space and closets, especially walk-in
closets, will be a real selling point.
Family rooms or "great rooms" also
are desirable. On closer examination,
a house that looks like a bargain may
lack some of these key features.
Don' t forget the old adage: location, location, location. Unless
you're looking for a fixer-upper, the
house should be in a condition that is
comparable to other homes in the
neighborhood. Avoid buying the
biggest or fanciest home on the
block. Consider the amount of traffic or noise. Homes located in a quiet area away from a busy street will
command a higher price: Make sure
the schools in your district have a
reputation for quality education and
safety. Nearby supermarkets, gas stations, restaurants and theaters also
will make a location more desirable.
Good community facilities also
add appeal: pools, athletic fields,
community center, libraries and hospitals all add to a neighborhood's
value and desirability. Transportation

blocks away. That's why knowing
what to look for before you buy can
save you time, energy and money
down the line.

The first step is figuring out what
kind of house you need. A good buy
is only a good buy if it meets your
current and future living requirements. Before shopping for a home,
decide how much space you and
your family require. How many bedrooms, bathrooms? Is a family room
necessary? Do you need a layout
. that will accommodate a lot of entertaining? Do you prefer a spacious or
compact workspace in the kitchen?
If you have small children, can the
house easily be child-proofed?
Evaluate the front and back
yards. Is there enough space to accommodate; your children? Do you
want a park-like or garden setting?
Do you enjoy yard work and gardening or do you want a low-maintenance yard? Take into consideration
the cost of extensive landscaping and
upkeep.
Next, determine how much work
is required to make the house you are
considering livable. Make an honest
assessment of your fix-it abilities.
How much work are you willing to
do or pay someone else to do? Do

house or condominium that needs
only cosmetic improvements. These
include painting, wallpapering and
replacing items like flooring, window
treatments, bathroom and kitchen fixtures, light fixtures, cabinet and interior door hardware and appliances.
Remember that even these simple
changes can be costly if you have to
make many of them.
Beware of improvements that •
seem easy enough at first glance but
may tum into major headaches and
require a lot of money once you have
moved in. Remodeled kitchens and
bathrooms, changes to the floor plan,
room additions and redesigned landscaping are examples of seemingly
minor changes that can easily eat
away the money you thought you
saved by selecting a so-called "bargain priced" home. Of course, you
may be perfectly willing to spend
whatever money is needed to customize the house to match your tastes
and needs.
Make sure major systems in the
house are in good working condition.
The furnace, air-conditioning and
plumbing should be up-to-date, since
repairs can be costly. Your agent can
arrange to have a professional in-

needs also should be considered. Is
local public transit available? How
long are typical commutes to places
of current and potential employment?
Are there several alternate routes?
How close is a major airport? All of
these can affect a home's pricing.
Consider the cost of living in a
home. It's impbrtant to consider not
only purchase price but also the
monthly cost of living in a home.
Estimate your utility and maintenance cost. For example, will the
house need to be painted on a regular basis and will you need to spend
money maintaining a swimming
pool ? Ask your agent about the
property tax rate and whether increases are anticipated. Will you
have to pay special assessments for a
homeowner's association? Consider
the point in the life cycle of major
household systems, such as the furnace, air conditioning, roof and
kitchen appliances.
You can find a bargain! Your
first step should be to seek out a
knowledgeable real estate agent with
experience in the market areas where
you wish to purchase a home. Your
agent can help you locate those properties that truly are "bargains" and
help find the home that most closely
matches your desires and needs.

James Joseph a 20-year veteran of
the real estate industry is co-owner
of a chain offive real estate companies located in Garden Grove, Whittier, Anaheim, Riverside, and West
Covina. He can be reached at (562)
903-0088, ext. 127. The chain is
managed locally by Yolanda Sorenson in Corona (909) 37~-5478.

National Housing Development Corporation
Names New Vice President of Acquisitions
continued from page 23
them for sale to community development organizations at NHDC's cost.
NHDC' S program is designed to
work over a ~month period, giving
local nonprofits adequate time to

amass the necessary resources to purchase the properties from NHDC.
By acquiring large portfolios,
NHDC is able to negotiate purchases at lower costs than individual
transactions, and can pass these savings on to its nonprofit purchasers.

NHDC acts as both a warehouse to
buy and a clearinghouse to sell, filling the gap between state and local
agencies that want to provide funding but cannot do so for portfolios of
properties, for the entire cost of acquisition, or within the private sec-

&
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How to Spot a Good Buy
you have basic decorating, carpentry
and plumbing skills? If you plan to
learn as you go, make s ure you have
accurately determined what you are
getting into. Ask an experienced
friend, family member or your real
estate agent for their opinion, and be
sure to consider how much remodeling inconvenience the rest of the
family can handle.
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REAL ESTATE SUPPLEME
Beauty is in the eye of the beholder, particularly when it comes to
buying a home. Features that attract
one homebuyer may repel another.
However, the one feature of interest to every homebuyer is price.
Getting the most home for your money is paramount. The real problem is
figuring out whether that fixer-upper
on one street is a better buy than the
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tor's time frames, and community development organizations which often
cannot assemble resources quickly
enough to meet private sellers' demands.
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Duff & Phelps, LLC
One of the nation 's leading Investment banking and financial advisory
organizations. All stock data on this
page is provided by Duff & Phelps.
LLC from sources deemed reliable.
No recommendation is intended or
implied. (310) 284-8008.

Bank of Hemet Approves Bank Holding Company
The Bank of Hemet (NASDAQ
Bulletin Board: BHEM.OB) has announced that its board of directors approved a plan of reorganization and
merger agreement to establish a bank
holding company for the bank.
In the reorganization, the Bank of
Hemet will become the wholly-owned
subsidiary of a new holding company,
Hemet Bancorp. The board of directors believes that this holding company fonnation will provide growth opportunities and business alternatives
for the Bank of Hemet.
Upon approval of the reorganiza-

tion by shareholders and appropriate
state and federal regulators, the outstanding shares of the Bank of
Hemet's common stock will be converted into an equal number of shares
of common stock of Hemet Bancorp.
The reorganization has been structured in such a manner as to qualify
the transaction as a tax-free organization; therefore the exchange of shares
will also be tax-free. Immediately following the reorganization, the current
bank stock certificates will represent
shares of Hemet Bancorp. The reorganization is expected to be complet-

ed before the end of 200 I.
The Bank of Hemet was established in 1974 and operates five banking offices in Riverside County, which
specialize in providing both consumer
and business banking services.
Bank of Hemet Concludes Common Stock Tender OtTer
The Bank of Hemet has announced that the common stock tender offer that expired on Oct. 5, 2001
resulted in the repurchase of 70,000
shares of common stock from ap-

proximately 123 stockholders who
participated in the tender offer.
The offer invited stockholders to
tender shares of the bank's common
stock at a price, net to the seller in
cash, of $44 per share, upon the tenns
and conditions set forth in the offer to
purchase which became effective on
July 26, 2001 .
The bank announced that stockholders participating in the otTer
would receive the proceeds for all
shares properly tendered to the bank
in approximately one week.

•
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REAL ESTATE SUPPLEMEN- -:: ,·"
Birtcher Real Estate Group Acquires Arrow
Business Park for $17.3 Million
'

REAL ESTATE NOTES
The- sale of Arbor Apartments was
announced today by Kevin Assef, regional manager for the Ontario office
of Marcus & Millichap Real Estate
Investment Brokerage Company.
The property sold for $2,705 ,000 .
The principals were represented by
Doug Froehike and Alex Garcia of
Marcus & Millichap's Ontario office .. .The sale of Olive Garden was
also announced today by Kevin Assef.
The property sold for
$1 ,400,000. The principals were represented by Alan Krueger and Scott
Hook of Marcus & Millichap's Ontario office ... The Mariposa Woods
Apartments, a 22-unit complex was
sold for $1 ,680,000. The principals
were represented by Larry Andrews . .. Grubb & Ellis reports that
It's a Grind Coffee House has
signed a five-year lease for
$136,994.00. The 1,200-square-foot
retail space is located in Temecula.
Grubb & Ellis vice presidents Reg
Kobzi and Joe Greeno of San Diego

and senior vice president, Jon
Friesen of the Ontario office represented both the lessee and the lessor,
Canyon Cahan Vail, LLC . . .Mark
Larson and Gary Stache of the CB
Richard Ellis Private Client Investment Group represented Triple
Net Properties with the sale of their
83,374square-foot o ffice building in
San Bernardino. Both buyer and seller were represented by Larson and
Stache ... Larson and Stache also
closed a 59,679-square-foot industrial property for Sares Regis in Westminster. The property was sold to
Pyramid Logistics Inc., for a record
price of $5,430,989 ... The Walnut
Grove Business Park, a 102,343square-foot complex, sold for
$4,150,000. The buyer, Los Angeles
Iron & Steel Company was represented by Cheryl Pestor of Sperry
Van Ness, Pasadena. The owner P &
J LLC w as represented by Brad
Umansky of Sperry Van Ness, Ontario and Todd Launchbaugh of

Lee & Associates, Ontario ... Investment Development Services, Inc.
announce that Sport Chalet, has
leased the remaining 326,000 sq. ft.
of space in the 1,000,000-sq.-ft. fi rst
phase of its $55 million Haven
Gateway Centre in Ontario and the
concurre nt start of construction on
the project's third phase.. . Charlotte
Russe and CB Richard Ellis have
inked a 10-year lease with Panattoni
Development for 2 17,258 square
feet located at 1175 East Francis
Street, Ontario. The total lease consideration for warehouse and distributio n space was approximately $8
million, with Charlotte Russe to occupy the premises Feb, 2002 . . .Sperry Van Ness announces the sale of a
6 1-unit apartment complex for
$ I ,4 I 0,000. Representing the principles is Kemal O zkarahan of
Sperry Van Ness . .. Sperry Van
Ness anno unces the sale of Arrow
Meadows Apartments, LLC a I 14unit complex for $8,000,000. The

-~

principals were represented by Larry Andrews of Sperry Van
Ness... The sale of the Normandy
Apartments was announced today
by Kevin Assef, regional manager
for the Ontario office of Marcus &
Millichap Real Estate Investment
Brokerage Company. The property sold for $ I ,400,000. The principals were represented by Douglas
Froehike of Marcus & Millicha p 's
Ontario office . . . Attorney Thomas
McGreal has purchased an I 8,89 1square-foot office building in Rancho
Cucamonga to house his law offices,
according to Grubb & Ellis Company. The transaction was valued at
$1.75 million ... C apital Pacific
Homes, Inc., one of California's
premier luxury home builders, has
announced plans to build 96 homes
at Canyon Hills, a new 1,968-acre
master-planned community located
in Lake Elsinore.

Addihg a valuable asset to its extensive portfolio of acquisitions, Arrow Business Park Associates LLC,
an investment venture between
Birtcher Realty and an affiliate of
New York-based Praedium Group,
LP, has purchased Arrow Business
Park, a nine-building industrial campus located in Rancho Cucamonga.
It was purchased from Aetna Life Insurance Company of Hartford, Conn.
for $ 17.3 million.
Scott Ostlund, William Heim
and Michael Chavez of Lee and Associates in Rancho Cucamonga represented the buyer and seller in the
transaction. Birtcher Property Services has been retained to provide asset management, property management and leasing oversight for the
project.
The property, called Arrow Busi-

ness Park, is on 2 1.9 acres in Rancho
Cucamonga, within a prime manufactu ring, distribution and service
area, at the corner of Ninth and Arrow Route (west of Archibald Ave.
and east of Vineyard Ave.). Situated
on three parcels, Arrow Business
Park has 395,639 square feet of
space, of ~hich 26,769 square feet is
designated and designed as mezzanine-level office space. The buildings, located at 9007-9077 Arrow
Route and 9000-9100 Ninth Street,
offer extensive frontage opportunity.
Arrow Business Park was completed
in 1989. The property includes major
tenants: Searing Industries, Atomic
Box and PhDWest.
' 'Th is property is a tremendous
addition to our portfolio of high-quality office and industrial product in
high-growth areas of Southern Cali-

fomia," said Bob Anderson, president
and co-chairman of Birtcher Real Estate Group. "Arrow Business Park is
attractive to tenants because its product mix provides them an ability to
grow within the park, and its proximity to businesses such as Ontario
Mills Mall; the California Speedway;
Empire Lakes Golf Course; Quakes
Stadium, and major transportation
systems and corridors is a great
amenity base for their employees."
T he campus is strategically located Jess than three miles from multiple cargo transportation including:
Ontario International Airport for air
cargo, courier and passenger services; Burlington Northern & Santa Fe
(BN & SF) for rail service; and area
freeways and thoroughfares (I-1 0, I15 and State 60; Vineyard Avenue
and Archibald Avenue) for trucking

line operation service.
Underscoring F ·rtcher 's decision
to purchase the site are comments
made by regional economist, John
Husing, noting that, 'This regio n
grows faster than other regions because of the underlying cost advantages and the favorable attitude of
government agencies toward eco nomic growth."
• AdditionaJiy, the region provides a great environment for tenants
to expand, with product from 500
square feet to 120,000 square feet
About Birtcher R eal Es14te
Group: Since its inception in 1939 as
a family enterprise specializing in development and property management, the Birtcher Family of Companies has grown to preeminence as
one of the leading real estate firms in
the Western United States.

HSN Opens State-of-the-Art Distribution Center in Fontana
467,000 Sq. ft. Facility Increases Company's Shipping Capacity in Time for Holiday Shopping Season

EXECUTIVE NOTES
Linda Cotton has joined The Jones
Agency as media/production director, it was announced by Barbara
Stenning, vice president and general manager of The Jones Agency.
Cotton previo usly was the media
buyer and traffic manager at PMA
Advertising in Palm Springs . .. Joan
Polito, a seasoned professional in the
hospitality industry, has j oined the
sales team at the Ontario Convention &VISitors Bureau. Polito will
be targeting meeting planners within
religious and fraternal organizations . .. Bob Kurz, top sales agent in
the 75-person office of Century 21
Grisbam-Joseph, headquartered in
Corona. recently celebrated his best
year in his 18-year real estate career.
The key to Kurz's success is his
"client for life" philosophy where he
makes himself, not an assistant, available for his client's needs. This year,
Kurz has represented 37 clients in
their successful closings . .. David C.
Wright has joined the Redlands law
finn of Welebir, McCune and Jure:
Wright most recently served as As-

sistant United States Attorney in the
United States Attorney's Central District of California office... Sharon
Roberts has been named director of
practice development at Singer
Lewak Greenbaum and Goldstein
LLP. Roberts has 25 years of banking and financial experience, specializing in practice development with
public and private middle market
companies and entrepreneurial business owners ... Lori M. Byars has
joined Ryland Homes as social director at Ryland Oasis, a recreationrich active-adult community in
Menifee ... Kevin Loescher has been
selected as the new director of production and purchasing for Horizon
Communities, the Rancho Cucl!monga-based new ho mebuilder. In
his new position, Loescher will be
responsible for purchasing, working
with subcontractors and overseeing
project superintendents for Horizon's
new home developments in Southern
California ... The Wilkin Group Inc.
of Claremont, has been selected by
Thiwan Semiconductor Co., Ltd. as

its ad vertising and public relatio ns
fmn . A full-service strategic marketing and advertising agency, The
Wilkin Group specializes in integrated marketing communications
and branding ... Rancho Cucamonga
resident Roberto Redondo is now
coordinating fundraising efforts for
Cal State San Bernardino's College of Natural Science as its new
director of development. .. Vita-Pakt
Citrus Products Co., headquartered
in Covina, has announced the acquisition of Alexander Kiwifruit Products Inc. o f Lodi . The transaction,
which became effective on Sept. 10,
marks another strategic acquisitio n
for Vita-Pakt, a leading supplier of

specialty citrus products throughout
the world for more than 50 years . .. D.
Linn Wiley, president and chief executi ve officer of Citizens Business
Ba nk, has announced the appointment of John Haigh to the position
of vice president and banki ng officer
of the Chino office ..• Wiley has also
announced the appointment of Penny Davis to the position of vice president and banki ng officer of the
Corona office... Mark Dowling, development manager for California
Capital Properties, one of the California Capital Companies, was recently appointed to the San Bernardino County Planning commission by
4th District Supervisor Fred Aguiar.

Complaints ... Praise! Suggestions? E-Mail us @

iebj@ busjournal.com

HSN, the world's most widely
distributed television shopping network, officially opened its state-ofthe-art distribution facility in October
in Fontana. One of four HSN distribution centers found throughout the
United States, the 467 ,000-squarefoot facility provides service to customers in the Western United States,
as well as Hawaii, Alaska and Guam.
The new faci lity will increase HSN's
fu lfillment capacity by 35 percent
and result in quicker shipping times
for HSN's West Coast customers.
The new high capacity center is
equipped with a dynamic Warehouse
Management System (WMS) that
utilizes an impressive array of hightech sorting and scanning equipment.
When operating at full capacity, the
system is capable of receiving, storing, packaging and shipping more
than 70,000 packages per day.
"Delivering quality products in a
timely fashion is critical to our continued success and growth," said
Mark Bozek, president and chief executive officer ofHSN. "As our presence continues to grow on both the
Internet with HSN.com and on our
television network, it is important to

further expand our distribution system to support this growth.
"When deciding on a location to
enhance our distribution system in
the Western United States, Fontana
was an obvious choice due to its
abundance of qualified workers and
central location," states Mark Ethier,
executive vice president and chief
operating office for HSN. "When the
center is completely operational, it
will reduce delivery times on the
West Coast by as much as 50 percent."
The center currently employs 50
people with an expected 150 additional jobs to be added by 2003.
HSN's other distribution centers are
located in Waterloo, Iowa and
Roanoke and Salem, Vu-ginia. Interested applicants may apply at the
Fo ntana HSN distribution center at
13423 Santa Ana Avenue.
HNS, a division of USA Network
Inc's (NASDAQ: USA/) Interactive
Group, pioneered the industry in
1977 and has since grown· into a
global, multi-channel retailer with
worldwide consolidated sales of $1.8
billion in 2000 and a growing customer base ofmore than .five million.

Its 24-hour programming reaches
more than 154 million households
worldwide. The company holds interests in international shopping
channels broadcasting into China,
Japan, Gemwny, Italy, France, Belgium and the Netherlands and also

owns and produces HSE (Home
Shopping Espanol). Last year. HSN
received more than 75 million sales
and customer service calls and
shipped more than 41 million packages around the world.

STR~.t--C""iTI-I

NUMBERS
With over 70 million hot dogs sold, Wienerschnitzel remains the industry's niche
leader! If you're considering expanding your multi-unit restau rant or retail company,
count on our demonstrated success for exciting franchise opportunities that include
single and multi-unit, a comprehensive 6-week training program, as well as operations
and advertising support. Liquid asset requirement is 1OOK. Financing assistance is
available through SBA.
For more information, send your letter of interest, or call Frank Coyle, Director of
Franchise Development at:

800-764-9353

ext. 609

P.O. Box 7460 • Newport Beach, CA 92658-7460
www.wienerschnitzel.com
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Rob Fuelling. director of marketing for Los Angeles-based IDS,
development manager for Haven
Gateway Centre, reports that Sport
Chalet will utilize its facilities at 2250
S . Sequoia Ave. for the company' s
regional distribution center, scheduling a year-end occupancy following
tenant improvements. Approximately 125 people will be employed at the
site.
Chuck Belden and IDS represented Haven Gateway, LLC, owners of Haven Gateway Centre. Kent
Stalwick of Insignia/ESG in Diamond Bar, represented Sport Chalet.

Con ideration for the I 0-ycar Ieaiie is
approximately $12 million .
Launched in 1959 by Norbert
Olberz and hi s wife, Irene, with a
modest tore in La Canada, Sport
Chalet now has 26 stores in Southern
California.
Offering "value-added" ervices,
from rentals to repair , Sport Chalet
i billed as having 17 specialty shop
under one roof, and has distinguished
itself by venturing into uncharted areas. For example, it was one of the
ftrst sporting good stores to sell SCUBA diving equipment.
Sport Chalet joins a distinguished family of tenants at Haven
Gateway Centre, including Oakley,
The Children 's Place and Royal Appliance.
IDS's Fuelling said phase three
of Haven Gateway Centre will comprise two buildings of 190,000 and
220,000 sq. ft., completing the 1.5
million-sq.-ft. development tailored
to distribution and light manufactur-

ing uses. Haven Gateway Centre is
strategically located at Haven Ave .
and the Pomona (60) Freeway.
The concrete tilt-up building in
the new phase were designed by Hill
Pinckert Architects of Newport
Beach. Kendrick C o nstruction of
Commerce is the general contractor.
Buildings will feature 32-foot interior warehouse clearance and Early Suppression Fast Re ponse-ready
sprinkler system , dock high and
ground level loading. Space is divi ible to 100,000 sq. ft. Completion is
scheduled for the first quarter of
2002.
Now in it 15th year of bu iness,
IDS is a commercial real estate services company focusing on the Westem United States. The company hm;
a management portfolio that exceeds
16 million sq. ft.. and is c urrently
managing the development of more
than five million sq. ft. of space for
institutional and individual investor
clients.

Work Underway for 1.1 Million
Square Foot Business Park in Ontario
Construction is underway in Ontario for the $37 million, 1.1 million
sq. ft. Airport Mission Business Pari<,
a development targeted to changing
logistics needs of corporate America
and distinguished by what will reportedly be the largest speculative
building of its kind ever built in the
Western United States, announces
Western Realco of Newport Beach,
CA.
Being developed by Western Realco in partnership with Time Square
Real Estate Investors, Airport Mission Business Park is being erected
on a strategic 57-acre site adjacent to
Ontario International Airport at the
southeast comer of Mission Blvd.
and Mildred St.
The project will comprise three
buildings, all to be built concurrently, according to Gary Edwards. vice
president of Western Realco. They
include an 857,000 sq. ft. structure
Edwards calls a "Mega" DC (distri-

bution center), a 168,000-sq.-ft.
building, and a 102,000 sq.-ft. facility.
Oltmans Construction Co. of
Whinier is general contractor for the
project which schedules a first quarter. 2002 completion. "ln recent
years, corporate America has accelerated its long-term logistics strategy
of seeking to occupy incfcasingly
larger distribution facilities to achieve
both cost efficiencies and the ability
to serve wider regions from a single
building rather than several smaller
ones. Our new Ontario project responds to that trend," said Edwards.
Edwards noted that last year
Western Realco completed an
817,5000-sq.-ft. facility in Fontana
which at the time was the largest
building underway in the state. It
was leased by Home Shopping Network well before completion.
"It's common today for larger
distribution buildings to be in the

400,000 to 800,000 sq. ft. range com.pared to about 200,000 sq. ft. a
decade ago. Obviously, we're at the
top of the range with our new project," Edwards stated.
Designed by Bastien and Associates of Tustin, buildings m Airport
Mission Business Park, which will
accent state-of-the-art features for accommodating large trailers, will
nonetheless present corporate appeal
as they address surrounding streets.
The two smaller bui ldings are for
lease or sale. while the large structure
is for lease only.
Peter McWilliams and Ruben
Goodsell of Colliers Seeley's Ontano
office are exclusive marketing agents
for the new buildings.

Established in 1972, Western Rea/co
begqn providing real estate development service.\ throu~:hout California
and the West.

ON

THE MARKET

Ten Tips for Marketing in Thrbulent Times

IDS Launches Project's Third Phase - Sport
Chalet Leases 326,000 Feet at Haven Gateway Centre
Investment Development Services, Inc. (IDS) announces tha1
Sport Chal~t. the leading porting
goods store chain, has leased the remaining 326,000 q . ft. of pace in
the one million q. ft. fir t pha e of
its $55 million Haven Gatewa)' Centre in Ontario, and the concurrent
start of construction on the project's
third phase.
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At deadline ...
continued f rom page 5
Pentagon may qualify for Military
Reservi t Economic Injury Disaster Loans (MREIDL). The ·e disaster loans are available fro m thl' •
U .S. Small Business Admirmtration (SBA) to mall businesses
during a period of conflict.
The MREIDL program will
provide loan funds to eligible mall
bus ine ses to cover operating expenses that would have been met,
but now cannot because an essential employee was called to active
duty in his or her role as a military
re ervist.
"Communities across the nation are go ing to feel the loss of the
thousands of men and women who
have courageous ly answered the
call to support the country's military effort," said SBAAdministrator Hector V. Barreto.
Small businesses may apply
for MREIDLs of up to $1 .5 million
if they have been financially impacted due to the loss of a key employee. These working capital
loans tnay be used to pay fixed
debts, payroll, accounts payable,
and other bills that cannot be paid.
The interest rate on these loans is
four percent, with a maximum
term of 30 years. The SBA determine~ the amount of economic injury, the term of each loan and the
payment amount, based on the financial circumstances of each borrower.
The filing period begins on the
date the essential employee is ordered to active duty and ends 90
days after the date the employee is
discharged from active duty. Businesses interested in applying for a
MRElDL may call the Sacramento disaster area office at: 1-800488-5323.

\

1) Be market-driven
Be sure that the customers' need
are driving your busine and not
new technology, or capacity uti lization or your banker. M arket-driven
companies are focu ed on onl y o ne
thing: solving the customers' problems. Discover your customers' problems and demonstrate in your marketing and on your sales cal ls how
your product or service can help
solve their problems.

This is MBWAit used to be
Management By
Walking Around!

2) Get "up-close and personal"
with your customers
It is never more important than
in turbulent time to become personally visible with your cu tomers. One
of the best marketing tools your company has is for owners and managers
to become involved with customers,
to be sure they are happy and loyal
customers. This is MBWA - it used
to be Management By Walking

Around!
It takes fi ve times more marketing dollars to get a new cu tomer
than it does to keep an exi sting one.
Tools that he lp companies s tay in
touch with their customer base and
elicit customer atisfaction response
are imperative. What about past customers or inactive customers? Take a
look through your files for inacti ve
accounts. Reintroduce your company to those customers. Bring them up
to date on current products and services.
3) Keep your eyes open
One marketing tool above all
others which is crucial during turbulent times is market research. No one
can presume to know what's happening in the marketplace today.
Everything has changed! Market research can be formal, massive andre-

ally expensive, or it can be informal ,
targeted and pretty cheap. Just top,
look and listen, and then ask questions. Ask your customers, your employees, your suppliers. You'll be
amazed what you'll learn.
During turbulent time , you need
all the advice you can get. One way
to get infonnation and build a bonding relation hip i to as emble customer, supplier and employee "adviory" boards. Present them with your
challenges and opportunities and ask
for their ugge tions.

4) Adapt to reality
In a world where everything is
changing o fast_ product innovations that are at breakneck speed with
technology; multi-directional , multipurpose service which are tran sforming consumer behavior patterns;
core competencies that no longer corner market ~hare - marketing must
be right on target, the firs t time.
There is no time for corrective action
anymore. T he trick is to read the customer's mind and out-think the competition.
Adjust your marketi ng and sales
strategie to fi t current business realities. Glitzy features (all those whistles and bells) are hard to sell during
turbulent times. Emphasize instead
how your product or service lasts
longer, saves time, costs less, increases productivity, make life easier than competitive products or service .
5) Go niching

Thi s is an excellent time to reposition the company. Search for a new
niche. When money i tight and resources are limited, it i important to
look for and serve those markets that
best match your busines · prod ucts
and services. Stri ve to be the big
niche in a small pond.
There are two classic marketing
books on niche marketing: Jay C.
Levinson's " Guerrilla Marketing Attack," and Jack Trout and AI Ries'
" Positioning: The Battle for Your
Mind."
6) Introduce new products and

services

The bes t time to introduce new
product and services i during turbulent time . New product and services create excitement. They g ive
marketing people something new to
promote and sales people omething
new to talk about with their customer and prospects. Introducing
new products and ervices creates the
perception of a strong, healthy company. Best of all, new products generate new sales.

7) Shorten the sales cycle
During turbulent times it is imperative to compress the time that it
takes to get an order. The best way to
do this is to cut through the clutter for
the prospect and make it as simple
for them to purcha e as possible. Perhaps, that mean value-adding to the
product or services, taking a portion
of the price and contributing it to
cause-related activities, or incorporating the low-interest options available right now.
8) Create vertical partnerships for
targeted marketing
Th ink of your marketing as a
fi shing expedition. You can either go
out and cast a net in the ocean and
pull in some fish and a lot of garbage

that wa dumped off tho e barges or
you can research the best ponds; tie
the fly and cast for the rainbow trout.
Thi s is the targeted appro ach. To
maximize that effort, don't go it
alone. Loo k into co-op marketing
with others who want to fish in the
same pond.
9) Don' t forget the Boy Scout mot-

to!
Be pr·!pared ! be sure your marketing plans are flexible and adaptable. Bui ld in scenarios to meet as
many circumstances as you can
imagine . Question your basic business trategy and update regularly.
The e actions will put you ahead of
your competition, get you accelerated results and probably increase your
market share.
10) Be proactive
Go after business as though your
survival depends upon it - because
it doe . And remember - Tough
times don't last, but tough people do !

- Reprinted from the Business
Knowledge Network Inc., Laguna
Beach, CA 92651; phone: 800-3208631, or visit: www.businessknowledge.com.
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CrossCreek takes the game of golf forward, and back.

Human Resources Management Requirements
Have Changed Dramatically in Last Decade
1be function and environment of
human resources management (HRM)
have changed significantly over the
past decade, and have reshaped the
competencies needed by human resource professionals. As a human resources management worker today,
you are expected to have expertise in
the technical areas of human resource
management as a minimum qualification. To be of greater value to the organization, however, you also must understand competitive issues facing
business, issues of profit and loss, the
customer orientation, bow to manage
HR processes and how to apply technology to human resource management
With the above in mind, the College of Extended Learning at California State University, San Bernardino,

designed a certificate program in
HRM. The curriculum was developed
by HR professionals to provide not
only an up-to-date foundation but also
important skills that are practiced in the
field of HRM today and in the future.
The Certificate in Human Resource Management is perfect for recent college graduates or others interested in entering the field ofHRM; individuals in small organizations who
are taking on human resources management duties; current HR specialists
interested in getting a broader perspective about their career field or who
want to update their skills; and business generalists or supervisors who
want a better understanding of particular HR topics.
To earn the certificate you must
successfully complete any six courses:

-Introduction to Human Resources
Management
-Employee Recruitment, Selection and
Placement
-Understanding the Organization:
Business Function & Human Factors
-The Legal Environment of HRM
-Administering Compensation and
Benefits Programs
-Human Resources Information Systems
-Introduction to Workers' Compensation: Philosophy, Strategy and Policy
-Fundamentals of Environmental
Health and Occupational Safety in the
Workplace
-Overview of Risk and Insurance
Management
By taking one course per academic quarter, you can complete the
program in 18 months.
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According to a survey of compensation in the human resources field,
the median total cash compensation for
human resource specialists was between $54,000 and $62,500 a year.
You could update your skills and your
salary with this certificate program.
For more information, call the
College of Extended Learning at
CSUSB, (909) 880-5981, ext. 470 or
access: http://cel.csusb.edu.
Get the competitive edge by attending
the 15th Annual Economic Forecast
Breakfast, Nov. 30 at the Radisson Hotel in San Bernardino. Hear keynote
speaker Lon Hatamiya, secretary of
the Califomin Technology, Trade and
Commerce Agency, and other leading
experts.

1

Follo w ing the c lassical de~1gn theme., rem inbce m
o f the golden ::tge o f golf cour~e architecture, the
bea utifull y crJfted Cro;.sCreek Golf Club h now
o pe n to the pu blic
The 18-ho\e, Par 7 1 course, which totab 6,83:3
yar(b , is located in tho.: picture>.que area o f Temecula,
Ca lif., o n roughl y 180 acres of ro lling hills. Designed
by o ne of Ame ri ca's most cele bra ted mode rn-day
architect..'>, Art hur l lills, the Cros~Creek cour~e w::ts
constructed to remain in perfect harmony " ith 1ls
natura l s urro und ings Tees and green'> ha' e been
placed amo ng 2,200 age-old oak and sycamore
tree'>, evoking a qlllel ;.ere niry that make.s playing
the course a joy to expe rie nce. To a ppo.:al to players
o f all skil l levels, at least fo ur tee boxes have been
placed at every ho le.
·· rossCreek is a n ::tbso lute ly beautiful silo.: with
e ve1y compo nent needed for a great golf course,··
stated course de ·igner Arth ur II ills. "TI1ere is ple nty
o f ,·ariety and challe nge: for golfe rs of e\ery ability,
and the aeMhetics w ill provide e njoyment for all.
Large ma ture trees. creeks lO negotiate. changes m
topography and beautiful views will ueate great
drnma and an overall memorable golfing experience."'
Wi th mo re than I 'iO courses to his credit. ll ilb has
distinguished him.>elf in a long and illustnous career
as a go lf course architect. lie has de.'>1gncd some
of Am eric-J·s moM notable courses. including one
o f Lhe best ne w courses of the year 2000 .1s na med
by Golf,11agazi ne.

A .semi-private club emphasizing ameni ties in the
fino.:M tradition, CrossCreek combines the acce.'>s of
a public course with the refinement o f a private golf
club. \ le mbership e ntitles pla yer~ lO unlimited golf.
a., we ll as exclusive rights and p rivileges. Rooted m
the cuMo ms of the ga me , all e mployees at
CrossCreek we ar traditio na l un iforms, includi ng

al king up co rhe first ree ar CrossCreek is like raking a
seep bac k in rime. It's here you begin an 18 -ho le journey
inco g olfs g olden age-a rime when Till ing hast , R oss
and Macke nzie we re creati ng ma ny of this country's g reatest classics.
Re flecting che philosophy of t hese early masters, C rossCreek has been
desig ned to fos re r rhe t radi tional values of t h is exceptional gam e by
nationally acclaimed course architect Arthur H ills, rhe fi rst co caprure

kn ickers, "hite ~hins and bow ties. There is a
formal hag d rop area, a club , ·a iel and on-course
··p layer a!>>htants"" to ad' 1' c p layers th rough
thei r round The clubhouse \\ ill fea ture a fully
>rocked pro-shop, sport~ bar and a large patio area
fo r after- rou nd retreats. Players wi ll a lso be able to
fi ne-tunc their game at the lighted d ri ving range
a nd pull ing g reen.
The CrossCreek Golf Club Web ;, ite,
''"'''W9 cros~c reekgol fcl ub.com, o ffe rs a mul ti tude
of ~e" ices for players. Once an o nline account has
been estab\i,hed. players are a hle to schedule tee
times a'> well as track persona l golf slali&tiCS and
view stati ~tica l L.eaderboar(b. The Web site also
featu res an up-to-date e'ent calenda r and links to
o ther helpfu l and informative golf-re lated ~i tes.
Golf a nd c lub facil ities a re being managed by
Li nks Ma nagement, the Farmington . l 1tah-based
manageme nt company "hose list of properties
include the Entr..1da Golf cour..e in St. George. Utah,
Dove V::t lley Ranch in Phoen1x, Ariz., East Bay Golf
Course in Pr<)\'0. l"lah. Gle n Eagle Golf Course in
Syracu'>e, Llta h, Overlake Golf Cour,.,e in Tooele,
Utah, Deer Ridge Country Club in Brentwood, Calif.
a nd Mo rgan Creek Golf and Country Club in
Roseville. Ca lif.
Fo r more tnformation ahoul CrossCreek Golf
Club. ple::tse ' 1sit the company"s \X"eb site at
"'''~'9.crosscreekgolfcl ub.com or call them toll-free
at (800) 87 1- 1:367.

W

Make your

Golf Dig est's awa rds for Best N ew Private Cou rse and Best N ew
Publ ic Course in rhe same year.
You 'll find C rossCreek's distinc ti ve layout emphasizes st rategy,
finesse and shoe- m a king sk ills on every hole. While t he re a re plenty
of challe ng es from rhe multiple ree positions, rhe course"s exceptional
playabili ry ma kes it enjoyable for everyone from beg inne rs co
tournam e nt p laye rs. Throug ho ut the course, you 'll be continually
created co an entic ing array of risk/reward a lte rnatives chat offer
achieveable opportunities co lower your score.
True to its classic heritage, aesthet ics are also a big parr in the
CrossCreek experie nce. A stunningly beautiful course, it lies g ently
within a picturesque setting of rolling hills covered w ith well-aged

next tee
time for
1918.

sycamores and oaks. Lined wirh trees and c rossed w irh vibrant screams
and c reeks, rhe fa irways show a g racefulness you' ll no r find on many
contemporary courses. Une ncum bered with homes a nd lavished with
borh na tural and ma n icured beauty, CrossCreek provides a truly
pristine golf experience.
WE INVITE YOU TO PLAY THIS REMARKABLE COURSE TODAY.
TO RESERVE A TEE TIME, CALL OUR GOLF STAFF AT
(800) 871-1367. MEMBERSHIP IS THE BEST WAY TO
TRULY EXPERIENCE ALL THAT CROSSCREEK HAS TO
OFFER. TO LEARN MORE ABOUT BECOMING A MEMBER,
CALL OUR MEMBERSHIP DIRECTOR AT (909) 587-6592.

43860 GLEN MEADOWS ROAD • TEMECULA. CALIFORNIA 92590
TEL 800.87 I. I 367 • WWW9.CROSSCREEKGOLFCLUB.COM
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creased, effort to become more busines -friendly for new and existing
businesses.
Energy? The power of California
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San Bernardino County
Institutes Innovative New Business Program
The county of San Bernardino is
"Getting Busy with Business"
through creating a new and innovative way of supporting each region of
the county. The board of supervisors recognized that when you are
the largest county by land mass;
fourth-largest by population; and
located in the number one state,
which supports the ftfth-largest
economy in the world, it's time to
be innovative and think long-term
regarding business and community development. It's called the
Economic Development and Public Services Group.
Evolving and new approaches are necessary, considering that
over the last I 0 years the county
has produced an amazing population growth of 20.5 percent. and
is responsible for close to 40 percent of California's growth. The
Economic Development and Public Services Group combines the
natural incentives of San
Bernardino County, such as: vast
available land; positive economic landscape; unlimited skilled labor, and a growing population,
with all the business-related departments. These components include: the Jobs and Employment
Services Department; Economic
Development; Land Use Services, and Redevelopment. This
combination and new agency will
enhance the economy long-term,
while promoting economic and
community development through
innovative integration of a variety
of business programs and "fee
free" services.
Selected county employees
have been cross-trained as business generalists to open the door
for a holistic approach offering
focused solutions for businesses.
What does this mean? Less time,
effort and energy spent in finding
capital, a well-trained labor force,
and making the connection with
necessary permits to "get busy."
the creation of the Economic Development and Public Services
Group is a continued, but in-
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and the power of the county of San
Bernardino have stimulated our resilience. The Stanford-based center
for the Continuing Study of the Cal-

San Bernardino County
Institutes Innovative New
Business Program

ifornia Economy (CCSCE) has reported, "California will outpace the
nation in job, population, household

continued on page 33

continued from page 32
income and spending growth in the
decade ahead. There is no technical
reason why energy availability
should pose a long-term threat to California's economy or quality of life."
Therefore, the county of San
Bernardino has increased the level of
quality assistance to business regarding loans, energy conservation, tax
credits, the permitting process, employee recruitment and training
needs.
The county supports a region

that is creating new jobs at a five percent rate, or nearly 50,000 per year,
surpassing most other state regions.
The high quality labor force, and
tools that Jobs and Employment Services Department offers with their
on-the-job training programs and individualized job development services makes a perfect match for nurturing existing business and encouraging potential employers. Services include pre-screening and recruiting as
specified by the employer.
The county of San Bernardino is
expanding its communications, Internet, transportation, and utility infrastructure to meet the demands of
the 21st century. Currently new
buildings can generally be "lit" with-

in 48 hours to offer Internet or highspeed communication alternatives.
The county and its region's industrial and commercial zones offer broadband, high-speed fiber optic lines,
which provide companies with access to DSL, T- 1, and T-3 capability.
Wireless is now being installed in
specific areas to assist the high-speed
broadband service that exists in its
business and industrial zones.
San Bernardino County is the
"Gateway and the Runway" to
Southern California with its extensive
air, rail and highway systems. The
Ontario International Airport acts as
the hub for West End shipments. The
county's major rail and highway
routes are making an efficient and ac-

cessible route for the traveler and the
transporter. And it's getting easier.
Gov. Davis dedicated more than $6.8
billion for transportation. The improvements have already begun with
existing roads, new roads, and the upgrade of the state's overall transportation infrastructure.
The newly-created Economic
Development and Public Services
Group is businesses' One-Stop resource for start-up and keep-up. The
group is evolving daily to meet businesses' needs just as businesses must
evolve to meet the needs for longterm success.
Assistance begins by calling (909)
387-5346.

Botanic Garden Awarded $900,000 Grant
From W.M. Keck Foundation
Rancho Santa Ana Botanic Garden has been awarded a $900,000
grant by the W.M. Keck Foundation
to explore the relevance of newly
emerging, kinds of data - generated
by new techniques such as DNA sequencing - to the traditional field of
evolutionary and systematic botany.
The project will take place over a
three-year period, and will be led by
co-principal investigators: Elizabeth
Friar, Ph.D.; Mark Porter, Ph.D.; and
Travis Columbus, Ph.D. The
research is expected to develop ways to
integrate data from these new techniques with conventional methods, in
order to increase our understanding
of how plants evolve. This effort has
the potential to transform basic
botanical research, leading to revolutionary new understandings of evolutionary processes and taxonomic
relationships. These discoveries may
in return lead to further basic and applied devel9pments in the field of biology.
To accomplish this task, the
botanic garden will undertake an intensive research effort titled the Data
Analysis and Integration in Systematics Initiative (DAISI). The initiative
will pursue the following goals: 1) to
use new laboratory techniques to
deepen insight into the systematic relationsh..ips and evolutionary processes of plants; 2) to explore novel ways
in which traditional and modem

types of data can be integrated; and
3) to disseminate new integrative approaches for data collection, data
management and data analysis to a
wide audience of researchers in basic
and applied fields .
According to Dr. Friar, the project will focus on a group of plants
known as the Hawaiian silversword
alliance - a group with which she
has worked for over 8 years. "In particular, we will examine the Railliardia species group of the genus
Dubautia which has evolved rapidly
in the Hawaiian islands from a single
ancestor," explained Friar. 'This
group's amazing diversity has
evolved over a short period of time,
making it an ideal subject fot; investigation." Once data has been collected using several modern and
"classical" approaches, Drs. Friar,
Columbus, and Porter will collaborate to properly analyze the data and .
then to attempt to synthesize the data
using new models for meta-analysis.
Ultimately, the result of the research
will be disseminated to other scientists for debate and refinement
through scientific journals and research symposia.
"Rancho Santa Ana Botanic Garden is honored to receive such a prestigious award from the W.M. Keck
Foundation," commented Executive
Director Clement W. Hamilton,
Ph.D. Dr. Hamilton stated further

that, "If we hope to conserve the
earth's rare and endangered biological diversity, we first must understand the evolutionary and ecological
relationships among plants. Our challenge is to combine the approaches
of modem molecular biology and of
traditional plant description and classification. We have just the team at
RSABG to address one of the fundamental issues in modem biology."
The W. M. Keck Foundation is
one of the nation's largest philanthropic organizations. Established in
1954 by the late William Myron
Keck, founder of the Superior Oil
Company, the foundation's grantmaking is focused primarily on the
areas of medical research, science,
and engineering. The foundation also
maintains a program for liberal arts
colleges and a Southern California

grant program that provides support
in the areas of civic and community
services, health care and hospitals,
pre-collegiate education, and the arts.
Rancho Santa Ana Botanic Garden is
a private, non-profit institution that
displays California's native plants on
an 86-acre site. The garden also
serves as the graduate botany program for the Claremont Graduate
University, and conducts basic research in plant systematics and evolution. The botanic garden is located
in Claremont on North College Avenue, north of Foothill Boulevard and
east of Indian Hill Boulevard. There
is no admission fee; suggested donations are $2 per individual, $5 for
families. For more information on
programs and educational opportunities, please call (909) 625-8767.
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Company
Address •
City, State, Zip

I.E. Development
Completed Thru Sept. 2001
(Total Square Footage)

................ lateraatloaal
18101 '\00 KarmiDAve., Ste. 1040
lrvinc, CA 92612
"Western Realc:o
2. 500 Newport Center Dr., Ste. 630
Newport Beach, CA 92625

5,836,<XX>

L

s

5,431,000

3

Proposed Projects:
Square Footage
Years to Complete

Locations of Projects

3,800,000

Mira Lorna

3

Ontario, Redlands,
Rancho Cucamonga

Koi~Co.

4,617,000

3,400,000

3,033,000

s.

50
0

260,000
2

6
6
$24,000,000

560,000

2

405,000

2

1

7

Brent Carron
V. P., Development
(949) 883-9998/476-4495
Gary Edwards
Vice President
(949) 720-3787n20-3790
gedwards le@aol.com
M. Kendall, J. Mc.Donald
Vice Presidents
(949) 833-3030/474-1084

0
6

Rancho Cucamonga,
City of Industry

2

Corona
Mira Lorna

0
2,900,000

3

72,000

1,9!!5,000

2
$123,000.000
18

10,000,000

I

6

1,701,323

na

2
WND

1,690.500

11. 1100 E. Orangetborpe Ave.• Ste. 190
ADabeim. CA 92801

7

President
(949) 263-llll/263-1120
John R. Norman
Managing Director
(213) 593-1300/593-1309
Bruce McDonald
President
(949)724-88861724-8887
Jim Mance
General Manager
(909) 484-830 I /484-8306
Larry Harmsen
FIJSt Vice President
(714) 424-18001428-0736
lhannsen@prologis.com
Eddie Edmiston
Regional V.P.
(949) 559-4100/559-4050

13

8
400
Calif.

1

430,000
12

1,600,000

Inland Empire

•

5
150

$25,000,000
1,485,000

PanaUooi Development Co.

. WND

138

I

Irvine, CA 92612

llaenll,l&
13. 73-020 PJ Paleo, See. 4
Palm Dese1t. CA 92660
lllierslde Coouuerciallnvesting Inc. (RC[)
14. 3685 Main St. Ste. 220
Riverside, CA 92501

J8a1i11 Dec IB p Ill c..p.y

1,450,000

1

0
1,092,000

1.000,000

15. 6820 lndiallaAve., Slle. 210
Riverside, CA 92506
Opus Wtst Corporation
16. 2020 Main St, Ste. 800
Irvine, CA 92614

1,000,000

7
7
$50,000,000

3
3
$15,000,000
20
2
$42,000,000

830,000

EJM DewJDiim r d Comploy
17. 9061 SaDia Moaic:a Blvd.
Loa Angelrs, CA 90069 ·

641.000

A.B. Reiter Developmmt CompiDy
18. 9650 Business Center Dr.
Rancho CUcaroooga. CA 91730

Jl'll,.......
lf. 44-919 GolfCMier Pkwy.
Jdo. CA mot
325,000

Denver

1,505,000
2

Rancho Cucamonga,
Ontario, Riverside

450,000

5

Riverside

3

1,000,000
1.5

0

5
5

14
14

Rancho Cucamonga

5

Mira lorna

300

Chino

20
I
WND

3,500,000
2

6
6
WND
36
12

0

25

400,1ro+

I

2

435,000
8-10

Ontario, Oxnard
Valencia, Pboenix
Las Vegas

2

Rancho Cucamonga
Ontario

5
5

Indio

6

50

8
Ontario,
Nationwide

8
100

WND

Ontario. CA 91764

300.000

-Dee I 5 rt,l&•
:D. 42389 Will:i t r Rd..IB
-r-:.la. ~ ~10
'

164.000
1

sso.ooo.cm

Lord~ Ptuper1irs
36331nlaDd ~Blvd, Ste. 920

•

Jack~

3
1,500

Ontario

1,309,500
7

12. 19600 Fairchild Rd.

N/A

0

Calif., Texas,
N. Car., Tenn.,
N.J., Canada

na
0

1,675,000

nn'

4,000,000
3

6
6
WND

2,200,CXXI
2

Elsinore
Munida
Temecula

Phone/Fax
E-Mail Address

RayMagnon
President
(909) 684-0860n84-2545

8,136
Ontario
Rancho Cucamonga

Title

IS
IS

13

0
0

3

$3,000,000

Glenborougb Realty Trust Inc.
10. 650 E. Hospitality Ln., Ste. ISO
San Bernardino, CA 92408

21.

2

75

S
5

Thomas N"~emen

Regional Vice President
(714) 441-0315/441-0809
tniemen@conning.com
JefTPbelan
Principal
(949) 474-7830/474-7833
RU!lSE. Batie
President
(760) 776-8838/776-8842
D. Butler, R. Barkley
General Partners
(909) 788-61 oon84-1524
rci3@pacbellnet

_

· .

• Did nor rtspond

llpQdk rt

ofrn;;:--~

-'"*d""*ii
IDNl u..p;rt &uinesJ J0f1111Dl.

116 d

(909) 788-9887n88-4314
Craig Halverson
Director, R.E. Dev.
(949) 622-3453/622-1951
craig.halverson@opuswest.com
Bret A. Mackay V. P., Development
(310) 278-18301278-2965
bret@ejmdevelopmentcom
A.H. Reiter
Owner
(909) 980-16431989-0446
LarryCbank
CEO

22.

23.

24.

25.

(760) 347-3469f3.42-2791
jphindio@aol.com
Kristen A Clem
Leasing & Customer Svcs.
(909) 941-8555
kristenaclem@earthlink.net

James E. Hlllldle1
President
(909) 296-52251296-5226

..
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Business owners understand how
quickJy an employee complaint or
incident can escalate into legal action.
What's more, they realize that their
companies are not immune to sexual
harassment claims, wrongful termination lawsuits, discrimination complaints and similar types of employer-related Liabilities.
From ADA, ADEA and COBRA
to FMLA, HIPAA and WARN, the
alphabet soup of employment regulations continues to grow. In fact, the
number of government regulations
has doubled since 1980, with no end
in sight. If a business fails to comply
with these types of federal and state
regulations, then fmes or litigationor both-could result in having disastrous con.s equences on its bottom
line.
Unfortunately, complying with
complex workplace-related regulations is just one of the many challenges faced by businesses today.
They must also deal with issues such
as payroll and related tax filings, unemployment and wage claims, workers' compensation coverage and
claims resolution, employee benefit
packages, and training and recruiting.

Doug Jacobs

=N« ApplicDblt WND =~Nor DISClose NJ~flO/ .av::::;k. I'ISMTt tht accuracy10and dtoroufhntss of tht list omissions and typographical errors sometime occur. Please send corree1wns or additums on company ktterhead to. The In·

lion~ is ~CMII* as

by Tim Dennis, Administaff district
ma!Ulger

< tl/1/tlllf< 'd frotiiJIII.f.!.l'

bunco@temecula.com
.
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PEOs Provide Solution to Employer-Related Challenges

Top Local Executive

WND
3,006,925

3)

Employees:
I.E.
Companywide

130

4,000.000
5

_

C0/1(11/IIC!d otl page

$51,720,000

3. 4343 Von Karman Ave.
Ncwpoo Beach. CA 92660
The Magoon Companirs•
4. 1650 Spruce Street, Ste. 400
Riverside, CA 925fJ7
lnftlltmellt Buildiaa ~
4100 Newport Pl., Ste. 750
Ncwpoo Beach. CA 92660
lmigniaiESG
6. 444 S. flower SL, 24th Aoor
Los Angeles, CA rxm 1
MasRr Dndopmalt CorpontioD
7. 1401 Quail St., Ste. 100
Ncwpoo Beacb. CA 92660
Ontario Milk
8. One Mills Cir., Ste. I
Ontario, CA 91764-5200
ProLogil 'ln.t
9. 3621 S. HaJbor Blvd., ff200
Santa Ana, CA 92704

Coludaa A-' M• I

Current Projects:
Companywide
It of I.E. Projects
Market Value I.E.
35
3
150,000,000
2
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26.
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.

The list goes on.
Dealing with these types of personnel issues and responsibilities can
be a time-consuming burden. Consequently, an increasing number of
businesses have taken the popular
outsourcing concept to a whole new
level--entering into a co-employment relationship with a Professional Employer Organization (PEO),
which essentially serves as an offsite
human resources department to the
company. Under this arrangement,
the PEO assumes or shares many of
the responsibilities of being an employer, and the employees gain a
wide array of value-added benefits
and services not typically available at
small businesses.
PEOs come in all shapes and
sizes and offer a variety of services.
On a basic level, most PEOs share responsibility for processing a company's payroll and related tax filings,
unemployment and workers' compensation claims, and assist with employer-related regulatory compliance
as well as benefits management and
administration.
In addition to those core services, PEOs can provide human resources support covering employee
handbook and policy development,
employee counseling and perform-

ation of Professional Employer Organizations (NAPEO), there are three
principal reasons the PEO industry
continues to grow rapidly:
• The increase in the number
and complexity of workplace-related
regulations.
• The need to attract and retain
quality employees.
• The need to control operating
costs by better managing administrative expenses.
A full-service PEO addresses
each of these areas, providing vital
human resource services that allow
companies to protect net profits by
minimizing employer-related risk,
become more systematic and strategic in the role that people play in the
success of their company, and better
manage employee-related expenses.
Tunothy Dennis is the Inland Empire
district manager for Administaff, the
nation's leading Professional Employer Organization (PEO).

For

more information about Administaff's comprehensive personnel
management services, call 1 (BOO)
465-3800, or visit the company's
Web site at: www.administaffcom.
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I.E. Development
Completed Thru Sept. 2001
(Total Square Footage)

Sares-Regis Group
18802 Bardeen Ave.
Irvin~. CA 92612-1521
Affiliated Construction Co., Inc.*
77-900 Avenue of the States
Palm Desert, CA 92211
Cabazon Band or Mission Indians•
84-245 Indio Springs Dr.
Indio, CA ~203
Southland Companies•
2990 E. Colorado Blvd., C-105
Pasadena, CA 911 07
Turner Development Corporation•
1200 Quail St., Ste. 160

226,528

rT. 44919 Golf Center Pkway, Ste.7
Indio, CA 92201

According the National Associ-

Commercial Building Developers

Company
Address
City, State, Zip

Newport Beach. CA 92660
The Cbank Group

ance appraisal assistance as well as
HR.-related training, recruiting, interviewing and employee selection. Of
course, clients will make the strategic business decisions and can delegate various human resources projects to the PEO as they see fit.
At the most sophisticated level,
full-service PEOs provide other vital
employment resources, including
productivity-based training courses,
an expanding array of online support
services, and access to a network of
best-of-class service providers that
can help employees achieve their personal and professional goals more efficiently and effectively. The result
is win-win; employees value the opportunity to grow professionally
while the business benefits from increased productivity.
PEOs also offer business owners
the opportunity to reduce their employment liability exposure. Under
the co-employment arrangement, the
PEO assumes a number of the employer-related liabilities. Other liabilities are shared. With those that
are left, the PEO can provide resources such as safety consultants
and human resource specialists to
provide the backup needed to further
reduce a client company's liability
exposure.

Current Projects:
Companywide
# of I.E. Projects
Market Value LE.

Proposed Projects:
Square Footage
Years to Complete

Location~

400,660

0

2

L.A./Orange Counties,
Santa Barbara,
lnland Empire

450

300,000
2

Coachella
Valley

35
35

500,000
5

Eastern
Coachella
Valley
Riverside
Pedley

600
600

5

.

WND
190,000

!!

150,000

8
$22,000,000
4
4

$50,000,000
120,000

4

85.837

2
$25,000,000
0

270.000
2

or Projects

Employees:

I.E.
Companywide

0

s

3
7

4
4

75,000

3
3

1,000,000
2

Indio

$11,000,000

2
2

Top Local Executive
Title
Pboot'JFax
E-Mail Address

Jolm lfa&ell8d
Managing Director
(949) 156-59591756-5955
Wesley Oliphant
Vice President
(760) 345-26261345-5501
'lid New..
Planning Dim:lor
(760) 342-25931347-7880
Ken Self
V.P., Project Administration
(626) 568-80001568-8073
bay .......
President
(949) 7S7-S400495S-1328
Larry Clumk
Owner

(760) 347-34691342-2791
carsindio@aol.com
ldwlrd P. .... ~

Majesde Realty Co..
464
37
345
Olino,
0
28. 13191 Crossroads Partway N., 6th Floor
•5
7
Ontario
110
(liO
City of lndusuy, CA 91746
WND
(562) 692-95811695-2329
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Empire Business Journal.

Realities of Medical

Thapar acknowledged that the
agreement was reached Oct. I , but
said that patients could still go to

Gro~p Bankruptcies,

Rising HMO Rates
and the Inter Valley

Problem
Conclusion...

Health Plan, and thereby signs agree-

tors.
The exclusive agreement with

ments with local hospitals for patient
care. " But the doctors haven't been
paid for months ... and this contributes to Pro Med's financial prob-

"People are getting screwed out

lems."
Thapar declined to comment on

spokesperson for Casa Colina who
did not want her name revealed.
"Pomona Valley Hospital is holding
Pro Med Hostage!:'
Casa Colina is the only comprehensive rehabilitation center in the
Pomona Valley, and provides the best

In a recent development, Pro
Med doctors have agreed to send
their patients only to Pomona Valley
Hospital Medical Center, thereby cutting off patients from access to other
area hospitals, such as Casa Colina
Rehabilitation Center in Pomona, a
reliable source has told the Inland

said. Thapar said that Pro Med's
membership includes about 350 doc-

Casa Colina for physical therapy if
Pomona Valley Hospital was unable
to provide the proper treatment.
of sending family members to the
best place (for treatment)," said a

continued from page 21

A reliable source said Pro Med is
the provider for the Inter Valley

treatment for head trauma, stroke,
and spinal cord injury, she said.

Pomona Valley Hospital also affects
other area hospitals, including San
Antonio Community Hospital. " In
real terms, seniors under Pro Med's
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Marcus & Millichap Names
Michael Hoffman Ontario
Sales Manager

Medicare plan can't use San Antonio

awards after completing more than

Mr. Bordwell's professional career incorporates more than 25 years
of experience in international and
domestic retail business banking

whether doctors are being paid by In-

Community Hospital because the

$72 million in investment real estate
transactions in five years.

ter Valley. He also declined comment
on an allegation that Pomona Valley
Hospital is "gouging" Pro Med doctors for services, far beyond what it

doctors aren't there," said Stephen-

In 1996, he left the firm to take

charges patients.
"Pomona Valley Hospital told
Pro Med that it owes the hospital tons
of money and the doctors can't send
patients to Casa Colina," the source

son.

a po ition as a private portfolio man-

with Bank of America. He has ex-

One source said San Antonio
"kicked out" the Inter Valley Health

ager with a Southern California se-

tens ive knowledge in commercial

curities firm. He was later recruited

lending and management.

Plan, but Stephenson denied that.
"That is totally inaccurate. We still

as senior director of sales for a na-

Prior to his appointment with

tional software company, before re-

Citizens Business Bank, Mr. Bord-

joining Marcus & Millichap as sales

well was vice president and business

have a contract with NHP for
Medicare, but there are no medical
groups within IVHP that go here."

Michael HotTman

manager this year.
As sales manager, Hoffman is
charged with managing, mentoring,

MAJOR OFFICE COMPLEX LEASING GUIDE

High Desert Area
10 1-tlrgnt 01/in· ( omplnn

3

Sunset Park
13911 Pari< Ave.

~:na

~:na

'nal RBA (lq. ft.): 76,289
A...._.. Spla (lq. ft.): 5,076
1)pe: Ill
NET liMe: $0.65
" - ' a.ll: 1989
......... c..,.ay: Lee A ABx:ialcs-VJCroville.lnc.
ApM: [ q BIOWII
Jill a r'ha: (760) 241-52111241-1208
...... ~ dblowD•Mll.com

Company: Lee & AssociaJcs-VICfOville, Inc.

16519 Victor St

VICIOn'iiJe, CA 92392
1btal RBA (tq. ft.): .50,000
A. . . . . Spla (tq. ft.): 3,200
1)pe: OffiCe
MG RMr. 50.65

v... a..t:l985

..._... c-p.ay: The Bndco Compaiel
A.-: Rob Kur1b
......Wu: (7«l) 951-51111951-5113
E-M.~~ rtunb@dldlradcoc:on..,.ues.com

Leasing Company: Lee & Associates-Vicroville, Inc.
Agent: Don Brown

Phone/Fax: (760) 241-52111241-1208

E-Mail Addresa: dbrown@aol.com

E-Mail Address: dbrown@aol.com

Hesperia Center

5

8

9655 9th Street

Hesperia. CA 92345
Total RBA (sq. ft.): 33,000
Available Space (sq. ft.): 0
Type: na
FSG Rate: $1.37
Year BuDt: 1995
Leasing Company: Lee & AssociaiCS-VicroviUe, Inc.
Agent: Don Brown
Pbone/Fax: (760) 241-52111241-1208
E-Mail Address: dbrown@aol.com

Mariposa Plaza
12555 Mariposa

g

VJCIOrVille, CA 92392
1i1U1 RBA (lq. ft.): 18.050
AYdable Spem (~q. ft.): 1,732
Type: na
FSG lbde: $1.10
Year Built: 1988
Le81inc c-p.ay: Lee & Associalcs-VJCrOvi1Je,,nc.

Aaeat: Don Brown
~u:

(760) 241-5211/241-1208
E-Mili~ lllrown@IIOI.com

Millichap's core philosophies is providing top-notch broker support, ongoing motivation and training, stateof-the-art techno logy and research,

manager of various offices for 15
years, as well as regional marketing
director in Los Angeles, where he
coordinated all regional marketing
programs for 150 offices.

Hoffman, with substantial transactional experience to support them
and grow their business. Hoffman
has plans to continue to expand the
sales force with several hires likely
this year.

John Haigh Is Appointed
VP and Banking
Officer in Chino
corporates more than 20 years of
banking and financial JUanagement
experience. Prior to his appointment
with Citizens Business Bank, Mr.
Haigh was vice president in private

pointment of Penny Davis to the po-

banking for Bank of America in

sition of vice president and banking

Riverside, and was formerly vice

officer of the Corona office .
Davi~'

John Haigh

banking experience. Preceding her
appointment with Citizens Business
Bank, Ms. Davis was vice president

president and manager for Inland
Community Bank in Ontario. He

professional career in-

corporates more than I 0 years of

10 Victor Street

D. Linn Wiley, president and
chief executive officer of Citizens
Business Bank, has announced the
appointment of John Haigh to the

was also affiliated with Smith Barney, ShearsonlAmerican Express
Mortgage Corporation and Pointe
West Mortgage Corporation.

and manager of First Professional

16534 Victor Street

Agmt: Don Brown
Phoot/Fu: (760) 241-52111241-1208
E-Mail A..._: dbrown@IIOI.com

ca offices. He also served as branch

and non-competing managers, like

Penny Davis Named VP and
Banking Officer in Corona

Leasing Company: The Bradco Companies
Agent: Rob Kurth
•
Pbone/Fax: (760) 951-51111951-5113
E-Mail Adress: rlrurth@thebradcocompanies.com

Type: na
FSG Rate: $1.40
Year BoOt: 1984
1..ea1ng Company: Lee & Associalcs-V1Ct0vi11e, Inc.

passes a number of Bank of Ameri-

Haigh's professional career in-

Year Built: 1990

Victorville, CA 92392
Total RBA (sq. ft.): 12,408
Available Space (sq. ft.): 0

ness Banking Group which encom-

ing officer of the Chino office.

19031 OuterHwy. 18

Type: Office
FSG Rate: $0.80

12138 Industrial Blvd.

newer agents. One of Marcus &

D . Linn Wiley, president and
chief executive officer of Citizens
Business Bank, has announced the
appointment of Paul Bordwell to the
position of vice president and business development officer of the Ontario Airport office.

banker of the Inland Empire Busi-

position of vice president and bank-

Joshua KnoUs Prof~nal Bldg.

Type: na
Net Rate: $0.90
Year BuBt: 1987
Leallng Company: Lee & Associates-VICfOville, Inc.
Agalt: Don Brown

Bear Valley Commerce Center

and training the Ontario office's

Paul Bordwell

13621 Spring Valley Pkwy.
Victorville. CA 92392
Total RBA (sq. ft.): 15.573
Available Space (sq. ft.): 0
Type: na
Net Rate: $1.00
Year Built: 1988
Leasing Company: Lee & Associates-Vicroville, lnc.
Agent: Don Brown
PhorwJFax: (760) 241-52111241·1208
E-Mail Address: dbrown@aol.com

Apple Valley, CA 92307
Total RBA (sq. ft.): 13.500
Available Space (sq. ft.): 4.200

6

Marcus & Millichap Real Estate
Investment Brokerage Company, the
nation's largest real estate investment
firm, has named Michael Hoffman
sales manager of the firm' s Ontario
office, according to Kevin Assef, regional manager for the Ontario area.
Hoffman originally joined Marcus & Millichap in I992 as a sales
associate specializing in multi-family properties in the firm 's Newport
Beach office. As an agent, he was
honored with two sales achievement

Spring Valley Plaza

Vtetorville, CA 92392 .
Total RBA (sq. ft.): 25.903
Available Space (sq. ft.): 0

E-MaDAddRss: dbrown@aol.com

2

FSG Rate: $1.25
Year Built: 1988

Phon6'Fax: (760) 241-52111241-1208

Phoot/Fu: (760)241-52111241-1208

VICtor Professional Center

VICtorv~le, CA 92392

Agent: Don Brown

4

Vk:DYIIe, CA 92392

14350 Civic Dr.

Total RBA (eq. ft.): 16.000
Available Space (eq. ft.): 1,584

~

1 12441 Hesperia Rd.

High Desert Corporate Point

VICtorville, CA 92392
Total RBA (sq. ft.): 48,563
Available Space (eq. ft.): 2 ,000

FSG Ant: $1 .25
Veer Built: 1991

carriage Square

7

Paul Bordwell Is Named
VP and Business Development
Officer for CBB

Bank in Redlands, where she was re-

Penny Davis

sponsible for overall activities of the
branch. She was formerly assistant

D. Linn Wiley, president and chief
executive officer of Citizens Business Bank, has announced the ap-

vice president and credit officer with
Citizens Business Bank in Ontario,
prior to her return in Aug. 200 I.

Complaints ...
Praise! Suggestions? E-Mail us

@

iebj@ busjournal.com
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Cominercial Real Estate Brokers Serving the Inland Empire
'
CGmpaoy Name
Addrrss
Cily, sa., Zip

'1111111/llt'd •'11 l'cl;:<

,,
lolOII'JaS

I.E. Commercial PnJpaty
J..asediSold (total$~
Oct. I, 21000 ·Sept. 31, •1

lnLE.

49
'l1

ti03,79S,m

C:SIIdllnl .......
L 4141 w.d Empile Blwi. 1100

2

1919
1906

517

52
23

4

1987
1979

l't1anarJog PriocipMI:
Strft HarrisoaiOnlari
(909) 989-m u 944-8250
AI FabiaDo/Rivmide
(909) 276-3600'276-3650

Riverside, CA 92501

a.- A Milldllp lal r..t. bmt. lq. C..
3.

571,892,1Ql

WND

3281 E. Guasti Rd., Ste. 800
Oalario, CA 91761

4.

499,732,1XXl

Grubb & FJlis Commercial RE Senkes
3401 Cemrclakc Dr., Swtt: 500
Ontario, CA 91761

356,432,691

SpsryV.~

211

171

6.

337,IXXl.IXXl

Colliers Seely
340 I Centctlakc, Stt:. !50
Ontario, CA 91761

190,000,(XX)

~A w.u&ldolc.K, IIIC.

9

9S

7. 701 N. ltaw~L,.Sa-.. 300
01a1io. CA 91764

8.

t.

35
18

26
10

5. 3633 E. 1m-! Empile Blvd.
Oalario, CA 91764

1989
1971

21
17

9

2

1985
1958

1989
1987

1908

5

9
IS

1978
1917

KninA.Am
Scni<lf VICe l"'esideDD
(909) 605-18ro'60S-1832
man:usmillicbapam

Exec. V.P., Managing Dim:tor
(909) 605·1 100/39(}.8645
marl.piscnelli@grobb-dlis.l:om

Scott LuniDe
Regional Sales~
(909)466-2m466-2512
Peter McWillilllm
Sr. V.P. / Manager
(909) 6()5..9400'605-9411
pmcwilliams@collieB--!Irdy.rom

ClluckHuot
Senior Managing Dim:alr
(213) 9S5-5HXY(909) 9II'J.<C440

93,00l,IXXl

Cellhftl ..... c

81,150.1XX1

rt'

110

60

41~~ Rd., Ste. G

7
2

a
3

1983
19M

Dmnis Saodoval
Executive Va PresideD~
(909)~1 2W.l80-3775

1996
1906

r-11. CA 92590
62,400,1XXl

Stepbm Dlair.ll Comm. Brulla'l&e. lDc..
18. 8311 Haven Ave. Stt:. 200
Rancho CucaJoooga, CA 91730

u:

31

1

78

~ Ca

cillltllll FAille Ser*e
10300 Foarlb St.<Ste. 100
Rlndlo ClallllDp, CA 91730

59, 130,1XXl

c-dll Rally Adviion, lDc...

6

21

12. 3200 Inland Empire Blvd, Stt:. 170
Onwio, CA 91764

1983
1983

10
2

1997
1997

2
I

1993
1993

Danld w. Ricbardl

Owner/Broker
(909) 980-6868/987-3183
dricharth@stephendaoiels.rom
Adrila YOUIII

Square Feet Managed:
I.E.
Companywide

L

Ml\jestic Management Co.
13191 Crossroads Pkwy. N.
City of Industry, CA 91746

9,500,000
33,700,000

2.

IDI Services Group, Inc.
18101 Von Karman. Ste. 120
Irvine, CA 92612

6,670.706
42,000.000

Haven Management, Inc.
2151 Convention Center Way, Stt:. 222
Ontario. CA 91764

6,483,400

3.

4.

Lewis Operating Corp.
1156 N. Mountain Ave.
Upland, CA 91785

6,076,000
9.000.000

ProLogls Trust

5.

Mark A. Piscitelli

cbuckjJunt@~

DAUM c.m-a.l Ral Eltllle ~
3350 Sbelby St, Stt:. 125
Onwio. CA 91764

Hall~ I'll

Company Name
Address
City, State, Zip

ldltKiplla
Managing Dim:alr
(909) 418-210118-2100
br.dmoads~

582.920.m

Property Management Firms Serving the Inland Empire

,
.•'J

Year Foonded
Year Founded Nat

0a111io. CA 92336

La&: ABx.. c-. Ral Eslalt Senkes
2. 3535 East Inland Empire Blvd., Ste. 400
Omario, CA 91764
3240 Mission Inn Ave.
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3621 S. Harbor Blvd., #200
Santa Ana, CA 92704

6.

Sares-Regis Group
18802 Bardeen Ave.
Irvine, CA 92612-152 1

4,163.07 1
12,990.960

7.

PGP Partners, Inc.
9774 Crescent Center Dr.
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730

3,000,000
15,000,000

8.

Master Development Corp.
1401 Quail St.
Newpon Beach. CA 92660

2,900.000
3.500.000

MGR Servkes Inc.

2,571 ,000

9.

1425 W. Foothill Blvd., Ste. 200
Upland. CA 91786

City Commercial Management, Inc.
10. 10722 Arrow Rte., Ste. 500
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730

2,100,000
2.247.000

COI'I!Iand Carbon
11. 17542 E. 17th St, Ste. 420
Tustin, CA 92780

2,007,000
13,126,000

lnterpacific Asset Management
12. 5505 Garden Grove Blvd., Stc. 150
Westminster, CA 92683

1,844,700
2.800,000

Allmark Properties, Inc.
13. 10070 Arrow Rtc.
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730

1,717,000
1,717,000

CB Richard Ellis
14. 4141 Inland Empire Blvd.
Ontario, CA 91764

1,409,621

Property Manqement Associates
15. 1465 S. D St., Ste. 120
San Bemaniino, CA 92408

940,000
4,500,000

President

(909) 989-898&CJ89-89
adrian@delmar.rom

James R. Panting
President
(909) 484-9800'484-9803

as

7
2

1989
1989

52,500,1XXl

135

5
2

BrokuK>wner
(760) n3·3310073-30l3

14. 41-865 Boardwalk 106
Palin Desert. CA 9221 I

6
4

1979
1979

( tllllilllll '"

/IIIII/

39,830,(ro

70

10
2

Steve Mdzler
President
(760) 773-44431773-49911

.

./tMnllll.B560 ~Aw., Sill# """'• ,_,_,.,

# Properties Managed I.E.
# Employees I.E.
Year Established I.E.
Headquarters

Top Local Executive
Title

MJVor
Properties
Managed I.E.

~ax

E-Mail Address

Edward P. Baal J~
CEO
(562) 692-95811695-2329

43
WND
1984
City of Industry. CA
19
N/A
N/A
Atlanta, GA
29
10
1996
Ontario, CA
43
WND
1955
Upland,CA
27
3
1998
Aurora, CO
18
9
1993
Irvine, CA
10
3
1994
Newport Beach, CA
8
2
1995
Newpon Beach, CA
130'
34
1982
Upland.CA
WND
7
1975
Rancho Cucamonga. CA
14
9
1990
1\Jstin, CA
16
8
1990
Westminster, CA
15
65
1971
Rancho Cucamonga, CA
12
4
1992
Los Angeles, CA
10
2
1996
Culver City, CA

6,670,706
0
0
0
0
0
6,483,400
0
675.000
101,000
3,000,000
3.200,000
5,300,000
0
0
0
3,566,427
395,511
168,832
32.301
3,000,000
0
0
0
2,900,000
0
0
0
80,000
461,000
1,800,000
230,000
850,000
650,000
0
600,000
684,000
597,000
0
816,000
260,000
178.000
881,700
525,000
100,000
0
1,600.000
17,000
0
56,000
0
1.353,621
242,000
213,000
290,000
195,000

Bert Calvert
Sr. V.P. R.E. Mgmnt
(404) 479-4029/479-4 142
bcalvert @idisg.com
DeDSaldalla

Wai-Mart.
Timberland,
Meik.rAmerica
New Breed Transfer

Ptesidcnl

Terra Vista,
Town Center,
Carmel Ap!S.,
Morningside Marketplace
ProLogis Park,
Inland Empire D.C. #I ,
Cedarpointe
Industrial Parle
Aurozone,
Sportmart

Thoroughbred Business Park,
Master Distribution Center.
The Crossroads Collection

LuTynarFll8t VJCe President
(114) 424-1800'4284736
lharmsen@trOiogis.com
Vince Ciavarella
Pres .. Comm. Prop. Services

(949) 756-5959n56-5955
vciavarella@sares-regis.com
Jon Carley
Vu:e President
(909) 483-11661483-1163
jcarleypgpparttll:ni.com
Bryon Bentrott
Vice President
(949) 724-88861724-8887

'r

Pmideol
(909) 981-4466.CJ81-6267
~@mgnervic:es.alm

One Corporate Plaza,

Daybreak at Ontario Mills,
Arrow Owners Assoc., Barton
Plaza, Magnolia Plaza

Wallatt M. Schultz
President
(800) 576-2489/(909) 948-1349
citycom@ciry-commercial.com
..... E.Cutloa

PriDcipiJ
(714) 573-n~?J.7790
pcarlson@corelaad.com
William E. Garrett Jr.

Temescal Village.
Kendall Center,
Mission Plaza

President
(714) 891-88041892-1397
iamrealty@aol.com

Victaia Woods. Pepperwood.
Country Club Villas
& Terrace. The Terrw.::e~

J•Price

Preaidcol
(909) 989-7556'941-4468
jill.price@~

Linda Collk
Sr. Real Estate Mgr.
(909) 418-2297/418-2100
lcollic@cbrichardellis.com
Phi Clu1«, CPM
Regional Manager
(909) 383-28281383-3669
pcartcr@wemanagepropert.COQl

Addms

!<dllkt.! '" /), '''" ' "'"''''

I.E. Commercial Property
l..easediSold (total $ >olume
Oct. I, 2000 ·Sept 30, 2001

I ol Commercial Projects
Represented in the
Inland Empire

I ol Active Licensed
Commercial Agents In I.E.
I ol Employees (IE)

9,608,072

20

5

1919

2

1989

• olOII'ICtS
In I.E.

Year Foonded in IE
Year Founded Nat.

'l1le llndco Coa!plalts
17. P.O. Bo~t.2710
VldllrYillc, CA 92393-2710

CbrBUauso
Executive V'u Prcsidenl
(909) 890-044SCJ45-2338

=

o~

. .IIIMijiiiiMIIIILiLWWiimDIIIIIMQOWMip!RWEJI!JNIIIIII@!ii!SiiMII\il@iliiMIOOMCDfiiLiiillii. .

~ W.lndy CCIM

l'laidell
(760) 9Sl-Sill.cJSI-SI13

p.dylllhcbrodcJ c - - DaYid E. Geyer Real Estate
II. 8560 Vrncyanl Ave., ~I
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730

2,830,000

1996
1996

9

IDIInd Putnm Commerdll R.E., Inc
28. 1003 E. Cooley Or., Ml04
Colton, CA 92324

DaYidE.Geyer

Prcside$Brokcr
(909) ~3201/980-J.40l
de~@bounail.com

1918

1996
1979

(909) 937-71991937-7175
havenmgm@odc.net
Richard A. Lewis
President
(909) 985.00711949-6700

MldiMIRwr

1988

1f0111111Jilob1e. • Did 1101 , . , . -11t1flllliiiiS; dta ~ft!- 2arl. nt ~it tilt l1lxM list liW obtoinedfrom tltt ~ lis_f~d..To tilt btst of011.r knowkdgt 1M~~ is
NIA,. NoiApplictJbk WND = MbMid ~':_,., tlttCICCIITDC:!'CIIId ....*-&1 H{tltelill. _,tailfJpOJ•IIfllriallmmSOIItmlllaorou: Plmse smdcoi1U'IIOnSoraddiiiOnson compony /ttterMld to: The l!tlanJ Empirr BwintSS
-'*asrfpmstiiM. W11ileM?~ D--.1.- cucamrm- CA 917J0..4152. ~"'~mysz,-. Ctlr1'i,.1/XJllwatd£iltpilr&uinmJOflmiJl.

.

Otr.ce
Residential
Retail
9,400,000
0
0
100,000

I'll~(' 38

Company Name

WND

c.piUI c--dll Ral Eltllle
16. 3400 Inland Empire Blvd, Sle. 150
Onlario. CA 91764

I l'l't \llmagt·tl in tltt· lnlwul l.ml•in ·

Didl Basley
dbaxley@~

IDdusCrial West lDc..•

\1/11111"1'

Commercial Real Estate Brokers Serving the Inland Empire
City, State, Zip

S7,0S1,00l

5,300,000
180,000,000

l>r Iota/

I.E. Square Feet by Type:
Industrial

WND

15

20

16

1969
1969

2
I

1990
1990

3
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Return to Bakersfield
by Joe Lyons

day. Globalism one year and isolationism the next. Not surpri ingly,
terrorism and patriotism were the hot
topic
this year. Even the
Carville/O' Reilly debate tarted off
a a love-fest for patriotism in which
it was suggested that the trouble with
sending Afghanistan back to the
stone age is that we will have to send
them some stones.
Astronaut and Senator John
Glenn reminded us of the words of
our "Pledge of Allegiance." In fact ,
the day usually has a lot of flag waving, but this year it was raised to a religious fervor.
In a panel discu sion among former heads of state, Gerald Ford remini ced about the good old days when
nuclear annihilation was our only
threat. John Majors of Great Britain
told of the day that he was in No. I 0
Downing Street when the IRA triggered a bomb that blew out h•s windows. Former Mexican Pre ident
Ernesto Zedillo ees his biggest fear
as the dema.Yds for tighter border
control. And, of course, the fonner
Prime Minister of Israel, Ehud Barak

It is called The Bakersfield Bu iness Conference, although its emphasis on conservative politics has
earned it the nickname, 'The Republican Woodstock." (Even though this
year it featured Clinton's political
consultant, James Carville, in a debate with Bill 0' Reilly of Fox News.
Carville pointed out that he always
votes for the right man for the job
and that's always a Democrat.)
In past years, speakers have included: Ronald Reagan, Mikhail
Gorbachev, Bob Dole and Henry
Kissenger. "Surprise" gue ts have
been people like Tom Hanks and
Buck Owens. Astronauts, world leaders, motivational speakers and captains of industry begin addressing the
$400-a-seat crowd early in the morning and continue until the sun sets.
The evening's entertainment has included Ray Charles, Bob Newhart
and, this year, Bernadene Peter.,.
Each year canies with it a theme,
which is not officially determined,
but somehow runs throughout the

UNIFIED CONSULTING, INC
Security•Stability•Low TCO
Add the Power of Linux
to Your Business
Contact Us Toll Free at

plaud and alute him.
The 18th annual Bakersfield
Bu iness Conference will take place
on the campus of Cal. State, Bakersfield on Oct. 12, 2002. Already
booked for the event are Lady Margaret Thatcher and a tent full of
" ... For Dummies" authors.
You'll want to bring a flag and a
handkerchief.

Subscribe for two years
to the
Inland Empire
Business Journal
and receive
complimentarily our:

e-mail addresses

2001 Book of Lists Resource Publication
{value: ~30)

William J. Anthony

Publisher & Producer
williamj@ busjournal.com

Hewlett Packard
Authorized!

ll!:l

Free Delivery on all Products
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You ARE WHAT You KNow

had a much more "up close and personal'' look at terrorism in the Middle East. Osama bin Laden, he said,
should have his face put on a target,
not on a TV screen.
There were, of course, some who
came to announce their own messages. Tom Peter , the motivational
peal-.er reminded us to "hire for attitude, train for ski ll.'' Arnold
Schwarzenegger is now working
with kids on after school programs
and his message is "shoot hoops, not
guns." (Despite a number of 'TI in
'02" shirt on the grounds, he refused
to discuss his political plans.) And
Herman Cain, the man who turned
Godfather' Pi7Ja around, reminded
us that we must become the CEOs of
our own lives.
But most stayed with the theme
of patriotism. One of the speakers admonished the reporters in the press
tent that the Moslem world needs to
know just how much America has
done for them. We could not be the
"Great Satan" and abo have fought
so hard in Somalia and Kosovo. We
are not the ones who are <>tarving
their people; Hw,sein and leaders like
him are starving their own people
and blaming us.
Capping the day\ event'> wa-. the
surprise appearance of Lt. Shane
Au'>tln, the commander of the Navy
~ PY plane that wa'> brought down
over China. He d1dn ' t have much to
s:Jy, except to announce that he ju'>t
got hi'> orders for the Middle Ea!-.1. All
9JXX) in attendance rose a-. one to ap-
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Gallery Tibet Is a Labor of Love for Helen Lee Adams
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Helen Lee Adams, owner of
Gallery Tibet, is a unique and charming young woman of Chinese descent, who was raised in the United
States and nurtured by her cultured
family to revere an object of art, not
for just its physicality, but for the energy, dedication and creative spirit
and soul of the artist.
She brings this rare sensitivity to her business-a gallery resplendent with hand-carved and
painted Tibetan chests, trunks and
rugs and saddle blankets colored with
vegetable dye , in various sizes, materials and patterns, many dating
from the 17th and 18th centuries.
Each of these creation i a work of
such intensity and craftsmanship that
is easy to believe that the creation of
each one is the focus of the artist's
entire life.
T he fantastic, mythical animals and special design often have
religious sym bolism and were used

for storing monks' religious books
and temple items. Some are incised
florals on chests that are as useful as
they are wondrou . Many designs
wish the owner good fortune and
long life.
Adams' mother is de cended from the political ruling class of
politician , the Manchu, members of
a Mongolian people of Manchuria, a
region in Northeast China, who ruled
China from 1644 to 1912. Her father,
Richard Lee, a chemical engineer,
was a member of the rising intelligentsia in China, whose family was
extremely progressive and therefore,
was targeted by the communists during the "Cultural Revolution."
He fled the brutality in his
homeland in 1949 with two suitcase in hand and was on the last plane
out. He didn't even get a chance to
say goodbye to his mother. He and
his fiance fled to Japan where they
stayed for eight years, prior to their
arrival in America. In succeeding
years, he worked for the National
Science Foundation with computer
grant projects and then at the Department of Commerce, where he organized a management school for Chinese heads of industry and business
leaders involved in the modernizing
and industrial ization of that country.

A rare personality, Adams'
father, a baritone, was blessed with
an operatic voice and he also possessed a brilliant mathematical mind.
He actually studied with one of the
students of Giacomo Puccini, the Italian operatic composer of Madame
Butterfly, Tosca, Turandot and other
well-loved operas.
Adam ' mother, Dora Fugh
Lee is a well-known water colorist
who studied in
Japan with a top
Chine e scholar/poet (Prince
Pu Yi) who was
a friend of her
grandfather's.
Her subtly colored
ethereal
works adorn the
Adams home in
Rancho Cucamonga.
T he one- Photo by Jason Haven

Bund, a haute couture design house and retail space
in Shanghai, featuring upand-coming Chinese and
internationally
known
clothing and interior designers.
So many of Tibet's
treasures have been lost,
and more will be if they are
not preserved by collectors
of fine art and antiquity.
This does not mean just
wealthy connoisseurs, either, as Gallery Tibet's
pieces are priced very fairly, an investment that
Helen Lee Ad ams -Photo by Jason Haven
would appeal to the valueconscious buyer.
of-a-kind antiques Gallery Tibet ofSome magnificent carved
fers are all hand-picked and importchests and trunks once graced
ed through the expertise of Adam '
monasteries no longer in existence,
brother, Handel Lee, a lawyer and enand fewer and fewer examples retrepreneur in Beijing, China. He is
main. "Once they're gone-they're
dedicated to the preservation of Chigone," Adams commented. "They
nese culture and opened a famous art
are made of pine and cedar and realgallery/restaurant, the Courtyard, to
ly express their own beingness," she
provide a showcase for young artists.
added. 'They are each one of a kind,
Lee is also involved in The
created with a strict
work ethic.
"You must be careful now; there are many
reproductions and fakes.
A piece then loses its
specialness. This practice also destroys the
market for true antique
art collectors."
For more information,
please call Helen Lee
Adams and the Gallery
Tibet at: (909) 941-Photo by Jason Haven
7858.
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''Deregulation of
Electricity Industry
in Japan: A
Corporate View"

by Toshihiko Furuya, speaker, TOA)'O
Electric Power Company

Japan's electric power industry's
experience with competition began
with the 1995 deregulation of the retail electricity market, explained

Toshihiko Furuya, general manager
of the Tokyo Electric Power Company (TEPCO) office in Wa hington,

D.C.
Japan has 10 general electric utility companies that are privately held
and vertically integrated, the large t
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of which is TEPCO, which supplies
30 percent of Japan's total electricity
consumption, more than that of the
U.K. or Italy.
Between 1996 and 1999, 41 independent power producers -many
of them major petrochemical and
manufacturing companies --entered
Japan's wholesale power market.
Additionally, nine new entrants mostly subsidiaries of well-e tabli hed companies - have also entered Japan' retail energy ector. Finally, foreign companies, including
Enron of the United States, have also
expressed their intent to build severalthemml coal-fired power plants in
Japan.
Japan' energy needs are met by
five ources of power: oil ( II percent), hydro (II percent), coal ( 15
percent}, liquefied natural gas (25
percent}, and nuclear (36 percent).
The current partial liberalization
of the Japanese electric power industry will be reviewed in two years, Furuya said, emphasizing that Japan
must be prudent in designing the
market in order to secure a reliable
power supply.
Due in large part to the fierce
competition in the energy ector,
Japanese power companies have
been working hard to develop their
non-core business. Indeed, Furuya
said, TEPCO's new president,
N0buya Minami, set the ambitious
goal of having non-core busines (gas
distribution, service, information and
communications, household real estate) account for I0 percent of TEPCO's total revenues by 2005.
Furuya said TEPCO believes
that deregulation itst:lf will provide it
with a good opportunity to expand
business. Moreover, TEPCO is increasingly focu ed on building its
overseas consulting services, such as
those in China, Malaysia, Russia and
Jordan, as well as in investment projects in Vietnam, Australia, Taiwan
and the U.S. As a result of overseas
business ventures, Furuya said TEPCO's corporate culture is changing.
- Printed with pennission from
Japan Economic Currents, published
by the Keizai Koho Center in Washington, D. C.
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The Restaurants at Aqua Caliente
by Joe Lyons

Out in the desert there are any
number of exquisite di ni ng e~tabl ish 
ments. You would expect that in a
town with streets named after Frank
Sinatra and Gerald Ford.
At the . ame time, Interstate I 0
has any number of truck stop coffee

something called tomatillo salsa.
I love a good quesaddla but
when they come filled hke this, they
tend to fall apart. Th1s one did not.
Yet 1t was surprismgly light. The
grilled shrimp tapas was a bur\t of
flavors and came served on a potato
pancake that I could have eaten by itelf.

Other
treats at the
Maraski no included a spicy
Mex1can style
corn chowder
and an intentionally messy
hot fudge su ndae that runs
wi th so much
chocolate that
they serve it
with a plate to
catch everything.
Later that
day, down the
hall, I found
A museum-like ambience infuses the Prime 10 Steakhouse at the event of
the
evening,
the Aqua Caliente Casino.
The Prime 10
shops along the road to Arizona. The
Steakhou e, a copy of the one in Del
passage of State Propo itions 5 and
Mar. Operated by the same people
I A have brought inve tment money
who run the Maraskino, they probato the Indian nations, allowing them
bly also u e the same kitchen, beto upgrade their gaming facilities
cause many of tho e tapas show up
from the former drab Greyhound stahere on the appetizer menu.
tion decor to a look that competes
Prime I 0 could well be a freewith El Paseo Drive in Palm Desert.
standing restaurant on its own. It feaThus, the all new Aqua Caliente
tures soft, indirect lighting, high-back
Casino has built several restaurants,
booths, a bar that block both sound
mostly based on the successful Ladeand sight of the casino floor, and a
ki Group out of La Jolla, who built its
staff that is as well-versed on differreputation on Sammy 's Woodfired
ent coffees as they are on different
Pizza.
wines.
My first visit was to a delightful
Steaks, chops, seafood and poullunch location called the Maraskino.
try are all equally recommendable.
It is almost pronounced like the cherThey even have a vegetarian tofu
ry. The stone courtyard decor and
steak on the menu. The baked potato
uniformed service give this a very sois actually flaky.
phisticated feel.
For dessert, there is that messy
The specialty here is tapas,
hot fudge sundae again. Oh Boy!
which we have told you about before.
Perhaps the strangest thing about
Tapas are much like appetizers, only
dining at these two fine restaurants is
you can make a meal out of them.
that you tend to forget that you are
Shredded beef quesadilla comes with
eating at an Indian casino. People do
longhorn and smoked gouda cheese,
wander in wearing shorts, t-shirts and
grilled scallions, red bell peppers and
sandals and even though they came

in from a 11 0degree desert,
they look a little
too casual for the
place.
menWe
tioned in an earlier edition that
several
area
chains wi ll be
opening up nearby at a place
called The River
in Palm Desert. I
have to wonder
j ust how many
faci lities wil l be Lush decor enhances the dining experience at the beautiable to carry on f ul Maraskino restaurant in Rancho Mirage.
this quality of
ervice. Help i hard to get these days

move into an abandoned site at a discount.

and it is not cheap living in the desert.
I have heard of one chain that is going to wait about six mo re months to
see who closes up. Their idea is to

You could wait for all of this to
shake out, or you co uld drive out to
Aqua Caliente in Rancho Mirage this
weekend for a meal worth the drive.
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Alice was sitting on ilie couch
one evening sipping on a glass of
Beaujolais, eating bits of turkey,
cheese and a few crackers and biscuits from an array of boxes, none of
which were quite finished. She had
spent ilie last hour reading ilie wine
periodicals she subscribed to, and
was now getting very sleepy. She
took anoilier sip of Beaujolais, a
Aeurie actually, and thought back to
her 21st birthday.
Her uncle had bought a Aeurie
for her party, explaining to all iliat it
was chosen because it had an awfully nice color and it was the only
French wine whose name he could
pronounce correctly. She had enjoyed Aeurie ever since, but now
wanted to find out about ilie many
oilier wines of ilie world.

As she turned a page of the latest copy of Wine Status Magazine ,
she noticed a rather large white rabbit in her pantry. He grabbed a goblet and stuck it in the pocket of his
double-breasted coat. This struck her
as very odd. No one she thought,
wears double-breasted coats anymore.
"Excuse me, but might I ask why
you are hopping away with one of
my goblets?" asked Alice. She noticed that the rabbit had a very neatly trimmed beard. He looked rather
distinguished.
"Because I am going to a red
wine tasting," said the rabbit. "Let
me introduce myself; Clive, Master
of Wine. My friends call me 'coats.'
Cannot stay, sorry, a bit late. Salute!"
And with that, he opened the wine
cellar door and hopped down the
steps. Alice followed, since a wine
tasting seemed like something that

long. They went down forever. lbis
cellar is so deep, I shall never get to
the bottom, she thought. Finally she
arrived at a small vault. In the dim
light she found a barrel and on it rested a single bottle of wine. There was
continued on page 47

We are pleased to announce the
Grand Opening of Porter's
Prime Steak House, formerly
Misty's Restaurant, featuring
USDA Prime Midwestern Beef,
Fresh Seafood and Chops. Experience Porter's specialty martinis and extensive wine Jist. After dinner enjoy your favorite
Cognac or treat yourself to a selection from our tantalizing
dessert menu. Semi-private dinp R I M E 5 T E A K H o u s E
ing room for up to 18 people.
Reservations required. Serving
Lunch Thes.-Fri., Sunday Brunch 10 a.m. to 2 p.m., and dinner seven nights
a week with specials daily.
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Alice's Adventures in Wineland

might help her learn more about
wine. If she went to one or two tastings, she too could be a "Master of
Wine."
She continued after the rabbit,
but the sound of his hopping grew
faint. She had no idea that the steps
to the family wine cellar were so

REsERVATIONS

..

't

Alice's Adventures in Wineland
-Reprinted from Big Y Wines September and October Newsletter
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continued from page 46

a tag and it read " DRINK ME."
"Why should I?" she said aloud.
She knew not the name, whether it
was dry or sweet, or whether it would
be as soft as silk or as hard and sharp
as porcupine quills.
She then heard an odd noise behind the door. It sounded like someone spitting on the floor. When she
opened the door she was confronted
with a surrealistic image. As far as
she could see, in a room so large its
roof appeared like the sky, there were
rows and rows of glittering wine bottles, from every area in the entire
world. In front of ilie sea of glass
.was a large caterpillar, holding a
globe-shaped glass, from which he
would take sips from and then spit
the contents on the floor. This time,
he spat railier violently.
"Please sir, if you don't like it,
why do you keep sipping it?" said Alice, trying to start a conversation.
"Who says I don't like it? Of
course I like it," said the caterpillar,
who repeated the same pattern again.
This time he made gurgling sounds,
swished the wine around and then
spat it out.
'This is rather disgusting, don't
you think?" asked Alice. " I have always been taught that you must drink
wine, not spit it on ilie floor."
"Well, you are wrong," said the
caterpillar. "How am I going to learn
about all iliese wines if I swallow
them? There are more than 3,000
bottles here! If I took one sip from
each I would be rip-roaring drunk for
about 10 years!" He reminded Alice
a bit of John Cleese, if John Cleese
were a large wine-sipping larva. The
caterpillar held up his glass and
sighed.
"We are a dyin·g race. We clerks
who learn about wine ilie old fashion
way; we drink it."
"I am off to a wine tasting myself. Would you like to come?''
asked Alice, hoping to calm him.
"I would rather have a kidney
stone! I can see it now! There will
be some_ West Coast sap from some
winery going on ratios and how the

founder could tell the Chardonnay
grapes were ready when his knees
began to hurt. Look miss, 1 would
rather be forced to listen to both sides
of a Wayne Newton album than sit
through another one of those California Chardonnay tast:ings!" said the
caterpillar rather smugly. He took a
sip of a Hungarian Tokay, smiled,
then spat it out.
"But I like California Chardonnay!" protested Alice. "I like the
Three Stooges. But that doesn ' t
mean they are funny," said the caterpillar.
"You should stop tasting for a
while and do some reading! Everyone agrees that California wines have
rated very highly in the last few
years. I am going to find someone
here who can teach me about wine. I
would like to stay and chat, but I
must be going!" said Alice, who did
not like this caterpillar at all. Besides, she thought as she walked
away, sales clerks are the last people
to tum to for advice.
"Wait! I have something important to tell you!" said the caterpillar.
Alice stopped and as she drew do e
to him he leaned down and said, "It
is all in the earth."
"That's it? You're absolutely
bonkers! Good day, good day!"
huffed Alice, who turned and walked
into the green, glittering sea of bottles. After some time, Alice came to
a large tree in a clearing. On closer
inspection, she realized it was not a
tree at all, but a very, very old
grapevine. She was muttering to herself about how crazy the caterpillar
was when she heard a large sniffing
noise, followed by a soft, satisfied
purr. In the vine was a cat, holding a
glass of wine. The wine must have
been very good, because the smile on
his face was almost luminous. The
cat had been listening to her mutterings. --f-c.tL'-{1..,;..~ \_
"We are all crazy here.
Can't be helped. After all, what can
you say about a beverage that is full
of tiny nuances and subtle flavors,
but at the same time clouds your
judgment?" purred the cat.
"Just out of curiosity, what are
you sipping?" asked Alice

.<f.-

"Burgundy. Mature red Burgundy. The taste whispers all of life's
secrets to me; but I an1 too drunk to
understand the words. No matter, Life
should keep its secrets," spoke the
cat, in a voice that sounded far distant, yet at the same time, as if it were
spoken inside Alice's head.
"I wish to learn a lot about wine.
Is there anyone who will show me
which wines are the best and which
are the worst?" asked Alice. At first
the cat was quiet. He just grinned.
"You can go to the Mad Hackers
tasting, you can see if there is room
at the Emperor's tasting, or you can
just have a sip here with me," said the
cat, grinning ever wider after each little sip.
"Thank you. The Mad Hackers
sound interesting. Do you know a
shortcut?" Alice asked.
" Th ere are no short cuts in this
world that I know of The Mad
Hackers might know. When you get
there they will show you a short cut,"
said the cat. Alice looked up to ask
for a sip of the marvelous wine that
the cat was drinking but noticed that
the wine, the bottle and the cat were
all beginning to fade. She could
barely make out the eat's grinning
face when she heard him whisper a
poem:
" Wine comes in at the mouth,
And love comes in at the eye,
That 's all we shall know for
truth,
Before we grow old and die
I lift the glass to my mouth, I
look at you, and I sigh... "
As he faded from view, the last
thing to vanish was the finish on the
wine. Alice moved on, back into ilie
sea of bottles.
Soon she came to an ungainly
building with huge columns across
ilie front. The sign above the door
said "Wine Status Headquarters."
Alice went in and passed rooms full
of clattering keyboards. One room
had an actor posing witl1 Robert
Mondavi and a large phylloxera
louse, iliough the confused photographer was having trouble getting one
of the trio to smile. Alice passed a
door that said "SPECIAL WINE
FOR EXCLUSIVE PEOPLE." The

door's rusty lock had not been
opened for years, Alice noticed. As
she walked down a dark corridor she
began to hear yelling and shouting.
When she opened the door at the end
of the hallway, smoke poured out
from ilie Mad Hackers' Club. They
were right in ilie middle of one of
their famous blind tastings, and tl1is
made Alice very excited.
"Surely, here I will learn about
wine!" she said.
'This Grand Cru Classic Premier
Growtl1 Special Select is rich, wellto-do, well-fixed, in the clover, swimming in gravy, in the money! W.S.
rating: 98!!! said ilie Man with ilie
Hat. Normal Rabbit was quick to
point out iliat he had the wrong definition of "rich." "Right. This wine is
rich, nourishing, luscious, fatty, oily,
nutritious, satisfying. Inadequate!
The Wine Status rating is 95!! !" said
the Man witl1 ilie Hat. He casually
flicked the ash of his cigar into Terry
Mouse's glass. This woke up the
sleepy fellow who then began to
scribble notes on a pad.
"Goodness! Hints of tobacco,
smoky elements, a touch of tar . .. it
appears unfiltered. A fine Pi not Noir
perhaps. W.S. rates it a resounding
I OS!" said ilie mouse.
"You cannot do iliat!" said ilie
Normal Rabbit. "This I 00-point
wine rating scale is a scientific evaluation which allows consumers to realize in a glance iliat iliey should eiilier ignore it, think about it, or go on
a quest for it. Mess with the formula and we are all doomed!"
"Excuse me, but isn't this supposed to be a blind tasting?" inquired
Alice, a bit confused.
"My dear," chuckled the Terry
Mouse, ''How are we going to write
if we can't see?" The Man witl1 ilie
Hat was working on a page filled
with numbers. He turned and babbled at Alice.
'This is my wine cellar. All ilie
wines are "90" scores and above.
Now I have I 0 cases of each of ilie
'Top I 0' of ilie 'Top I 00' wines. I
have 20 cases of all ilie wines rated
100, though not all ilie wines rated
continued on page 48
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Management In Print

Alice's Adventures in Wineland
continued from page 47

I00 are in the 'Top 10.' There are
10 more cases of all the wines rated
95 or more from the 'Top Vintages of
Bordeaux' from the last 10 years.
Now some of these are 'Top 10
Cabernets,' so there is some overlapping. What I am trying to do is figure out what the ' I 0 Highest Scoring
Wines of All Time' are, and sell the
rest," calculated the Man with the
Hat.
"Just let me know ahead of
print!" said Normal Rabbit, with a sly
wink. Normal Rabbit had mistaken a
fish bowl for his wine glass. He
wrote a few notes about it and gave it
a "78" rating. He wrote: "It is the
smell at the end that doesn't say
"Montrachet" to me!" Alice felt sad.
Was this all that wine was? What was
all the fuss about" As she left the
room she was nearly run down by a
group of parrots.
"Not much action here! We better go see what the emperor is tasting!
He really knows wine!" said one of
the parrots. Alice quickly followed
the group out the door and into the
sea of bottles. The birds ran into a
clearing ahead of Alice. As she approached the clearing, she found animated wine bottles doing the strangest
things. One was doing push-ups. Another was lifting weights. One bottle
was putting some dirt down its throat.
The latter stopped Alice. The bottle
seemed quite nervous.
"Do I look unfiltered? Do I look
unrefined?" blurted the bottle, whose

aroma smelled oddly of saddle sweat.
Alice assured the young wine that it
did, even though she was not sure
what it meant.
As she turned to the north she realized that she was in the shade.
Looking up she saw a huge man,
dressed in Roman attire, holding the
largest glass of wine she had ever
seen. The parrots were sitting in a
long jury box, writing notes. They
had no glasses and no wine. The emperor was staring at the glass like
Clint Eastwood. He took a sip, and
placed his finger on a button of a
strange machine. The screen on the
machine crackled and the number
"84" appeared. The parrots wrote little as the bottle being tasted broke
into tears, then ran away. The next
wine tasted seemed more sure of itself. Again the stare, the sip and the
button push.
This time the machine came up
with the number "92." Pandemonium broke out in the jury box as parrots phoned and wrote down notes.
Alice saw money flying around the
place and then as quickly as it started,
it was over. The emperor was about
to try another wine.
"Excuse me, but how did you get
to know so much about wine?" asked
Alice.
"I do not know a lot about wine.
I just know what I like," said the emperor. ' This box here is for the parrots. They no longer care about the
beautiful prose I write, so I pretend
that I have unraveled the secrets of
wine and reduced all its complexity

"The Winegrowers of the
Cucamonga Valley"

Galleano Winery
Wine Tasting Daily
Tours Every Sat. & Sun.
Private Labeling
Custom Baskets & Mail Orders Available
4231 Wineville Rd., Mira Lorna, CA 91752
(909) 685-5376

to a number. The box is a hoax. My
number is more like a thermometer.
The more I emotionally respond to a
wine, the higher it gets. That is all."
The emperor smiled the sad grin of a
reluctant king.
"If you do not know wine's secrets, why are you emperor?" said Alice. He pointed to the parrots.
''They once owned their shops.
But as I gained power, they let me
have more. Now everyone wants to
know what I have to say. My opinion
is now law, yet few notice how often
my opinion will change.
"After a while, all shops sold the
same wines, no one traveled anymore
to find new ones, and all the wines I
like have become awfully expensive.
I am a blessing and a curse, even to
myself," sighed the emperor, who

then said in a whisper to Alice, "So it
is with aJI geniuses, all the obsessed,
all the fanatics; a blessing and a
curse." With that, the emperor sipped
his wine. His eyes lit up. The button
was pushed. The number that came
up was " 100."
The parrots all began flying
around and squawking. One crashed
into Alice and knocked her unconscious. When she awoke, she was in
her room. It was late, and her cat
Yeats crawled into her lap. While he
purred she thought of all the strange
things she had been dreaming about.
As she sipped her Fleurie she wondered what it might have rated. Then
she realized that she really didn't care.
The cat on her lap began to grin.

Wine Selection
& Best Rated
by Bill Anthony
Syrah/Shiraz.............. up to $10.00
Montpellier
1999 - California
Coastal Ridge
1999 - California
Delicato
1999 - California
Fetzer
1998 - Valley Oaks, California
Monterra
1998 - Monterey, California
Zinfandels ...........$10.01 to $15.00
KendaU-Jackson
1998 - California, Grand Reserve
Baron Herzog
1999 - Lodi, California
Lake Sonoma
1998 - Dry Creek Valley,
California
Rosenblum CeDars
1999 - Oakley Vineyards, San
Francisco Bay, California
VanRoekel
1998 -Temecula, California
Greenwood Ridge
1999 Riesling ....................... $48.00
Estate Bottled, California, Late

Harvest
1999 Zinfandel... ..................$24.00
Scherrer Vineyards, Sonoma
Valley, California
Guenoc
1998 Cabemet Sauvignon ...$17.00
North Coast, California
1997 Cabernet Sauvignon ...$55.00
Napa Valley, California, Beckstoffer Reserve
1998 Port .............................. $32.00
Guenoc Valley, California
Hop Kiln
2000......................................$11.00
M. Griffin Vineyard, Russian
River Valley California,
Rosa Bellissima
Husch
1998 Chardonnay.................$25.00
Special Reserve, California, Estate
Bottled

''The Hybrid Company,"
by Bernadette Tiernan;
Dearborn 'Ihlde Publishing;
Clricago,Dlino~;2001;302

pages; $27.00
The dawn of the new millennium
brought with it the sunset of the shortlived dot-com companies. These were
companies that existed only by the
grace of computer bits and bytes. For
more than five years they dominated
the thinking of investors and retailers.
Eager investors and business analysts
forecast the end of traditional retailing. Even many traditional retailers
glumly agreed. They were all wrong.
Author Tiernan points out that
those who leaped aboard the dot-com
bandwagon, the investment companies were blind to statistics and deaf
to the cash registers . Between 1995
and 1999, the dot-corns, shopping
maJls and Main Street merchants
were all recording consecutive sales
booms during seasonal December

She is aware that the effect of the
dot-com companies was critical to the
healthy growth of the hybrids. Tiernan emphasizes the one factor all hybrids have in common: "In every hybrid model, the e-commerce channel
is imperative."
The backbone of the book is developed early with the use of "Seven
Success Strategies for Hybrid Leaders." These include becoming: I.
Brand Builders 2. Channel Synchronizers 3. Merchandising Masters 4.
Customer Centric 5. Alliance Builders
6. B2B Maximizers and 7. Future Focused. Items one through four are almost predictable, but Tiernan does
something very different in items five
through seven.
In item five, she encourages
building partnerships with firms that

aren't necessarily suppliers and in
some cases are nearly, though not
quite, competitors. In item six she
suggests: "Successful hybrid companie engage in business exchanges or
Internet marketplace exchanges that
provide acce~s to the business-tobusiness market."
Finally, in item seven she urges
hybrid business leaders to position
their companies to respond quickly to
changes in the marketplace and in
technology.
Throughout the book Tiernan offers guidelines that will help business
managers and owners methods of attaining the "Seven Step" spine featured in the book. Some of these
guidelines won't be easy to achieve,
but they are essential.
In her chapter on multimedia

marketing trends she notes: "Effective
marketing strategies integrate on-line
and off-line marketing, sales, advertising, promotions, and public relations. Each aspect of a successful hybrid company's marketing strategy
supports every other dimension, promoting a concept and appearance that
is consistent and cohesive, regardless
of the marketing channel."
"The Hybrid Company" combines business insight, commercial
philosophy and "how-to" guidelines
in an interesting and refreshing way.
The information it contains is timely
and an easily digestible banquet of
ideas for companies who could use a
solid meal of black ink on the bottom
line of their ledgers.
- Henry Holtzman

Best-selling Business Books
Here are the current top 10 best-selling books for business. The list is compiled based on information received from retail
bookstores throughout the U.S.A:

peaks.
That's when something amazing
happened. After a few fits and starts,
the off-line firms with genuine customer sensitivity adapted both to the
new technology and the marketing
approaches it offered.
The result
was a hybrid company that offered
both the " bricks" of real people, real
service and real shopping venues plus
the computer "clicks" of convenience,
easy choices, and credit card purchasing.
The "bricks and clicks" not only
created a multi-tiered customer base,
it also provided a much easier way for
retailers and business-to-business sellers to segment their markets while
controlling inventory and overhead
expenses.
The author is among the first to
recognize the impact of the hybrid
company, which she defines as: "A
business that reaches its customers
through multiple channels of clicks,
bricks and catalogs in a seamless, integrated entity. Hybrid companies assimilate e-commerce Web sites, a
physical presence, and catalogs. Each
channel promotes and reinforces
every other channel."

I. Fish I A Remarkable Way to Boost Morale and Improve Results, by S. Lundin, J. Christiansen, H. Paul
(Hyperion ...$19.95) (1)* Putting fun and games back into daily work.

2.

Who Moved My Cheese? by Spencer Johnson (Putnam ...$19.95)***(2) A way to deal with change at work
and away from it.

3. Jack: Straight From the Gut, by Jack Welch and John A. Byrne (Warner Bros....$29.95)**
4.

The Myth of ExceUence, by Fred Crawford and Ryan Matthews
(Crown Publishing ...$27 .50) (5) Why focus is the reason great companies excel.

5.

Rich Dad, Poor Dad: What the Rich Teach Their Kids about Money That the Poor and Middle Class Do
Not, by Robert T. IGyosaki and Sharon L. Lechter (Warner Books...$15.95)***(3) It takes know-how about
using money to become rich.

6.

First, Break AU the Rules, by ~arcus Buckingham and Curt
Coffman (Simon & Schuster...$25.00) (4)*** Great managers break the conventional management rules.

7.

Getting Things Done: The Art of Stress-Free Productivity, by David Allen (Viking Penguin ...$24.95) (9)
Why productivity depends on relaxation, not hyperactivity.

8. Brand Warfare: 10 Rules for Building the Killer Brand, by
David D' Alessandro (McGraw-Hill ...$24.95) (6) Identity depends on connecting with real customer problems.
9.

Speed Is Life, by Bob Davis (Doubleday...$24.95) (7) How Bob Davis achieved the meteoric rise of Lycos.

10. High Five: The Magic of Working Together, by Ken Blanchard and Sheldon Bowles (Morrow, Williams
Co ...$20.00) (8) Why and how teamwork achieves results in sports and business.

•(3)-lndicates a book's pTn~ious posilion on the list.
•• -Indicates a boolc'sfirst apptarance on the list.
• •• - Indicates a boolc previously on the list is back on iL
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TopList Allows You To:

0
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Print mailing labels and
follow-up reports.
Create exportable text files.
Load and use over 30 additional "Book of Lists."
Plus more!

TopList Is:

0
0
0

Self-installing and menu prompted.
Available for IBM/PC or computers
Also available in ACf!-ready formats.
It's Easy To Order. For fastest service,

www.toplist.com
or call (909) 484-9765 ext . 27
TopUst @ $125 00 ea /add 7 5% sales tax/Shoppong and handling $3 50/next busoness day ($8 SO)

A new Web site, launched by the U. S. Small Business Administration (SBA) will
increase procurement and networking opportunities to women-owned businesses by
placing all contracting assistance infonnation at a single online site. WomenBiz.gov
will provide women-owned businesses with direct access to the federal acquisition tools
and government networks to tap into the $200 billion federal marketplace. The site will
serve as the official gateway to mare than 100 procurement and acquisition sites hosted by various federal agencies.

BUSINESS TO BUSINESS

coURIER s£llVICE

4l

TWO WEEKS

•

ONE WEEK

~
?
.

~~SAME DAY

YOLJ' I~ bt.siness mail wiD be pCked up by COliier
TYVICE a day ard hand delivered on our next route.
s.rwc.ANJaJ61w~
• Same Day Delivery
• Special Messenger
• Couriers
• Bag Exchanges
• Tailored Delivery Systems
• Overnight Letter SeMce
• Parcel Delivery
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---

For Service in the Inland Empire call:

1 • 800 • GO • 4 • ICBM
Serving all of Southern California
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BUSINESS INFORMATION RESOURCES
WEB SITES
Aviastar Communications, Inc...............www.aviaslar.nel
Agricultural Export Program (AEP), Calif. Dept. of Food and Agriculture
.................................................................... www.atinet.org/aep
Best Bets of Things to do.com
....................................................................searlstatler.com
Business Bank of California
.................................................................... www.businessbank.com
California State Government Home Page
.............................................................. www.ca.gov
Center for International Trade Development
.................................................................... www.resources4u.com/citd/
City Business Guide CITIVU Rancho Cucamonga
.................................................................... www.citivu.com
Columbia Chino Valley Medical Center
.................................................................... hwww.cvmc.com
First Federal Savings of San Gabriel VaUey
.................................................................... www.fi.rstfederalsgv.com
PFF Bank & Trust .................................. www.pffbank.com
I.E. Small Business Dev. Ctr .................... www.iesbdc.org
Marriage & Family Therapist ................ www.claremontcounseling.com
Small Business Developm. Center .......... www.iesbdc.org
U.S. President ............................................ www.whitehouse.gov

E-MAIL ADDRESSES
BiU Leonard .............................................. senator.leonard@sen.ca.gov
California Center for Health Improvement
....................................................................cchimail @aol.com
Inland Empire International Business Association
.................................................................... ieibatrade@aol.com
U.S. Government Printing Office, GPO Access
.................................................................... gpoaccess@gpo.gov
U.S. President ............................................ president@whitehouse.gov

Inland Empire Business Journal
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Press Kits
Shareholders

Trade Shows
Conventions
Your company may not leave caJiers 'on-hold' this long .... . .
But ~ time 'on-hold' can seem like an eu:rruty. unless you
provide them with valuable information that can help them
make inforn:;ed decisions about doing husli!ess with your
company .
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MEDIA SERVICES

714•225•6000 ext. 308
01997 Scoop, Inc. - N o part of lnla.nd Emp1re Busoness Journal may be copted,
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"Helping people create a better future"
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BULLETIN BOARD SERVICES (BBS)
Information is subject to change without notice and some operators may charge fees.
Alice's Wonderland: Amateur radio, Psion and Renegade support, CD-ROM, No Ratios, On-line games,
active message bases; (909) 597-4469.
Apple FJ.ite U: Networked messaging, on-line games, transfm for Apple ll and Mac, 14.4 baud; (909) 3595338.
TheBUpmt Place BBS: CAD-plotting service; drop "DWG" Auto-CAD files, zipped and text file in CAD
library, 14.4 baud; (3 10) 595-5088.
Mine and Yours BBS: WWIV Networks, Large File, MSG Base, Games, Internet e-mail and Local Echos,
Fees free; (760) 244-0826.
Ebix- Business: Business management, labor laws, CPA issues, human resources, employee benefits,
14.4 baud, 24 hours; (714) 239-6864.
lnvestorLink: Stock, commodity prices, real estate, daily news, personal finance, mutual funds, 28.8 baud;
(818) 331-4611.
Mommadillo's BBS & Breakfast: WwivNet, E-mail, Trade Wards, Lord Scrabble On-line, 14.4 baud; (3 10)
432-2423.
PC-Windowmaker BBS- A.U.G.J.E.: Computer user group club BBS, supponing mM, Atari and Mac
downloads, on-hne game , RIP menus, 28.8 baud. (909) 637-1274.

DISPLAY RATES: $70/inch; I" min. LINE RATES: $11.65/line; 6 lines min. Avg. 30 characters/line. Frequency discounts available for BOTH display & line. CONFIDENTIAL
BOX CHARGE: $25/insen.ion. Box# will be assigned by the publisher. Business card ads

can be purchased at a flat rate of $150. Fill out form below in full. Use additional sheet of
paper for ad copy if needed. Type or print clearly. All ads must be pre-paid- no exceptions. Send check, M.O., VISA, or MJC. Deadlines: 20th of the month preceeding date of issue.
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Hoo~ ---------------------------

V~p~e--------------------------------------------Ttw lnl.md Ernp1re Busmcss Journal ts comptlmg a hst of the local bulletin boards If you would
like to h.1vt• your board mcluded fill out th1s coupon and mat I tl to Inland Emptrc Busu,ess Jour·
n,JI Attn Bullct•n Bo.uds 8560 Vmcyard Ave Stc 306 Rancho Cucamongn CA 91730 4:J5;l
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T J Mart ,3815 La Sierra
Ave..I,Tien C,Fan , Riverside,
CA 92505-3591

SHUTTLE
r ranmerOploltcollege.edu

Door To Door

Shuttle
f!t:r·1'1 &-IH·\'fl

909.941.9410
fOJ< 909 94 I 9660
3700 Inland Empire Blvd
Onlorio, CA 91764
www plot1colege

edu

SINCE 1981

TOLL FREE

• I:!:!:~F!=t~1•1•1 ~
909-6Z6-6S99
em
LOW RATES ON nME SERVICE
inlandexpress.com

• Free Airport Shuttle
• Deluxe Continental
Breakfast
• Local Phone Calls
• Sparkling Outdoor
PooVJacuzzi

• Meeting Room
• One IGng or Two
Queen
• Non-Smok.mg Rooms
Available

T L C Financial Consultants, 1400 E Cooley Dr. Ste.
102,C,First Guaranty,Financial Corp, Colton, CA 923243946
T M S.,4012 Sage
Ln..( ,Jacke T,Eddy, Chino
Hills, CA 91709-3339,
T N. T Mechanical,887
Montague Or.,I,Tim E,Barlow, Corona, CA 92879-8830
T N. Ts Cafe, 14767 Bear
Valley Rd.,P,Anthony,Pauletta, Hesperia, CA 923451608
T Ps Sports Bar &
Grlll,29618 Nuevo Rd. Ste.
A,H,Aima R.Villalobos, Nuevo, CA 92567-9202

]11st 2 miles from the
Ontario Airport!
1655 E. Fourth
Ontario, CA 91764

• HBO/ESPN/ CNN

T S. Shoppers,2859 W. Esperanza Dr.,P,Tori L,Dobyns,
Rialto, CA 92377-3424

909-986-8898

Taco Bell Express,2007 E
Montclair Plaza
Ln.,H,Michael D,Perkins,
Montclair, CA 91763-1538
Taj Mahal, 1201 University
Ave. Ste.
107,C ,Mastan,Shalk, Riverside, CA 92507-4506
Tamron Environmental
Constr,4134 Columbia
Ave.,C,Essam,Mostafa,
Riverside, CA 92501-1554,
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FOR ALL YOUR CORPORATE CATERING NEEDS

FEATURING
• Executive Lunches • Company Picnics • Box Lunches/Mixers •
Continental Breakfast • Grand Openings • Delivery/Full Service

(909) 923-8030 • Fax (909) 923-8620

Remember...
You never get a second chance
to.make afirst
)
tmpresston

Tanyas Treasures,P.O. Box
136,1,Tanya D,King, Runn1ng
Springs, CA 92382-0136,
909 867 6253
Tartan, 1602 E Highland
Ave. ,J,Carol C,Cappadona,
San Bernardino, CA 924044616
Tax Express,2891 0 Rancho
California Rd. Ste.
201 ,H,John,Hadjis, TemecuIa, CA 92590-1870
Tax Research Systerns, 10300 Arrow Ate Apt
1302,P,Seyounk,Reyes,
Rancho Cucamonga, CA
91730-4796
Team Remedy, 1521 E Fresno St,P,Javier,Gonzalez,
Ontario, CA 91764-3017,
Team Work Apparel,15064
Christina CU,Carolyn,Ziegehom, Lake Elsinore, CA
92530-5254
Team Xtreme Tournament
Club Baseball, 12860 Sundown Ln .,l,Aibert M,Traxler,
Chino Hills, CA 91709-1011 ,

Teddy Bear
Restaurant,P.O. Box
130648,C,B & T Schweitzer
Inc., ,Big Bear Lake, CA
92315-8972
Teds Lube Oil Plus,4097
W. Ramsey St Ste.
G,P,Toua,Yang, Banning, CA
92220-3500
Telecomm,32078 Corte
Bonilio,H,Paui,Gonzalez,
Temecula, CA 92592-1626,
Telesis Concepts, 119 N.
Massachusetts St..I,Christopher A,Powell, Lake Elsinore, CA 92530-1840
Temecula Blind Co.,34602
Mesa Butte,H,Thomas
B,Kelly, Temecula , CA
92592-9338
Tender Care Assisted
Svc., 12188 Central Ave. #
304,1,Dwayne,EIIis, Chino,
CA 91710-2420
Terrafirma Landscaping &
Maintenance, 13874 Chestnut St,I,Chris M,Mazzuckis,
Hesperia, CA 92345-8000
Thai Rices, 154 W. 40th
St,I,Chanida S.,Chandrasen, San Bernardino , CA
92407-3813
The Arc Master,8365 Palmetto Ave..(,Stephen
E,Handman, Fontana, CA
92335-3653
The Art Niche, 16169
Singing Hills Dr. ,I,Gary,Lacour, Chino Hills, CA 917093364
The Bag Ladies,423 E Citrus Ave.,I,Rosemarie,Bustos,
Redlands, CA 92373-5218
The Best Of The Best,9799
Magnolia Ave. ,I,Nerses,
Atanesian, Riverside, CA
92503-3642
The Blue Room, 1009 W.
Norwood St,P,Laura
D,AIIen, Rialto, CA 923778221

Ave..I ,Theang,Khiv, San
Bernardino, CA 92405-4011
The Employers Resource
Center, 1052 Jacaranda
Rd.,I,Linda W. ,Brown ,
Colton , CA 92324-8470
The Event Marketing
Co.,8309 Gabriel Or. Apt
B,I,Marietta,Schoenherz,
Rancho Cucamonga, CA
91730-3273
The Fountains At
Carlotta,41505 Carlotta
Dr.,C,Fnts Sr Properties,Of
CA Inc., Palm Desert, CA
92211-3279
The Furm,7045 Hawarden
Dr.,P,Gary,Shows, Riverside,
CA 92506-5531
The Gift Cottage,22589 Us
Highway 18 # 1,I ,James
A,Buring, Apple Valley, CA
92307-4315
The Gift Solution, 16738 AImaden Or.,P,Vikki,Sanchez,
Fontana, CA 92336-5107
The Graphlx Group,732
Allen Dr..I,David,Montano,
Corona, CA 92879-8884,

The Little Smog Shop,3575
N. Perris
Blvd..(,James,Zamora, Perris, CA 92571-3142
The Magic Touch,4875
Fairway Blvd.,I,Jose,Rubio,
Chino Hills, CA 91709-3151
The Main Event,2505 S.
San Jacinto Ave..( ,Raymond,Monastesse, San Jacinto, CA 92583-5316
The Morning Star Gifts &
Books,40585 California
Oaks Rd . Ste.
F4,1 ,Naomi.Visell, Murrieta,
CA 92562-5724
The Mouse House,P.O. Box
658,1,Shir1ey L,Schlange ,
Idyllwild, CA 92549-0658
The Network Of
Hope, 11250 Oakbrook
Ct,P,Dr. Terre,Butler, Alta
Lorna, CA 91737-7764
The Palms Beauty Salon,572 N. Indian Canyon
Dr.,I,Joanne C,Lockhart,

Palm Springs, CA 922626030
The Parts Broker, 13775
Pheasant Knoll
Ln.,I,Ralph ,Mendez, Moreno
Valley, CA 92553-5329
The Reptile Dungeon,2545
Sunflower Ave ..(,Rafael
F,Mendoza, San Bernardino,
CA 92407-2223
The Robertson
Group,39675 Wild Flower
Dr.,H,Kelly M,Robertson,
Murrieta, CA 92563-5540
The Sand Stand Svc.,4564
Center
Ave.,I,Deborah,Wright, Norco, CA 92860-3222
The Shoppe,5970 Tyler
St,P,John B,Torres, Riverside, CA 92503-1642
The Soap Shoppe,1901 S.
Bon View Ave..(,Oavid
A,Nagy Jr., Ontario, CA
91761-5601

Coming Soon

The Group A Real Estate
Co.,4646 Phelan Rd. #
B,I,Carolyn K,Mcnamara,
Phelan, CA 92371-7033
The Handlebars Saloon,22144 Us Highway 18
# 2,1,Ross J,Kandel, Apple
Valley, CA 92307-3921
The Homeowners Helper
Of Southern Califo, 1507
Vista Dorada PI..I,Angela
C,Fisher, Chino Hills, CA
91709-6236
The House Of Portraits,540
N. San Jacinto St Ste.
O,H,Greg.Adams, Hemet,
CA 92543-3154
The Housing
Specialist,P.O . Box
547,1,Tommy L,Cooks, San
Bernardino, CA 92402-0547

The Body Shop,16484 S. 0
St,P,Sergio M,Ochoa, Vic!orville, CA 92392-3012

The Kings Lodge,4075 E
Guasti Rd.,C ,King Pacific
Group,Corp, Ontario, CA
91761-1523

The Bridal Connection,2440 N. Euclid
Ave..(,Jerome A,Ciay, Upland, CA 91784-1184

The Law Center,20211
Carlisle Rd. Apt 2,l,Linda
N.,Reyes, Apple Valley, CA
92307-2821

The Cactus Wren Book Exchange,56366 29 Palms
Hwy,H,Joseph M,Oescoteaux, Yucca Valley, CA
92284-2860

The Learning Center,P.O.
Box 1004,P,Maxine,Smith P
H 0 , Redlands, CA 923730301

The Donut Maker # 5,393

Church, 1901 W. Ontario
Ave.,C,David E,Howard,

W. Highland

Corona, CA 92882-5648

The Lighthouse

•1~

your company on OUR list? It

should be!! tr )OU think your company
qualifies to be included on any or the
!>Kember lists and you have not recdved a simple questlunnalre rrom ,,_
lond Empire B"sinas Jo"null, please
contact:

(909) 484-9765

SPACE RESERVATION

DEADLINE
Nov. 20

For infonnation call:
(909) 484-9765 ext. 26
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NEW BUSINESS
The Summertree
lnstitute,P.O. Box
BOO,I,Robin L,Kobaly, Morongo Valley, CA 922560800, San Bernardino,
1/0512001,00,
The Valencia,7955 Helena
Ave.,I,Patricia M,Undquist,
Riverside, CA 92504-3513,
Riverside, 1/02/2001,55,
The Water Shack,31737
Riverside Dr. Ste. C,H,Mark
M,Belcher, Lake Elsinore,
CA 92530-7890, 909 471
3989, ,Riverside,
1/2512001,75,
Thee Royal Touch,P.O. Box
492,1,Windean A,DahleenMorton, Idyllwild, CA 925490492, 909 659 6393, ,Riverside, 1/3012001,92,
Theoctagon Com,7396 Kirkwood Ave.,I,Robert M,Parra,
Rancho Cucamonga, CA
91730-1345, 909 989 7457,
,San Bernardino,
113012001,96,
There Is A Difference Towing Svc.,15129 Foothill
Blvd.,I,M1chael P,Kiementich, Fontana, CA 923358027, 909 356 5263, ,San
Bernardino, 1/24/2001 ,29,
Thermal Cooking Systerns, 1650 Devore
Rd.,H,Kari J,Mettala, San
Bernardino, CA 924071326, 909 473 7473, ,San
Bernardino, 1/0812001,50,
Thinnes & Associates,8158
Sherwood Pi.,I,Jon
R,Thinnes, Riverside, CA
92504-3440,909 354 5235,
,Riverside, 1/09/2001 ,58,
Thistle Down Creations,P.O.
Box 293657,H,Sharon
L,Mcelwain, Phelan, CA
92329-3657, 760 868 5509,
,San Bernardino,
1/0812001,57,

Thompson Plumbing Supply,4974 Arrow Hwy,C,T P
S. Plumbing Supply,lnc.,
Montclair, CA 91763-1301,
909 625 5615, ,San
Bernardino, 1/1912001,74,
Thrifty 6 Motel, 14320 Main
St.,C,Kreeshan Corporation,
,Hesperia, CA 92345-4636,
760 951 8434, ,San
Bemanino, 1/1912001,20,

Tierra Consulting
Svc.,33900 Paquette
Cir.,I,Tricia,Janda, TemecuIa, CA 92592-9570, 909 676
4856, ,Riverside,
1/1212001 ,00,
Trffanys Gift Shop,16531
Lilac St,I,Brenda L,Hom,
Hesperia, CA 92345-2117,
760 956 2847, ,San
Bernardino, 1/1812001 ,31,
Tiko Enterprise,2582 Reservoir Dr.,I,David J,Walters,
Norco, CA 92860-2327,
Riverside, 1/0412001 ,82,
Tilt,40820 Winchester
Rd.,C,Sheldon,Braun,
Temecula, CA 92591-5525,
Riverside, 1/0312001,99,
Tiltingwindmills Com,15562
Quiet Oak Dr.,H,Bennett
M,Reddin, Chino Hills, CA
91709-4253, 909 606 0521,
,San Bernardino,
1/09/2001 ,62,
Timber Wolf Siren Mfg,3755
El Camino Dr.,T,James F
Giebeler,Trustee Timber
Wolf Siren, San Bernardino,
CA 92404-2026, 909 883
3008, ,San Bernardino,
1/0312001 ,55,
Time Bomb Kustums,3351
Centurion PI.,I,Christopher
M,Lopez, Ontario, CA
91761-5042, 909 215 6219,
,San Bernardino,
111812001,51'
Tims Sales Co.,44150
Cristo! Pl., I,Wade T,EIIis, La
Quinta, CA 92253-3880,
760 360 2700, ,Riverside,
1/2212001 ,50,
Tinkers Workshop,32032
Villa Del Soi,I,Marian L,Basom, Wildomar, CA 925958020, 888 882 2107, ,Riverside, 1/12/2001,32,
Tint Experience,70 N. Central Ave.,I,Christine,Garza,
Upland, CA 91786-5655,
909 949 3734, ,San
Bernardino, 1/11/2001,70,
Tommys Drive Thru Restaurant,230 N. San Jacinto
St,I,Tom,Georgas, Hemet,
CA 92543-4401, 909 652
6622, ,Riverside,
112612001,30,

Care,12188 Central Ave.#
477,C,Piayworld Corp, ,Chino, CA 91710-2420, San
Bernardino, 1/16/2001 ,88,

take Blvd.,H,Paul A,Cooper,
Blythe, CA 92225-9326, 760
922 8670, ,Riverside,
1/2312001,51,

Torinos Pizza & Subs,175
Grove Ave. Ste. B,I,Khatoun
A,Zabounian, Upland, CA
91786-8181,909 946 7718,
,San Bernardino,
1/04/2001,74,

Triple L Construction,4465
California Ave.,P,Denise
S.,Landry, Norco, CA
92860-1678, 909 734 2868,
,Riverside, 1/22/2001,65,

Total Image Solution,16506
Celadon Ct.,I,Laveda
D,Lambert, Chino Hills, CA
91709-4610, 909 606 0198,
,San Bernardino,
1/30/2001 ,06,
TotaiPertormancelmports,13552 Beverly
Ct.,I,Joshua M,Milne, Yucaipa, CA 92399-5247, 909
795 4035, ,San Bernardino,
1/25/2001 ,52,
Totaly Custom Computers,6296 Chiquita Ln.,I,Anthony L,Julian, San
Bernardino, CA 924044425, San Bernardino,
1/29/2001 ,96,
TouchE Z Tax Co.,9180
Sierra Ave. # C,I,Luis,Huapaya, Fontana, CA 923354709, 909 829 8573, ,San
Bernardino, 1/09/2001 ,80,
Tow Mann Tow & Transport,856 W. County Line
Rd.,I,Aian W. ,Hoefer, Calimesa, CA 92320-1008,
Riverside, 1/09/2001 ,56,
Trader Bens Gifts N.
More,16843 Valley Blvd. #
444,H,Margaret,Carriger,
Fontana, CA 92335-6666,
909 875 8683, ,San
Bernardino, 1/30/2001 ,99,
Treasured Memories,4041
Pedley Rd. Spc 59,1,Doris
L,Mackay, Riverside, CA
92509-2826, 909 360 3729,
,Riverside, 1/1812001,59,
Tri City Realty,P.O. Box
162,P,C K Investment
Group, ,Alta Lorna, CA
91701-0162, 909 579 8222,
,San Bernardino,
1/1612001,62,
Tri Star Painting,52525
Avenida Carranza,I,Thomas
L,Agee, La Quinta, CA
92253-3323, Riverside,
1/2312001 ,25,

2004, San Bernardino,

Tonys Multiservice
Firrn,141 0 3rd St. Ste.
6,C,Tonys Landscaping Inc.,
,Riverside, CA 92507-3422,
909 778 0050, ,Riverside,
1/17/2001,06,

Trip The Light,41083 Sandalwood Cir. Ste. F,I,Espree
R,Zavilenski, Murrieta, CA
92562-7029, 909 486 0626,
,Riverside, 1/0512001,78,

110912001,40,

Tooga Wooga Child

Triple C Ranch,4251 N. In-

Tides N. Tails,2540 Highland Ave.,P,Robert A,Johnson, Highland, CA 92346-

Triple R Truck Wash,9610
Tokay Dr.,I,Roxanne
R,Orantes, Fontana, CA
92335-5448, San Bernardino,1 /26/2001 ,10,
Triplex Motei,P.O. Box
2792,1,Vincent E,Rhynes,
Apple Valley, CA 923070053, San Bernardino,
1/12/2001 ,92,
Triton Electric,5957 Arrowhead Lake Rd.,I,Anthony
J,Perez, Hesperia, CA
92345-9501 , 760 947 4601,
,San Bernardino,
1/1812001 ,57,
Trophyhorse Com,6793
Summertield Ct.,I,Julie
C,Sarivasilis, Chino, CA
91710-6293, San Bernardino, 1/17/2001 ,93,
Trpro Com,3261 Valley
View Ave.,H,Tamara,RiceHaase, Norco, CA 928602059, Riverside,
1/22/2001 ,61 '
Tru Solutions Strategic Marketing lnc.,32218 Corte Del
Cerro,C,Joann,Truax,
Temecula, CA 92592-6370,
909 695 3412, ,Riverside,
1/02/2001 '18,
Tune & Lube Factory,975 E
6th St.,I,Yung,Jin, Beaumont, CA 92223-2305,
Riverside, 1/10/2001 ,75,
Tune Up Center,29170
Riverside Dr.,I,David
S.,Gray, Lake Elsinore, CA
92530-2610, 909 674 5678,
,Riverside, 1/12/2001,70,
Turnaround Mailing
Svc.,P.O. Box 3742,1,Beverly J,Ciarl<, Ontario, CA
91761-0974, 909 577 3679,
,San Bernardino,
1/19/2001,42,
Twin Dragons Buffet,580 E
Highland Ave.,I,Nam
T,Phan, San Bernardino,
CA 92404-4002, 909 883
2462, ,San Bernardino,
1/2312001,80,
Two Guys Printing,P.O. Box
9444,P,Eric T,Urquiza, San
Bernardino, CA 924270444, San Bernardino,

NE W B USINESS

1/17/2001 ,44,
Tyler Self Storage,10335 Indiana Ave.,T,James
A,Carter, Riverside, CA
92503-5229, Riverside,
1/22/2001,35,
U S. A Gymstars,17800
Roberts Rd. ,I,Carmen
N.,Acosta, Riverside, CA
92508-8977, 877 872 4967,
,Riverside, 1/22/2001,00,
U S. Cash,26475 Baseline
St.,C,Rego Almar Inc.,
,Highland, CA 92346-2827,
909 864 0888, ,San
Bernardino, 1/31/2001,75,
Ugly Baby Marketing,1252
W. 6th St. Ste. 106,1,Gary
M,Knight, Corona, CA
92882-8207, Riverside,
1/05/2001,31,
Ultimate Care Private
Duty,2096 San Bernardino
Ave. # 2130,P,Walter
C,Boyd, Colton, CA 923246256, 909 874 7375, ,San
Bernardino, 1/17/2001,96,

Unique Cabinetry,24450 N.
Canyon Dr.,I,Aibert,Guzman,
Canyon Lake, CA 925879357, Riverside,
1/02/2001 ,50,
Unique Finance,16911 Hollyhock Dr.,I ,Minimoi,Rajan ,
Moreno Valley, CA 925512576, Riverside,
1/0312001 ,11 ,
Unique Gifts Of Granite,11833 Antler Peak
Ct.,H,Chuck W.,Mcdonald,
Alta Lorna, CA 91737-7958,
San Bernardino,
1/17/2001 ,33,
Unique Photography,4480
Brookside
Dr. ,I,Eiizabeth,Skahill,
Hemet, CA 92545-8987, 909
652 9200, ,Riverside,
1/18/2001 ,80,
Unique Shoes,P.O. Box
4,1,Tanya,Hicks- Carpenter,
Chino Hills, CA 91709-0001 ,
San Bernardino,
1/29/2001 ,04,

Ultra Custom Boats Of
Montclair,5108 Holt
Blvd.,I,Luis C,Mendez,
Montclair, CA 91763-4819,
San Bernardino,
1/05/2001,08,

United lnvestments,8773
Hillside Rd.,I,Luis A,Trujillo,
Rancho Cucamonga, CA
91701-2020, 909 560 4054,
,San Bernardino,
1/18/2001 ,73,

Ultra Express,22242 Loch
Lomond Dr.,H,Unda,Lamer,
Canyon Lake, CA 925877548, 909 244 1559, ,Riverside, 1/12/2001,42,

United Medical Center,1428
N. Waterman Ave. Ste.
B,P,Rodolfo,Garcia, San
Bernardino, CA 92404-5382,
San Bernardino,
1/31/2001,74,

Ultra Security Systems U S.
A,1891 Do~il Pl. Apt.
A,I,Noe E,Fuentes, San
Bernardino, CA 924113058, 909 887 0066, ,San
Bernardino, 1/2512001 ,73,
Underdog Trucking,3307 N.
Almond Dr.,I,Ramon,Santos, Rialto, CA 92377-4854,
San Bernardino,
1/19/2001 ,07,
Union Dental & Medical
Billing,15242 Holly
Dr.,H,Linda R,Harris,
Fontana, CA 92335-5383,
909 350 0661, ,San
Bernardino, 1/2312001,42,
Unique Auto Magic,30102
Puerta Vallarta
Way,H,James,Kelly Jr.,
Menifee, CA 92584-9160,
Riverside, 1/26/2001,02,
Unique Business Systems,28051 Winthrop
Ct.,I,Jeanne H,Simmons,
Sun City, CA 92586-2335,
909 301 9818, ,Riverside,
1/24/2001,51,
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Universal Auto Parts Import
Export,238 W. 5th St. #
116,1,Vicheth,Lun, San
Bernardino, CA 92401-1404,
909 522 4930, ,San
Bernardino, 1/17/2001,38,
Unlimited Flowers Wholesale,738 S. Waterman Ave.
Ste. C48,P,Georgiana
A,Becheanu1 San Bernardino, CA 92408-2370, 909 890
9992, ,San Bernardino,
1/18/2001 ,38,
Upland Hills,11 26 W. Foothill
Blvd. Ste. 155,C,Califomia
Discodunt,Mortgage Corp,
Upland, CA 91786-3777,
909 981 2035, ,San
Bernardino, 1/25/2001,30,
Utility Services Associates L
LC,7157 SevilleAve.,L,,
Highland, CA 92346-6044,
909 864 3195, ,San
Bernardino, 1/24/2001,57,
V E & Associates,625 S.
Riverside Ave. Ste. L,H,VIC-

tor M,Enriquez, Rialto, CA
92376-7072, 909 874 4985,
,San Bernardino,
1/0312001 ,84,
V I P Protection Plus,16532
Sir Barton Way,I,Guy L,Reita, Moreno Valley, CA
92551-2533, Riverside,
1/04/2001 ,32,
V L Concessions,16843 Valley Blvd. Ste. E,I,Vanessa
D,Leefe, Fontana, CA
92335-6666, San Bernardino, 1/29/2001 ,77,

Ste. U,I,Henry W. ,Krzciuk,
Rancho Cucamonga, CA
91730-5680, 909 626 1920,
,San Bernardino,
1/18/2001 ,93,

Vinyl Graphics Stickers &
Stuff ,1 081 N. Alessandro
St.,P,Valerie J,Hoffman, Banning, CA 92220-2445, Riverside, 1/29/2001 ,81 ,

Vant Consulting L L C,9500
7th St. Ste. U,L, , Rancho
Cucamonga, CA 917305680, 909 626 1920, ,San
Bernardino, 1/26/2001 ,93,

Vipp Creations,29129 Crestline Dr.,I,Beth A,Kardosy,
Menifee, CA 92584-2602,
909 679 6099, ,Riverside,
1/19/2001 ,29,

Verdin Tractor Svc.,6969
Chadbourne Ave.,I,Francisco,Verdin , Riverside, CA
92505-2029, Riverside,
1/12/2001,69,

Vision Network Svc.,15868
Tuscola Rd. Apt. 9,1,Christine J,Martinez, Apple Valley,
CA 92307-2185, 909 722
1038, ,San Bernardino,
1/09/2001 ,09,

Valley Computer Service
Center,P.O. Box
791 ,1,James,Sanchez,
Fontana, CA 92334-0791 ,
888 795 1960, ,San
Bernardino, 1/02/2000,91 ,
Valley Dental,13373 Perris
Blvd.,C,Jerson M,Vasquez,
Moreno Valley, CA 925534206, 909 601 6874, ,Riverside, 1/16/2001 ,99,
Valley Pro,24538 Pace
Dr.,P,Pamela D,Jordan,
Moreno Valley, CA 925577327, Riverside,
1/09/2001 ,38,
Valleys Finest Window
Cleaning,33408 Mill Pond
Dr.,I,Nathan,Skallervd,
Wildomar, CA 92595-8840,
909 698 0701 , ,Riverside,
1/11/2001,08,
Value Cleaners,4741 E Palm
Canyon Dr. Ste. E,I,Emdad
H,Sarker, Palm Springs, CA
92264-5275, Riverside,
1/22/2001 .77'
Value Plus Holdings,3350
Shelby St. Ste. 200,T,Linda
Gaskin Trustee,Value Plus
Holdings Trust, Ontario, CA
91764-5556, 909 944 2561'
,San Bernardino,
1/02/2000,50,

Verns Automotive,P.O. Box
234,1,Vernon D,Howe, Rimforest, CA 92378-0234, San
Bernardino, 1/02/2000,34,
Veronicas Closet Balloons
Gifts & More,9275 Pleasant
Hurst Ct.,I,Veronica,Lara,
Riverside, CA 92509-3052,
909 685 7075, ,Riverside,
1/2.2/2001 ,75,
Victorville Motocross Complex,P.O. Box
7211 08,P,Learnold W. ,Saul,
Pinon Hills, CA 92372-11 08,
760 868 4411 , ,San
Bernardino, 1/18/2001 ,08,
Victorville Professional Accident & lnju,15048 Bear Valley Rd. Ste. A,C,Worth Professionai,Chiropractic Ctr,
Victorville, CA 92392-9235,
San Bernardino,
1/31/2001 ,73,
Video House,1542 Orange
St.,H,Thomas,Chen, Redlands, CA 92374-2205, 909
307 3377, ,San Bernardino,
1119/2001,42,
Video House,523 E Foothill
Blvd.,H,Thomas D,Chen, Rialto, CA 92376-5223, 909
875 6975, ,San Bernardino,
1/19/2001 ,23,

Webwav Web Design &
Hosting,533 Via Vista
Dr.,I,Gabriel J,Meier, Redlands, CA 92373-7331,909
792 8865, ,San Bernardino,
1/11/2001 ,33,

Voix Publications,18493 Halter Ln.,I,Matthew,Knez,
Riverside, CA 92504-9792,
Riverside, 1/05/2001,93,
Walk On Wood Hardwood
Floors By Gary,5921 Troth
St.,I,Gary D,Erskin, Mira
Lorna, CA 91752-2212, 909
681 1272, ,Riverside,
1/18/2001 ,21 ,
Warm Sands Villas,555 S.
Warm Sands Dr.,C,Ocotillo
Prop Lie, ,Palm Springs, CA
92264-7632, 760 323 3005,
,Riverside, 1/22/2001 ,55,
Wasserak,12290 Indian River Dr.,H,Eric J,Breitenbach,
Apple Valley, CA 923086770, 760 240 1130, ,San
Bernardino, 1/22/2001,90,
Waterworks Plumbing Supplies,35087 Yucaipa
Blvd.,I,Danny R,Buckendahl,
Yucaipa, CA 92399-4336,
909 790 2198, ,San
Bernardino, 1/16/2001,87,
Wayfaring Felines,1631
Palmyrita
Ave.,I,Sharon,Goloski, Riverside, CA 92507-1623, Riverside, 1/18/2001,31,
We The People Of Riverside,6519 Magnolia
Ave.,C,Michaei,Houston,
Riverside, CA 92506-2411 •
909 369 3591 , ,Riverside ,
1/0312001 '19,

Van Ettas Home & Family
Care,1700 E Date St. Apt.
1130,P,Vanessa T,Geise,
San Bernardino, CA 924044520, 909 886 8292, ,San
Bernardino, 1/2312001 ,80,

Village Green Mobile Home
Park,1602 W. Acacia
Ave.,P,Kimchi L,Lee, Hemet,
CA 92543-3846, 909 430
8464, ,Riverside,
1/12/2001 ,99,

Vanagan Holdings
lnc.,23325 Cajalco
Rd .,C,Peter,Vanagan, Perris,
CA 92570-8435, Riverside,
1/24/2001,25,

Vineyard Mobi1,8919 Foothill
Blvd.,I,Orange Grove Svc.
Inc., ,Rancho Cucamonga,
CA 91730-3401 , San
Bernardino, 1/12/2001,19,

Web Creations,7038
Elmhurst Ave.,I,Michelle
K,Niblett, Alta Lorna, CA
91701 -5908, 909 483 0953,
,San Bernardino,
1/12/2001,38,

Vaness Design,34030 Suncrest Dr.,I,Curt G,Vaness,
Cathedral City, CA 922346330, Riverside,
1/22/2001,30,

Vintage Elite Guest
Home,11342 Mount Abbott
Ct.,I,Jorge E,Lopez, Alta
Lorna, CA 91737-6525, 909
466 6864, ,San Bernardino,
1/10/2001 ,42,

Webster Place,1506 Webster St.,H,Adelaida
S.,Galasinao, Redlands, CA
92374-2144, 909 798 1566,
,San Bernardino,
1/05/2001,06,

Vant Consulting,9500 7th St.

Welcome Inn Of America,191 0 University
Ave.,P,Mukesh,Patel, Riverside, CA 92507-5202, 909
684 2400, ,Riverside,
1/10/2001,10,
Wendys Express Notary
Svc. ,1226 S. VICtoria
Ave.,I,Wendeii,Netzer, Corona, CA 92879-2467, 909 817
9310, ,Riverside,
112312001,26,
West Coast Overhead
Door,22982 Teil Glen
Rd.,I,Bryan,Jauert, Wildomar, CA 92595-8099. 909
609 9000, ,Riverside,
1/2312001,82,
West Coast Vending,43980
Mahlon Vail Rd. #
701,C,Janina L,Smith,
Temecula, CA 92592-9602,
909 302 8728, ,Riverside,
1/25/2001,80,
Westech Industries Directional Drilling,21834 Bear
Valley Rd.,I,Wayne,Mccurley,
Apple Valley, CA 923087207, San Bernardino,
1/02/2000,34,
Western Golf Directory,1801
Rimrock Rd. Apt. 118,1,Kenneth E,Mcconnell Jr.,
Barstow, CA 92311-5713,
San Bernardino,
1/02/2000,43,
Western International Protection & lnves,9496 Magnolia Ave. Ste.
207,C,Kari,Pettway, Riverside, CA 92503-3733, 909
687 2058, ,Riverside,
1/09/2001 ,57,
Western Way Saddlery,23231 Palomar
St.,H,Jeanette M,Johnson,
Murrieta, CA 92562-9495,
909 696 7326, ,Riverside,
1/24/2001 ,31 ,
Wheelson Auto Transport,16059 Abedul St.,H,Derick S.,Wilson, Moreno Valley,
CA 92551 -2031, 909 712
0700, ,Riverside,
1/30/2001,59,
While You Were Away Property Care,43380 Warner
Tri,I,Terri L,Wade, Palm
Desert, CA 92211-8245,
Riverside, 1fl2/2001 ,80,
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Rediscover Your Neighboring Vacation Spots

DESERT NOTES

by Bill Anthony

Today, when people are hesitant
to travel on their vacation to faraway
places, even familiar spots in Europe
and the Caribbean, it' time to visit
"getaways" close to home. I recently enjoyed a few vacation days in the
Palm Springs to Indian Wells area of
the Coachella Valley, and will share
with you a few of the many great
re taurants for dining (if you want to
just eat, go to any of the chains) why not do a week-long fine dining
expedition of the desert? And if you
are a golf fanatic, you can really go
nuts here in the desert. There are
more golf courses in proportion to
pennanent population than anywhere
else in the world!
I stayed at the Westin Mission
Hills Resort where they say, "Our
Goal is to Make Your Stay With Us
a Pleasant One." AND THEY DO
SUCCEED!! The place i beautiful....low, two-story buildings .... a
large pool at the grand lobby
area....spectacular smaller pools with
man-made mini-lakes with many
ducks-just a calm, relaxing environment. The Mission Hills Resort
gives complimentary in-room coffee,
newspapers and shoe shines. When
they say extra pillows. it's really a
king-size bed full of pillows and a
down comforter.
Restaurants-well as I said earlier, there are many fine dining pleasures.... here are four of the best:
The Santa Rosa Grille at the
Hyatt Grand Champions
The Santa Rosa Grille at the Hyatt Grand Champions Hotel is the
perfect spot for a slow, leisurely late
breakfast with the choice of eating indoors or on the patio overlooking the,
golf course (take the patio if the
weather pennits). Forget the lunch
menu - it contains all the same
olds....and the same olds are expensive. Arrive by 11 a.m. for the surprise of your vacation (you do not
need to be staying at the hotel to eat
at the Grillt:) .... by tasting the Cactus
Cove for $13.75 (scrambled eggs,
Maine lobster, mascarpone cheese,
served with breakfast potatoes and

chive )-it's the best deal on the
menu.
Gone is the gounnet restaurant
which was named "Charlies" (now
all meals are at the Santa Rosa
Grille). Charlies i. a missed, but not
forgotten treat, and I sure hope that
they will bring it back along with
what was excellent service and great
food. As for now, Friday night's
prime rib, four-course dinner is
$18.95, and Saturday's lobster fest is
$22.95 on the patio at the Santa Rosa
Grille.

The Sa11ta Rosa Grille is located
at the Hyatt Grand Champions,
44600 Indian Wells Lane, Indian
Wells (phone number is 76016744165).
Roy's Rancho Mirage
Roy's Rancho Mirage, the
newest restaurant in the desert, is
home to Chef Roy Yamaguchi's Oliginal Hawaiian Fusion dishes. If ever
Palm Desert needed an ocean at it
doorsteps, the time is now, as the
Hawauan des1gn of the restaurant, although ll sits on sand, is lacking the
roaring ocean (hov. is that for a visual picture?).

. .. ~

The wine list con ists of 170
wines and the menu contains many
recommended wine to complement
specific di hes. Although opened
only a few weeks, the staff, under the
management of Partner Don Myers.
is super-friendly, eager to please and
knowledgeable of the food preparation and complementary wines.
Now let's get to the food- and
by the way, the right-hand side of the
menu (the side with the nightly specials) change every night. Some
items on the menu worth trying include: Ohana Appetizers: Roy's
Nightly Dim Sum Style Canoe (for
two) of Szechuan Style St. Louis
Ribs, Shrimp Sticks, Edamame, Island Ahi Poke, Dy-No-Mite!! Baked
Oysters and Indonesian Chicken Lollipop Sate for $24; Jawaoo Lao Style
Crispy Crab Cakes - in Spicy
Sesame Butter Sauce for $13.
Entrees: Roy's Seared Roasted
Macadamia Nut-Crusted Hawaiian
Mahi Mahi - with Lobster Butter
Sauce for $23; Japanese Rice Cracker Crusted Tiger Shrimp - Shiitake
Steamed Rice and Drunken Sake Soy
Sauce for $20. Roy's Signature
Oven-Baked Desserts 10clude the
Melting Hot Chocolate Souffle and
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the Seasonal Fresh Fruit Strudel.
(P.S. Try this place-you will
definitely like it!)

Roy's Rancho Mirage is Located
at 71959 Highway II 1 in Rancho Mirage (phone number is 760/3409044).
Lakeview Restaurant at the
Marriott's Desert Springs
Resort & Spa
If you enjoy the luxury of a
leisurely Sunday Brunch, the Lakeview restaurant at the Marriott's
Desert Springs Resort & Spa is the
best brunch in the desert. Adult
prices are $26.95 and children's
prices (age 3-1 0) are $13.95 (this
price does not include Champagne
-however, it is available for a slight
additional charge if you so desire).
This fabulous brunch includes a
variety of breakfast pastries; fresh
fruits and salads; tempting soups;
your choice of omelets; crepes (selection of custard, cheese or plain)
with a choice of fresh fruits, fudge
chocolate, or hot caramel; waffles;
entrees including prime rib, veal,
pork, pheasant, just to name a few;
Sushi bar; and, of course, as your finale· chocolate sweets, cakes, tarts
and eclairs for dessert.

The Lakeview Restaurant at the
Marnoll :s Desert Springs Resort &
S1x1 is located at 7-1855 Country Club
Drive in Desert Springs (phone numberis 760/341-2211).
The Steak House at the
Spa Hotel and Casino
Almost hidden off the main lobby of the Spa Hotel, and far removed
from the noisy crowded casino, is a
truly gourmet treasure simply called
'The Steak House." I arrived for dinner only three days after the1r 200 I
sea<;<>n opening and found the kitchen
staff and dining room staff to be in
perfect harmony.
After being seated, beverage ordered and menus presented, Linda arrived with a deck of cards from the

continued on page 57

continued from page 56
casino and asked if I wanted to play
a hand of poker. My mind racing, I
thought, "Wow, they are hustling
poker in the restaurant. What's next,
Keno?" Not only were my thoughts
wrong, but I was in for a urprise.
Linda deals five cards and with a
pair, you get free salad .. .jacks or better, you receive free dessert, and a
royal flu sh gets you a free
Chateaubriand dinner for two. Great
idea.... great ice breaker with the staff
and you get to keep the deck of cards.
The menu was interpreted by
Debra, who knowledgeably explained all our options. The conclusion was that the menu item "The
Prime Evening," described as follows, was the best choice:

Woods, you know that Confucius
was correct-we can cenainly put
our trust in Chef Woods- the food is
del iciou , and you will simply love
dining at the Steak House at the Spa
Hotel and Casino.

The Steak House at the Spa Hotel and Casino is located at 100
North Indian Canyon Drive in Palm
Springs (phone number is 76017781551).
McCALLUM THEATRE

200112002 Season

1/22-27 Cabaret
1/30 Hay Fever- A Noise Within
February
2/1 & 2 Gregory Hines

DAY SPAS

2/3 Innuendo

I 0-805 Palm Drive., DHS/329-6000.

Desert Hot Sp~ Spa Hotel,

2/4 Comnumd Perfonnance Starring
Red Buttons, The Ink Spots, The
Nelson Riddle Orchestra
2/6 Spartacus- The Grigorovich Ballet

December

2/8 The Smothers Brothers

12/ I 0 Colors of Christmas
Starring Michael McDonald, Peabo
Bryson, Sheena Easton and Oleta
Adams

219 Hayley Westenra
2/10 Madarna Butterfly Teatro Lirico d' Europa

The Prime Evening ($45)

Choose an item for each
course:

12/ II & 12 The Nutcracker Moscow
Classical Ballet
12/13 Diana Krall

Appetizer, Soup, Salad,
lntennezzo
Choice of Fresh Icy Sorbet

Main Course Selection:
Filet MignonThe Grand 12 oz., Veal Chop14 oz., Wild Mushroom
Petite Filet Mignon
& Shrimp
Rib Eye Steak-20 oz.
Rack of Lamb-Dijon Crust
Selection of Sea!>onal
Vegetables Chateau Potato
and Jasmine Rice
Dessert Presentation
The new price-fix dinners range
from a pork porterhouse at $19 to the
classic prime rib double cut at $25.
Appetizers average $7, soups at $5,
and side dishes at $4. This restaurant
has to be the best value and best
choice of great dishes in the entire
valley. It is so good that when I tried
to find a negative about this place, I
couldn't! You can even find a Confucius proverb here ... you know the
one ..."Don't trust a skinny chef."
Well, when you meet Chef Paul

2/14 Joshua Bell
2/15 &16 Tommy Tune and The
Manhattan Rhythm Kings

12/14 Vikki Carr- Feliz Navidad

2/19 Lazer Vaudeville

12/15 Catskills on Broadway Starring Freddie Roman, Mal Z.
Lawrence, Dick Capri and Scott
Record

2/20 Tim Conway and Harvey Korman .. .Together Again - with Louise
DuArt
2/22 Christopher Parkening

January
1/9 Th e Golden Boys Starring
Frankie Avalon, Bobby Rydell &
Fabian

I/ II Kristin Chenoweth

2/26 - 3/3 Guys & Dolls Starring
Maurice Hines

2/23 & 24 Bobby Short

A Ia carte services include various facials and eye and neck treatments,
Swedish, Shiatsu and other massages
as well as aromatherapy body treatments and reflexology. Specialties
include glycolic body polishes, seaweed and kelp body masques as well
as cellulite mineral wraps. In addition to spa services there are eight
natural hot mineral pools to be enjoyed.
Hyatt Grand Champions Resort, 44-600 Indian Wells Lane,
IW/341-1000. Full-service spa offeri ng fitness classes, massage, facials, full program of spa treatments
and more.
Marriott's Desert Springs Resort, 74-855 Country Club Dr.,
PD/341-1865. Ultra-spa, featuring
exercise classes, massages, facials,
full program of spa treatments and
more.
Merv Grifrm's Resort Hotel &
Givenchy Spa, 4200 E. Palm
Canyon Dr., PSn70-5000. Offers a
variety of massage therapies, facials,
aromatherapy, body masks, eucalyptus inhalation therapy and herbal
wraps. Plus a fresh juice bar and fitness room.

II 12 Ancestral Voices Starring Rene
Aubcrjonois, Mariette Hartley, Fred
Savage, Roben Foxworth and
Katherine Helmond
1/14 Orpheus in the Underground
French Comic Opera of Denm~k
1/16 & 17 Our Sinatra
1/18 & 19 Steve Lawrence & Eydie
Gorme
1/20 National Acrobats of Taiwan
(R.O.C.)

The Ritz-Carton Spa, 68-900
Frank Sinatra Dr., RM/321-8282.
Babor Facials are featured here including a Champagne Facial which
uses a Champagne yeast extract.
Other facials include Biomatrix Alpha Hydroxy and a special Gentlemen's Facial. Body treatments include a seaweed wrap and an aromatherapy salt glow treatment.
There is also a Fitness Center with
weight equipment, dumbbells, treadmills and Lifecycles.
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Ponola Ave., Palm Desen/lndian
Wells, 346-5694.
www.livingdesen.org

MAJOR AITRACfiONS
Children's Discovery Museum
of the Desert When they say
"hands-on museum," they mean it.
The k:ids can touch and have so much
fun while learning, creating, exploring and experimenting in a safe, caring setting. Call about Birthday Party Packages. Discover Tots and
Smooshes & Squiggle programs.
Tours and museum store. Open to
schools, groups and general public.
10 a.rn.-5 p.m. Mon.-Sat. noon-5
p.m. Sun. 71-701 Gerald Ford Dr.,
Rancho Mirage. 321-0602
Indian Canyons
A Palm
Springs treasure shared with the
world. Andreas, Murray and Palm
canyons feature a trading post, picnic
grounds, hiking and horse trails.
Year-round 8 a.m.-6 p.m. S. Palm
Canyon Dr., five miles from center of
Palm Springs. Tahquitz Canyon
with its spectacular waterfalls is now
open after being closed to the pubiJc
for more than 30 years. Guided twohour hilcing tours from 8 a.m.-2 p.m.
Visitor Center with video, historical
photos, gift shop and maps. 500 W.
Mesquite, Palm Springs. 416-7044.
www.tahquitzcanyon.com

1be Living Desert Our wildest
attraction, featuring rare and endangered desert animals and African
wildlife. The African Village WaThTu. is home to camels, cheetahs, zebras and more, plus the Petting Kraal
that kids love. Explore hiking trails,
picnic areas, tbe ''Wtldlife Wonders"
live animal shows daily in the Tennity Amphitheater and native plants in
the Wortz Demonstration Garden.
Open daily year-round, except Dec.
25. Hours: Aug 16-June 15,9 am5 p.m., last admission 4 p.m. Summer hours: June 16-Aug. 15, 8 am.1:30 p.m., last admission I p.m.
Shaded and misted areas throughout
the park. For non-hikers, take a
Desert Explorer 50-minute guided
:our on electric tram for just $5.
Jroup rates. ~parking, 47-900

Palm Springs Desert Museum
A cultural showplace in its 64th year
as a prestigious an and natural science facility, featuring galleries with
exceptional permanent collections
and top changing exhibitions. Lovely sculpture gardens invite relaxing.
The Annenberg Theater offers a full
sea on of performing an and lectures. Classes and field trips are pan
of a busy Education Department Toor
Library open Mon.-Wed. noon-5
p.m. Museum hours: Tues.-Sat. 10
a.m.-5 p.m. Sun. noon-5 p.m. Closed
Mon. and major holidays. Community Day ftrst Fri. of the month with
free admission to all. Museum Store.
Toor Gallery Cafe open Tues.-Sat. II
a.m.-3 p.m., Sun. noon-3 p.m. Handicapped access through south parking lot. 101 Museum Dr. 325-7186.
Recorded info. 325-0189.

Fantasy Balloon Flights: Established in 1981 , they promise guaranteed fun and a great desert view with
sunrise or sunset Champagne adventures in state-of-the-art balloons with
champion pilots. Group, senior and
family discounts. 568-0997, (800)
GO-ABOVE.

Jeep Tours

Bicycle Tours:

Moorten Botanical Garden Internationally famous living museum.
Nature trails, 3,000 varieties of giant
cacti, trees, birds, succulents, flowers. "Desertland" Historical Landmark. Garden for weddings, meetings, art exhibits. 1701 S. Palm
Canyon Dr., PS 327-6555.

Adventure Bike Tours: Guided
group bike tours. Bikes, helmets, refreshments, full suppon chase vehicles. Bicycle rentals. 328-0282.
Bighorn Bicycle Adventures: A
full-service bicycle rental and
bike/hike tour service. Quality trek
bikes, knowledgeable guides, spectacular destinations. Indian Canyon
tours daily, Movie Colony by appointment. Electric bikes for sale or
rent. 302 N. Palm Canypn Dr., Palm
Springs. 325-3367.
Big Wheel Bike Tours: We deliver bikes and guides to you. Several on and off-road tours offered.
Price includes guide, bike, helmet
and refreshments. 779-1837. e-mail:
etrubee@aol.com

SIGHTSEEING AITRACI10NS

Ground Tours

Aerie Art Garden Major works
in a desert botanical garden setting.
Adjacent gallery. By appointment
only. 71-235 Aerie Dr., Palm Desen.
568-6366

Balloon Flights:

Balloon Above the Desert: Sip
your Champagne while experiencing
the ultimate romantic adventure with
a frrst-class hot-air balloon ride company. 776-5785
Dream Flights LLC: Fabulous

sunrise/sunset adventures in new
safe, colorful balloons. Service their
highest priority. Group rates, references. 321-5154. (800)933-5628

Trail Discover/Desen Safari:
Amazing eco-tours and guided hikes
of desen foothills, Indian Canyons,
Joshua Tree and mountains beyond
the Tram from two hours to full day.
Full moon night expeditions, hip
packs provided. Runners welcome.
325-1-llKE (4453), 770-9191 or
(888)
TO-SAFARI
(86723274).

5 Star Adventures offers air-conditioned sightseeing tours. To see
celebrity homes and glitzy resons,
take the "Palm Springs Lifestyles of
the Rich and Famous Tour."
To see a little bit of everything,
take the "Best of Palm Springs Tour."
320-1500.
Covered Wagon Tours of
Coachella Valley Preserve drawn by
draft mules. Narrated for individuals
and groups. Western cookouts and
live entertainment. Sept.-June. 3472161.

5 Star Adventures offers
four-wheel drive Jeep tours.
See beautiful canyons and a
lush palm oasis on the "Spirit
Canyon Jeep Tour." Cool off
and see spectacular views and
native plants on the "Santa Rosa
Mountains Jeep Tour." 320-1500.
POPULAR ANNUAL EVENTS

December 2001: Palm Springs
Festival of Lights Parade, Dec. 1;
Tenth Annual Indio International
Tamale Festival, Dec. 1-2. Palm
Canyon Theatre Art Show, Dec. 8-9,
2001 dates TBA: Seventh Annual
Greater Palm Springs Celebrity Golf
Classic.
January 2002: 13th Annual
Nonel Networks Palm Springs International Film Festival, Jan. 10-21.
21st Annual Pepsi All-Star Softball
Game, Jan. 13. 4)rd Annual Bob
Hope Chrysler Classic, Jan. 14-20;
Indio Desert Circuit Horse Shows,
Jan. 23.-March 10; Desert Arts Festival, Jan. 26-27. 2002 dates TBA:
Desert Town Hall of Indian Wells.
February 2002: 16th Annual
Southwest Arts Festival, Feb. l-3;
Fourth Annual Verizon Tour de Palm
Springs Charity Bike Event Feb. 2;
14th Annual Frank Sinatra Celebrity
Invitational, Feb. 7-9; Eighth Annual Steve Chase Humanitarian
Awards, Feb. 9; 56th Annual National Date Festival, Feb. 15-24; Fine
Arts & Crafts Festival, Feb. 16-18;
Keith McCormick's Palm Springs
Exotic Car Show & Auction, Feb.
24-25. 2002 dates TBA: Desert Town
Hall of IndianWells.

Rialto Chamber of Commerce Health Fair & Business Expo, Fri., from II
a.m. - 4 p.m. at the San Bernardino
Behavioral Health Resource Center
located at 850 E. Foothill Blvd. in Rialto. For more information please call
the Rialto Chamber at (909) 8755364.

9

13

Resource Center for Nonprofit Management in cooperation with The Los
Angeles 1imes presents, "To Be or
Not To Be A 501 (c) 3 Organization." This special workshop is designed for anyone interested in starting a nonprofit organization. Special
evening class on Tues., from 6:308:30 p.m. at the Resource Center for
Nonprofit Management, 4505 Allstate
Drive, Suite 223, Riverside. Cost is
$25. To register, please call (909)
686-2890. Seating is limited to 15, so
register early.

Privacy in the Workplace,
Riverside, UCR Extension
Center, 1200 University
Avenue, Wed., 8:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.,
fee: $95. For information contact
UCR Extension at (909) 787-4105 or
toll-free (800) 442-4990.

14

Understanding and Motivating Employees, Riverside, UCR Extension Center, 1200 University Avenue, Fri., 9
a.m.-4 p.m., fee: $125. For information contact UCR Extension at (909)
787-4105 or toll-free (800) 442-4990.

16

2a:

th Annual Peace Officer
d Public Safety Appreciation Day awards
luncheon. This is honoring peace officers, fire, paramedics, suppon staff
and volunteers serving the cities of
the Coachella Valley. Hosted by the
Palm Desert·Chamber of Commerce

on Tue. at II :30 a.m. at the Marriott's
Desen Springs Reson . $50/ticket,
$450/table of I 0, $650/event sponsor
and $1 ,000/award sponsor. RSVP by
Fri., Nov. 16. For more information
call (760) 346-6111.

r--------------------------------~

REGULARLY SCHEDULED EVENTS
•

Business Builders of Rancho Cucamonga, weekly, 7 a.m. at Socorro's
Mexican Restaurant, 10276 Foothill
Blvd., Rancho Cucamonga. Membership: $25. Contact: Dawn Grey,
(909) 484-5244; Shirley Patrick,
(909) 625-2386.

•

Personal Break Through/ Networking, weekly, 7 a.m. at 7385
Carnelian St., Rancho Cucamonga.
The club meets to discuss maximizing business and personal leverage, Contact: Warren Hawkins,
(909) 626-2681 or (909) 517-0220
(pager).

2a

he Resource Center for
onprofit Management
and The Los Angeles
1imes present, Breakfast Bytes 20012002. Start your day with the fruits of
knowledge, "Marketing Your Mission," on Tues., from 7:30-9:30 a.m.
at Resource Center, 4505 Allstate Drive, Suite 223, Riverside. Cost is $ 15.
For more information contact Noreen
Kinney at (909) 686-2890.

2a

rofessionals In H~~an
esources Assoc1at10n
presents "Colorful Flags
Human Relations Module Diversity,"
on Tues. from II :30 a.m. to l :30 p.m.
at Pomona Valley Mining Company,
1777 Gillette Road (10 Fwy and Dudley) Pomona. For the cost and for
more information please call, Catherine Haskett Hany at (213) 622-7472,
ext. 12.

•

Toastmasters Oub 6836, the Inland
Valley Earlybirds of Upland, weekly 6:45 a.m. at Denny's, northwest
comer of Seventh Street and Mountain Avenue in Upland. Wo: Nancy
Couch, (909) 621-4147.

•

The Institute of Management
Accountants Inland Empire Olapter,
the fourth Wednesday of the month,
6:30a.m. at the Mission lnn, 3649
Seventh St., Riverside. Contact: Ester Jamora (818) 305-7200 Ext. 106.

•

The

•

1

25

Business Network International, Inland Valley Chapter, weekly, 7 to 8:30
a.m. at Mimi's Cafe, 10909 Foothill
Blvd., Rancho Cucamonga. Contact:
Michael Bailey, (909) 948-7650.

•

Ali Lassen's Leads Club, Claremont
Chapter, weekly, 7: 15 a.m. at the
Claremont lnn, 555 W. Foothill Blvd,
Claremont. Contact: (909) 981-1720.
Regional office: (800) 767-7337.

•

Ali Las en's Leads Club, Diamond
Ranch Chapter, breakfast meeting
weekly, $8 for visitors, 7: 15 - 8:30
a.m. at the Diamond Bar Country
Club, 22751 E. Golden Springs Dr.,
Diamond Bar. Contact: Kim Gully
(909) 606-4423 or Leads Club Regional Office: (800) 767-7337.

WEDNESDAY

•

Required Federal/State
Notifications to Employees, Riverside, UCR Extension Center, 1200 University Avenue, Thurs., 9 a.m.-4 p.m., fee: $125.
For information contact UCR Extension at (909) 787-4 105 or toll-free
(800) 442-4990.

29

•
I

I
I
I

•

Business Network lntemational, Victor Valley Chapter, weekly, 7 a.m. at
Marie Callenders, 12180 Mariposa
Rd., Victorville. Visitors welcome.
Contact: Jo Wollard (760) 241-1633.
Business Network lntemational,
Chino Valley Chapter, weekly, 7
a.m. at Mimi's Cafe, Spectrum
Marketplace, 3890 Grand Ave.,
Chino. Contact: (909) 591-0992.
Business Network International,
Rancho Cucamonga Chapter, weekly, 7 a.m. at Plum Tree Restaurant,
1170 W. Foothill Blvd., Rancho Cu-

Rancho Cucamonga Women's

Chapter of Ali Lassen's Leads Oub,

weekly, 7:15 a.m. at Mimi's Cafe,
370 N. Mountain Avenue. Wo: Patricia Brookings, (909) 981-4159 or
(909) 594-5159.

TUESDAY

Ladies Guild presents,
Open house, castle lighting, "A Castle Christmas," from 5-9 p.m. at Teen Challenge's Historic Benedict Ca tie located at 5445 Chicago Ave., Riverside. For more information contact,
Lisa VanGreuningen at (909) 2742509, ext. Ill or Teen Challenge at
(909) 683-4241.

Calendar events may be submitted through press releases, phone or e-mail.
MAIL: 8560 Vineyard Ave., Suite 306, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730-4352
PHONE: (909) 484-9765
E-MAIL: iebj@busjoumal.com

camonga. Contact: Michael Cunerty, (909) 467-9612.

MONDAY

THURSDAY
•

Business Network International,
Victor Valley Chapter, meets every
Thursday at 7 a.m. at the Ramada
lnn, Interstate 15 and Palmdale
Road in Victorville. Visitors are welcome. For more information, call
Rodney Sanders at (760) 953-7297.

•

Business Network International,
Corona Hills Chapter meets every 1
Thursday 7 a.m. to 8:30 a.m. at the
Mimi's Cafe located at 2230 Griffin
Way, Corona (#91 Fwy at McKinley). Visitors are always welcome.
Information: Laurie (909) 780-3176
or Wayre (909) 279-2870.

SUNDAY

•

Oaremont Master Motivators Toastmasters Oub, weekly, 6 to 7:30p.m.
in the Jagels Building at Claremont
Graduate School, 165 E. lOth St,
Claremont. Contact: Chuck or Do!ores Week, (909) 982-3430.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Also, the Corona Chapter of Ali I
I
Lassen's Leads Club meets weekly at I
7:15 a.m. at Carrow's on Main St. I
and Rincon in Corona. Contact I
I
Kathleen Moon at (909) 279-1133 or I
the National Headquarters at: (800) I
I
783-3761.
I

·--------------------------------~

When forming a banking relationship,
we wanted one in which there would
be trust, respect, faith and support.

Jamal Hamdani
Presrdent/CEO
:;..__......._,Moseley, Inc.

We chose United California Bank.
Contact a United California Banker at

1-800-400-2781
www.unitedcalbank.com

- Being good to you is good for us.

Member FDIC

